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BREATHE
Dust All Winter
When fora small expense you can have
your Carpets, Druggets and Bug's
We
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Steam

13 PREBLE ST
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Carpet Cleansing
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To close out our various lines of
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Come early.
Good Values at Low Prices.

Center & McDowell,
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NEWSPAPErTcORRESPONDENT.

Santiago de Cuba, September 18.—3.30
p. m.—Yesterday charges were preferred
Captain MilHer of the second imby
mune regiment, and Captain Shelley of
the fifth immunes against Sergeant Josh
W. Johnson of the third reigment, for
and libeling the officers and
soldiers of their respective regiments in
an artiole published in the Atlanta Con-

inalinging

stitution

on

August 20.

the appointment of Senor Montero Rios,
president of the Senate; Senor Abarzuza,
Senor Garnica, General Ceroro and Senor
Villarrntla as the Spanish peace com-

America i Flag Will Sooa Float Over
Porto Rico.

Grave

Sick Volunteers Turned Out of Montauk
and Told to Get Home as Host They

Opposed

Spaniards

To

is felt about several
known to have ventured
out in Lake tit. Louis, yesterday
after-

Spjnlsli

anxiety

yachting parties

Can.

Burial Of The Murdered North Saco
Farmer.

noon.

DEATH
New York,
of Co.
bers

OFCAPT. CAPRON.

statement of the Bournes, “that
such a marriage has not taken plaoe,”
but to the reticence of Grace herself on
She absolutely deolines to
the subject.

have anything to say on the subjeot nor
will she disclose anything connected with
her trip or her whereabouts during her
It is
two weeks absence from home.
known that she went to Onset, hut since
icaviug
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—»w

of her movements up to yesterday
noon, when sh; left Providence for Middletoro. Miss Perkins appears very much
unconcerned regarding the whole affair
and looks on it all as more of a joke than
She kept in-doors all
anything else.
and although the house was well
ant

The official statement of
and Havana.
military commander in Crete, to accede
the number of Spanish soldiers in the is- to the demand of the Britisli admiral,
a
at
is said to place the aggregate
Now York, September 17.—Six hundred land
Gerard Henry Noel, for disarment, thus
and ninety men and offioers of the 12th hundred thousand, and it is understood
with^ther, whole ultimatum of
complying
W.H.
Humphreys, that it is proposed that the men shall
regular infantry,Major
A British military detachthe admiral.
at
in
arrived
Jersey
City
commanding,
with them their arms, munitions ment
today oooupied the entrance to the
midnight from Camp Wikoff. They were carry
and
equipments.
transferred to
waiting trains on the of raw, material
fort, and it is rumored that the Ottoman
It is estimated that the end of February
Pennsylvania road and at 7 o'clock this
troops will be withdrawn and a British
for
Jefferstarted
the
regiment
morning,
will have come before the evacuation of force will
Among the
oooupy the town.
son barraoks.
the island is completed, as the soldiers
prisoners already handed over to Admiral
REST.
must embark in Spanish vessels.
| SECRETARY LONG WILL
are
Noel
two who are credited with
Hingham, Mass., September 17.—Hon.
being the ring leaders in the attack on
OF
CONFEDERACY.
DAUGHTER
John D. Long, secretary of the navy arthe British camp.
rived today from Washington. Now that
commissioners ore on their Miss Winnie Davis Died
the peace
At
Yesterday
LUCCHENI’S CHIEF IN NEW YORK.
way to Paris, and matters are a little
Karraganseit,
quieter in Washington, he will take a
London, September 19.—The Daily Telmuoh needed rest for a week or ten days
egraph’s 9t. Petersburg correspondent
at his home.
Narragansett Pier, R. I., September 18. gays he has ascertained that Luccheni,
THE WEATHER.
—Miss Winnie Davis, daughter of Mrs. the assassin of the Austrian Empress,
Jefferson Davis, and so widely known
belonging to a gang of anarohlsts who
and beloved in the Southern states of the went from
Europe to the United States
as the
daughter of the Confed- two years ago, and who had for their
Union,
eracy, died at noon today at the Rooklng- object the assassination of the crowned
ham hotel, to which place she came as heals.
The correspondent also says It is
weeks of the Pier’s known that the ohiefs of the band are still
a guest in the early
sooial season. She had been ill for sever- in New

FOR JBFERSON BARRACKS.

NT*

k
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York.

fortnight ago her ailment
wasj diagnosed as malarial gastritis.
During the past week her condition was

al weeks and

day

nigh surrounded by curious persons, but
few caught even a glimpse of her.
Boston, September 18.—Fair, southThe Bournes are even closer mouthed west winds.
Washington, September 18.—Foreoast
than the Perkins family, although denyare marfor Monday for New England and Easing emphatically that the two
mornried. The family feel the situation and tern New York: Showers in early
of the uffair keenly, and ing, followed by fair, fresh to brisk westthe
publicity

a

considered favorable, and it was thought
that her removal from the hotel would be
possible in a few days. Last night, however, a relapso in Miss Davis’s condition
was noticed and throughout the night

she lost strength quite perceptibly. This
Intimated that at the proper time erly winds.
Local Weather Report.
morning the physioians said that the
statement will be made as to Charles
Portland, Sept. 18. —The looal weather end was not far off and at noon death
Bourne and Miss Perkins.
bureau office records as.to the weather came to end the suffering, which at times
IDENTIFICATION,
ANOTHER
been intense.
had
are as follows:
Mrs. Davis has
Take
lint In This One the Authorities
8 a. m.—Barometer, 29.926: thermome- watched unremittingly at her daughter’s
Tittle Stock.
ter, CO; dew point, 64; humidity, LSI; bedside and she is bowed with sorrow.
wind.W; velocity, calm; weather, clear.
DO THEY LEAD TO HELL?
Bridgeport, September 18.—The one
8 p. m.—Barometer, 29.674, thermomethe
city
of
conversation
throughout
topic
Toronto,
September 17.—The Quadrenter. 64.0; dew point, 60; humidity, 87;
nial Conference of the Supreme Governtoday bus been the unexpected developweather clear.
SW:
8;
wind,
velocity
rements in the murder mystery and the
ing body of the Methodist churoh of the
Mean daily thermometer 62; maximum Dominion has-been in session here for ten
appearance at her home ot Miss Perkins,
minimum thermometer, days and the! members have had several
who was supposed to be the victim of the thermometer, 69;
The most heated
discussions.
velooity of wind, 21 S. exciting
^maximum
55;
and sensational discussion was on mattragedy.
.12.
total
result of the deprecipitation.
ters
of
The
discipline.
Tonight, however, there has been anbate is that members of the Methodist
other positive identification which, howchurch who go to theatres or dances or
Weather Observation.
ever, according to Supt. Birmingham is
have dances or card playing bi their own
The agricultural department weather houses
the fourth one since the disoovery of the
will be expelled.
18 taken at
Edward Gurney, a wealthy manufacThe man who now comes for- bureau for yesterday, Sept.
remains.
the observa- turer here and in -New York state, demeridian
time,
8
m.,
p.
to identify the woman is David
ward
as soon play a game of
for each section being given in this clared he would
Bibbins, whose wifo is matron of the tion
cards as read a novel. “Yet, Brother
dirootion
of
wind
one
home of Associated Charities for indus- order: Temperature,
Moore had said card playing led
hell.
of weather:
straight down to
trial relief. He says that the body is that state
It
does.
John T. Moore—feo
Boston, 72 degrees, W, clear: New
is absolute nonsense.
of a young woman, name unknown, who
Mr Gurney—That
said
78 degrees, W, clear; Philwas a lodger at the home on the night of Tone,
Referring to dancing Mr. Gurney
moral
question involved.
74
degrees,
He saw the body at the Morgue adelphia,
W.,
rain; there was uo
July 8.
on
earth,
the
purest sovereign
Vi rtoria,
Wednesday, but did not admit any knowl- Washington, 84 degrees, NW., cloudy; pmintonanoes it.
Would Brother Moore
edge ot identification, for the reason that Albany, 72 degrees, SW, clear; Buffa- sav tnat it, too, led down to hell?”
Mr. Moore—Yes.
ho hoped somebody might come forward,
lo, 68 degrees, SW., clear; Detroit, 72 deman who says that
Mr. Gurney—The
but now that the Perkins identification grees, SW, elear;0hicago,76 degrees.SW,
be a candidate for a lunatic
should
proved wrong, both ae and Mrs. Bibbins SW clear; St.Paul, 72 degrees, NW.clear; asylum.
In this fashion the debate prooeeded unthat the woman was the
are confident
Huron, Dak., 76 degrees, NE, clear;
Brother
vote was
have
a

one

in

question.
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announcement

HUNDREDS AT FUNERAL.

September 18.—Five memmissioners.
G, of the Ninth MassachuOne of Best Known of Regular
Army THE REMAINS NOT EXPOSED TO
EMBARKA- setts Volunteer
FOR
Senors Du Bose, and Arranguen, for- PREPARATIONS
THAN
Infantry, under Corp. MADRID GOVERNMENT CAN NO
DISAIEMBEREa
Officers.
BATHER
PUBLIC GAZ E.
John Dwyer, reached this oity this aftermerly secretaries to the Spanish legation
TION SPANIARDS COMPLETE.
LONGER
RULE
PHILLIPINES.
BODY FOUND IN YELLOAY POND.
noon
have
been
from
at Washington,
tranferred from
Camp Meade, after hardships,
Washington, September 18.—Captain
St. Petersburg to Vienna.
hunger and riding on top of freight cars.
Allyn Capron, first artillery, died at his
were left behind in tne hospitals
They
Fife
Ivory F. Bootliby's
JEvemplary
home near Fort Meyer, Va., today.
BANGOR SCHOONER DISMASTED.
Are Expected at San Juan In when their regiment was ordered home.
Transports
Praised
tire
to
and
Officiating
i>y
Clergyman—
was
one
of
the
best
Disposed
Keep
InPeople
Quiet
Would
Capron
For Islands to Remain Spanish
Captain
Young
18 —The
throe
Boston, September
On Saturday, according to their stateFew Days—Spaniards Hav© Acted With
officers in the regular army.
Saco Police Officers Still Chasing Claes
He
Public Curiosity Remains Unsatisfied— masted sohooner Electa Bailey of Bangor,
evitably Cause Appalling Bloodshed know
were told that they could go
ments,
they
had devoted himself pricipally to the
Celerity and in Good Faith—American
—Coroner's Inquest to be Held Today.
A Statement May Be Made Soon—RePort
from
Orders
bound
Liberty,
Says An Archbishop—Religions
Captain Clay,
home.
“Get home the best way you
Commissioners Pleased.
artillery branoh of the service, having
mains Returned to Bridgeport.
N. Y., to Portsmouth with ooal, while
[SPECIAL TO THE PRESS.]
Mast Co At Any Rate.
oan,” were the parting words, and the
been an honor graduate of the artillery
Cod in a thiok fog, early
San Juan, Porto 'Rico, September 18. men started off
18.—All the country
Saco,
September
together and boarded a
Middleobro, Mass., September 18.—The ronnding Cape
interview
an
18.—In
in
school
Manila, September
1873, and was regarded as an roads
last evening was ran down and complete- —The preparations for the embarkation freight train for New York. It was a
leading to North Saco were much
community is still greatly excited over
had with him by the correspondent of the authority on artillery taotios. When GenParthian
be
the
steamer
to
dismasted by
of the Spanish tooops are reported
tedious and dirty ride which ended in
travelled today.
Vehicles of every desthe return of Marion Grace Perkins and ly
Associated Press, Archbishop Dozal of the eral
Shafter’s corps went to Santiago
bound from this port to Philadelphia.
complete, although the American com- Jersey City, where the men landed pencription, coming from all points of the
her suitor or as her family claims, her
said:
islands,
and
his
Philippine
Captain Capron accompanied it,
None of the crew of the sohooner was missioners have not been officially ad- niless and
were headed for the old Boothby
hungry.
husband, and the astonishing discovery
“I earnestly hope the islands will not battery did notably fine work in the bat- compass,
who re- vised to that effect.
Scanlon
on the Hearn road, where the
was too ill to walk, so the
homestead,
that the remains which her father identi- injured exoept Captain Clay,
are
the
rebels
remain Spanish, because
tle of Santiago.
During the first day’s funeral of
ceived a slight bruise, and as the vessel
Two ships of the Campania Transatlan- other carried him and
Ivory £F. Boothby, the vlotim
put him to bed.
fied at Bridgeport and took the trouble to
now so strong that such a course would fight before the
Capron’s
Captain
city,
was making no^water, the Parthian, after tic are expected to arrive here on the 26th
of the North Saco murder was to be held.
They all complained bitterly of their inevitably cause
bring home with him, were not those of
appalling bloodshed. The son, Captain Allyn E. Capron of the
some delay, took her in tow, dropping inst.
Five vessels will be required to treatment in not being provided with
When the funeral services began there
his supposed murdered daughter.
of the natives is impossible rough
re-conquest
death
of
riders was killed. The
The Bailey was transport all the troops with their lug- either
her off Boston light.
were no less than SCO people gathered
They until after
money or transportation.
warToday after a great amount? of teleoruel
his son preyed upon the father’s mind,
years of the most
brought up to this oity.thia noon by a gage, and the held artillery and equip- said that their pay had all be taken up
about the premises.
Not
half of them
fare.”
graphing and telephoning, a member of
but he never swerved for an instant from
and anchored off the wharves.
The Porto Rioan troops are to be by fines for trivial offenses and that nothment.
tug,
could get within the sound of the minisin
succeeded
reclaimhe Bridgeport polioe
He also expressed the hope that the his
that
terrible
the
days
duty during
landed near Cadiz.
Nearly one hundred horses
ing was coming to them, and therefore islands would not become absolutely in- followed. The seeds of disease were sown ter’s voice.
VESUVIUS IS THREATENING.
ing the remains, and tonight they were
The United States commissioners have they were supposed to get home as best
were standing within sight of the house,
taken baok to Bridgeport, for some other
that
bceause
it
was
certain
in his system during the Cuban campaign
dependent,
Naples, September 18.—A state of
that suoh troops as desired to reBoth sides
hitched.to fences and trees.
they could.
dissensions would occur which would re- and
grief-stricken parent to identify Jand gloomy apprehension prevails among the agreedhere
he returned to his home at Fort
main
may do so, and practioally all
and
are
all
from
weak
of|the lane, from the front yard to the
They
privation
olaim.
strife and a lapse into Meyer near this
incessant
sult
in
stricken
be
to
the
of
city, only
eruption
population regarding
the volunteers and some of the regulars sleeping
Hern road, were lined with'carriages and
on the ground, but say they
The town was soarcely awake (this
barbarism and the natural indolence of down with typhoid fever.
His death ocVesuvius, which is hourly becoming more whose families and interests are here will wiH not ask for
farm wagons, packed as closely as they
and In the
anything,
archThe
the
morning when Detective George Arnold aotive and menacing.
race.
the tropical
only hope
Streams of lava
curred about 13 o’clook today.
remain. If the necessary ships were here morning, if Scanlon is strong enough
could stand.
of Bridgeport police arrived by train from are
bishop declared was that a strong western
spreading in every direction. The the island would be evacuated and formalCoroner F. C. Bradbury of Saco, who
for
Boston.
RAILstart
will
make
another
he
did
and the first thing
they
Providence,
intervene now. Delay was FUTURE OF SANDY RIVER
would
power
most threatening of these Hows through
is a cousin of the murdered man,had genly in our possession within three days.
are
intoxiWAY.
was to call on Undertaker Williams, who
the
because
people
dangerous
the Vedrino valley, which is almost filled.
ODD FELLOWS
IN BbsTON.
The American commissioners are highly
eral charge of the funeral and the officiatbrought the remains of this unknown
cated, vain-glorious and restless.
Farmington, September 18.—A topio ing clergyman was Bev. J.|H. Mugridge,
at the spirit shown by the SpanPEARY MAKING PROGRESS,
gratified
and
'ast
Taunton
over
from
night
woman
He said
it was undeniable that the of much discussion and speoulation in
The Three Linked Brethren Will Own
The unexpected ha3 happened.
pastor of the Heath church. A quartette
New York, September 17.—A letter re- iards.
requested that they be delivered to him.
religious orders must go beoause the whole this town at present is as to the future of from that church was also in
City Today.
Whorp it was exoected that ounositlon
from
ceived
in
this
attendanoe.
city
Explorer
Peary
Mr. Williams in
Then came the hitch.
abolish
them
to
determined
had
people
the Sandy River railroad, a narrow gauge
says that on August 18 he was at Etah, and delay would be encountered, none
Before the services began the relatives
formed the detective that he intended to
render
their
to
the
entrance
of Smith Sound, ud
wore
nnable
now that they
road, whioh oonneots the Maine Central and intimate friends of the family were
has been.found. In good faith the SpanBoston, September 18,—With the oom- recension impossiuje.
them until he received definite which he probably proceeded soon after
hold
-no
here with the Franklin and accorded the
terminus
Tlul (A ar»VI»f fn
he wrote if he was to reach his proposed ish commissioners have met the Ameri- ing of the morrow the Odd Bellows of
privilege of viewing the reblame upon the Dominicans, Augustines,
road at Strong, and the Philips
on the northwest coast of
new
Megantio
cans and arranged with them the terms the United States and Canada will own
oamp
mains, but after. tbe crowd began to
the
rlohest
Franciscans
and
Recoletans,
give them up, supplemented by a sworn Greenland this season.
Etah, or Fort of evacuation.
and Kangaley ■'■oad beyond acrong, cnese
tbte oity.
gather the casket was closed and remained
They have, come as representastatement from Frank W. Peris Ins that Foulke, was the place where Dr. I. L
and next upon the Bsnedictines roads
being the chief means of travel to so till it reaohed its’flnal resting .place in
Our commissioners expect to see the tives to the Sovereign grand lodge and orders,
of
1860-61
his
on
the
winter
box
in
the
of
the
Hayes spent
the fragments
body
and Capuchins, which are of less import- the
the Spanish
country in the large region. It is re- the family bnrial lot at Dnnsban corner,
exploring vessel United States. It is a American flag hoisted and
incidentally to enjoy a week of pleasure ance.
were not those of his daughter
The Jesuits, Archbishop Dozal
north
of Mr. flag
distance
that the Sandy River road is to be Scarboro.
considerable
hauled down forever within three under the direction of the grand lodge of
ported
The two revolver wounds and
Detective Arnold at once oalled Bridge- Peary’s former winter camps. Mr. Peary
says, are comparatively blameless. He sold to the Maine'Central road, the gauge
weeks.
the work of the surgeon’s knife in the
all the grand
Massohusetti.
Practically
time
it
took
far
his
had
but
thus
wrote
that
on
the
plans
prosorders
telephone,
added that the rival
quarrel among
port
to (standard and tho railroad
He had taken aboard his steamer
performannce of the atopsy had left the
lodge representives are here preparing for themselves, intrigue, aot unworthiy and changed
to reach the coroner, and more time to pered.
centre located at Strong instead of here. head in a condition not very presentable,
ten Eskimos, sixty dogs, and
HOW IT WILL BE DONE IN CUBA.
Windward,
the
visitors
sessions.
the
Today
noon
opening
slander their opponents, thus increasing While such a move would directly aSeot
explain to him the situation It was
the carcasses of sixty walrus which will Evacuation of Island Will Take
Until
and the two brothers decided not to exspent the time chiefly in sight-seeing, al- their general disfavor.
before a telegram was received from the supply a large quantity of food for bis
Farmington, It would have, likewise, an pose the remains to the gaze of everybody
February.
He was about to
though the sovereign lodge attended
coroner addressed to Undertaker Wiliams dogs and the natives.
The provincials, who are approximately
important bearing on the Franklin, Som- who came.
send his auxiliary ship, Hope, back to
September 18. -Evening- divine service at the ohuroh of the disciHavana,
and containing an order to give up the
equivalent to archdeacons are mainly re- set and Kennebeo railway, narrow gauge
St. Johns. There is no doubt that Mr. Rumors that have been put In-oiroulatlon
The pastor dwelt opon the uncertainty
Edward
Everett
Rev.
Dr.
where
ples,
body to Arnold.
sponsible.
They are utterly beyond the line now under construction from Farm- of life, commented on the method emPeary reached the north water at Etah in to the effect that General Wade, president
Hale preached on Odd Fellowship and
Then came the interview with Frank advance of Captain Sverdrup’s expedition
control of the archbishop, who denies posington to New Sharon and to the oountry ployed by the^murderer to lure his victim
other
and it is gratifying to hear of the American evacuation commission delegations
attended
several
W. Perkins and here Arnold also had on the Fram,
sessing much powe r.
that his plans were entirely fulfilled in is ill with yellow fever, may he denied
beyond. The apparent laok of interest of out into the darkness, and paid a high
had a bearthe
services
where
still
was
ohurohes,
Perkins
Mr.
for
some difficulty,
The total number of Spanish priests in
respect to the natives whose assistance he absolutely. Tomorrow the commissioners
the Maine Central railroad to the new tribute to the character of the deceased.
the
week.
of
events
the
coming
some
and
ing upon
under the care of a physioian
desired to have in his far northern work.
the Philippines before the war was about
line is thought*.to man that the Sandy
and their entire staffs will remove to the
Many of those who attended the funeral
Tomorrow the first sessions of the high
of the nearby friends had to be consulted
one thousand, but latterly every departing
official
An
DISCHARGE.
River road purchase may in be view as by drove from the Boothby homestead to the
FOR
at
Vedado,
hotel
Tritoha
bodies of he order wHl be held with pubbefore he Anally expressed his willingness ^APPLICATIONS
steamer has taken fifty or a hundred of
that means the new line would have com- scene of
the murder.
At one time so
meeting of tho Spanish commission of. lic exeroises chiefly in the nature of welHe did
to sign the required statement.
Washington, September 17.—The war
them away and now bare ly 600 remain.
for freight and passengers.
teams and people were standing in
was held last night to consider
evacuation
Then
petitor
and
many
its
addresses
has
decided
to
and
responses.
polchange
coming
department
A native priest privately stated to the
so, however, along in the afternoon
in the matter of granting applications the form o£ evacuation by the Spanish the sovereign grand lodge will meet and
the narrow road near the little bridge
with the two documents, Arnold again ioy
correspondent that the reason ,the>rch- CONDUCTORS CARRYING SHOOT- where the dead body had been found that
of volunteer officers for discharge and
of
other
and
with
objeot
acquainttroeps
transact routine business leading up to
and hereafter no such
undertaker’s
at
the
himself
be
will
for the expulsion; of the
ING IRONS.
presented
application
commission with the the election of officers wbtch will be fol- bishop hopes
the thoroughfare wa9 completely blocked,
Mr. Wil- considered unless indorsed by a superior ing the American
once more asked for the body.
friarly orders, is that they have grown too
[SPECIAL TO THE PRES3.J
and City Marshal Bums was obliged to
number and positions of the Span- lowed
Hereexact
him.
and
forwarded
officer
will
The
Rebekahs
through
box
a
the
banquet.
by
liam at once agreed to give up
powerful for him and that! he wishes to
tofore the discharges have been granted ish soldiers and the best method of emSaco, September 18.—The conductors open a passage through.
also figure in the early ceremonies. While
and arrangements were made to take it upon
of officers themselves,
strengthen himself. Several responsible on the late cars of the Biddeford and Saco
application
them.
While the funeral was in progress somehas been arranged for eacb
a programme
to Bridgeport.
By this time, however, a endorsed by the representatives or sena- barking
assured
the
correspondent that electrio railroad are oarrying shooting
Spaniards
This afternoon there were sent on board
body brought in word that a man supHereafter political
Is the chief figWednesda
the
tors from their states.
of
from
that
issue
to
y
odor
day,
began
perceptible
they would refuse to remain here if Spain irons in their pockets now. Saturday
influence is not to be .allowed to have the Resolute sealed documents supposed ure.
posed to be the murderer of Mr. Boothby
The parade will be held then and
box, owing probably to the fact that very
was reinstated in the control of the isThe
President to contain a statement of the results of
in this matter.
weight
of the last oar, while had been arrested at Clark’s Mills, Holconductor
the
be
in
night
to
line.
are
expeoted
16,000 men
little bad bem done to preserve the frag- looks to tho regimental officers to main
lands. Many of the Spanish soldiers relast night’s conference. It is understood
returning from the car barn, was pur- lis. Marshal Barns and Officer Johnson
ments by the use of ice, and when the the efficiency of their organizations and
fuse to serve again and Spanish officers
IN.
GIVES
THE
SULTAN
evacuation
to
start
the
is
it
as
fair
to
them
that
sued by a tall, rough looking stranger. drove to Clark’s Mills but found that the
it is not regarded by him
proposed
and
station
the
to
placed
taken
was
box
are utterly disgusted with the rottenness
to allow
A man
discharges to be made which from east to west, embarking the troops
The pursuer qulokened his speed as the story was a hoax.
wearing
18.—The
smell
was
Crete,
September
Candia,
on the train for Providence.the
of Spain’s government and prefer to bemay seriously interfere with their organi- at the forts of GibaraMuevit3S, Cienfuegos
conductor’s silver grew pointed toed shoes had passed through the
the
of
the
jingle
has
ordered
Sultan
Bjevad Pasha,
zations without consulting them.
almost overpowering.
oome American citizens. The annexation-

Solicits the accounts of Banks.Mercantile Firms, Corporations and
Individuals, and is prepared to furnish its patrons the best l'aciitiies
The train left at six o'olock with the
V and liberal accommodations.
box in the baggage ear and Detective
Arnold in the smoking car.
of
the statement
Notwithstanding
Thomas Merriok, the uncle of Grace PerSPECIAL DEPARTMENT FOR SAVINGS. kins, made last evening, that the young
lady had been married to Charles Bourne,
Interviews and Correspondense Invited.
the Perkins family today are not so sure
President. of this fact and.are inclined to doubt it.
CULLEN C. CHAPMAN,
This probably is duo not only to the
Cashier.
THOMAS H. EATON,

Interest Paid on

offloial

cud

§

They are the choicest designs of the leading maim- B

!

18.—The

CENTS.

passer by, instantly killing him. Several
others were stunned by the bail stones
before they could reach shelter.

of the Board,

Madrid, September
gazette published the

THREE

Second Page.

68
Bismarck,
degrees.
J acksonville, 80 degrees,

Hi

E,

clear;

E^cloudy.

I

a

taken,

when

Moore’s supporters carried the day, and
extensive
as a result secessions on an

TWO

BARNS BURNED BY LIGHTNING.

18.—A vory sharp
section this afternoon, doing considerable damage to the
ripening crops. Lightning caused the
destruction of the farm buildings of E.

York, September

storm went

H.

Norton,

over

this

and the

barn of Charles Al-

of 71 in the national
assembly, but the discussion on the subject has not been finished.
ists have

a

majority

SPAIN WANTS PHILIPPINES.
September 19.—The Daily
Mail’s Madrid correspondent says, a long
conference was held between Senor Sagasta and Senor Montero Rios, the president
London,

of the Spanish peace commission today,
which resulted in the decision that the
peace commission shall strenuously defend the retention of the

Philippines by

—
_

MONTOJO

TO

BE SUSPENDED.

Madrid,
September 18.—The supreme
council of war has decided to suspend
Admiral Montojo and
Major Soatoa,
director of the Cadiz arsenal.
CABINET’S DECISION

APPROVED.

Paris, September 18. —Be Soir says that
General Chanclne, the newly appointed
war
minister, told friends that ho regarded himself as a sentinel relieving
another charged with watohing over the
army’s rights and intimated that, as he

louder, but the oonduotor was the better village, and his presence m town was
sprinter and he esoaped with his day’s the basis of the rumor. He had no difficulty in satisfying the ourious ones that
receipts.
he was not the person for whom the offiRDM WAR RESUMED.
cers of the county are searching.
A Saco man w ho has just gone to work
[SPECIAL TO THE PRESS.]
in the North Saco neighborhood found
lull
18.—The
in
Biddeford, September*
himself called upon today to account for
Biddeford two-sided rum war was broken
his
doings since last Wednesday aftertonight, when City Marshal Harmon and
noon. He was able to prove a satisfactory
his deputy raided J. B. Fortin & Co.’s
alibi.
drug store at the corner of Main and
Nathan Wade, the wood chopper, who
Water streets.
They got a barrel of beer,
has been camping out in the Hern woods,
three kegs and several bottles of liquors.
and whom the officers detained the day
The seizure is said to be the outcome of
violation of Marshal Harmon’s decree
that no liquor; shall be sold in town on
a

UUV

MUWMUVU*

FRANCE IS CON CILIA TORY.
London,

September 19.—From Cairo

and from an entirely independent source
the Daily Mail learns that France has asattitude towards
a conciliatory
sumed
Great Britain. and has declared that the
expedition of Major Marchand is quite

after the murder till he had satisfied them
that he was at Frank Dyer’s house when
he murder was committed, has abandoned
his camp and gone to Buxton in search
of work. He did not like the attitude of
He
the Notrh Saco people toward him.

he should not go so far
left word that
away as to be out of easy reach in case he
is wanted again.
Coroner Bradbury will continue his inAmong the witnesses
quest tomorrow.

unofficial. The Sirdar will offer to take summoned is Warren Nason, the Bar
Mills farmer, who gave a suspioious lookMajor Marchand to Cairo, and it is prob
ing
tramp a ride to Portland on the
and
that
will
the
that
able
accept
major
was
appointed after the first cabinet
after the murder. It is desirious
morning
council of Saturday, he was not responsi- Fashoda will be occupied by Egyptian
that his testimony should be recorded,
ble for the decisions reached at the coun- troops.
for the
benefit of the officers who are
cil. He declared that should he see. any
ANOTHER SOLDIER DEAD.
on the case.
working
attempt under pretest of a revision of the
Coroner Bradbury believes that only
Lewiston, September 18.—Private WilDreyfus
proceedings, to engage in
by the man who
iam D. Desjardins of company C, first robbery was intended
manoeuvres against the army, he would
lonely
regiment, died at his home in this city called Mr. Boothby out into the
immediately resign.
He was taken ill road that night, and that not till the atS3 years.
A majority of Paris papers approve of today, aged
of typhoid fever since his return from
the cabinet’s decision which is looked
Cbickamauga.
as the first definite step towards re-

len, the latter building with liftyjtons of
hay, tools and wagons. Mr. Norton’s loss
upon
was $1500 and Mr. Allen's about $2000.
TWO YACHTSMEN DROWNED.

Newburyport, Mass., September 18.—
sloop yacht Emily was struck and
sunk by a squall in the narrows this afThe

vision.
A few unimportant street demonstrations occurred last night

MB. MURRAY’S EXPLANATION.

London, September 19.—David Christie
Murray published in the Morning Chronia
cle today
long story regarding the
The author vouches f or
Dreyfus affair.
drowned.
The other three mnnaged to the truth of the story, but declares that
reach chore in an exhausted condition.
he cannot disolose the sources from which
and of tho five mon who were on
board, two of them, Adolphus Cote and
Gustave Morrean, both of Amesbury,were
ternoon

MRS, COWAN’S BODY.

Rockland, September IS —The body of
Mary Cowan who died Saturday at

Mrs.

the state prison will bo taken tomorrow
to Etna
for interment, the request of
Mrs. Cowan’s
parents, who reside at
Etna having been granted.

MAN DROWND AT YORK.

York, September 18.—Fred Varney,

a

young merchant of Dover, was drowned
while bathing at York Beach this noon.
A companion was rescued in an exhausted

he obtained his information. The article
states in effeot that Dreyfus was engaged
as a spy in the employment of a seoret
department of the Trench army against
those suspected of trafficking with GerHis zeal here,
many and other powers.
so the story goes lerl him to become tho
victim of revenge on the part of Col.
Henry, Comte Esterhazy and Col. Dupuy
de Clam, who themselves,wero concerned
in treasonable praotices.

MONTREAL STORM SWEPT.

THE EXPRESS

Use in place
of Cream of Tartar
and Soda

ABANDONED.

Halifax, N. &, September 18.—All
efforts to .save the stsamer Express, ashore
at Barrington were abandoned Saturday
morning and the ship iB a total loss. The
American
passengers who were mainly
tourists, returning home via Yarmouth,
Tour and
were transferred to steamer La
reached Yarmouth Saturday night.
PRISONERS

ALL

SHIPPED.

Washington, September 18.—General
Lawton reports to the war department to
day that all but eight of the Spanish prisoners have been shipped from Santiago to
One is at Baruooa and seven at
Spain.
Guantanamo, sick with yellow fever.
ALGER BEGINS INSPECTION.
Detroit, Mich., September 18,—After
a week’s vaoation at his home, Secretary
Alger left tonight on his tour of southern
camps and

hospitals.

Montreal, September 19.—The most
CONDOR SAILS FOR MANILA.
condition.
destructive storm of the year swept over
San Francisco,
September 18.—The
Montreal today causing thousands of
HOWARD GOULD AT BAR HARBOR.
for
dollars damage to windows and skylights. United States ship Bennington sailed
Bar Harbor, September 18.—The steam Hail stones the size of pigeon’s eggs fell Honolulu today and the transport Condor,
yacht Niagara with Howard Gould aboard in abundance and one death is reported as loaded with supplies for th United States
indirectly due to this cause. A trolley forces, sailed for Manila.
arrive# here this afternoon.

)
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more
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NEW YORK.

The Saco mar
the murderer.
shal looked around a little himself, madi
at numberous places abou
inquiries
town and then went to the sheriff s office

’•iempt to rob him failed did the assassin might be
his revolver. One bullet took effect
on the left side und the other on the right
side of the viotim’s htad, which shows
that betw een the firing of the two shots
use

the

reversed posiBradbury is of the opinion
that Mr. Boothby had turned from the
highwayman and started for home when

either he or
Mr.
tions.

murderer

the first shot was fired.
THE

BOOTHBY

MURDER.

Department Assists CityMarshall Brown and Sheriffs Frith and
Plummer Ilansack tho Town for Tramp

The

Portland

Portland officers have been lending a
in the hunt for the murderer of
Ivory F. Boothby, the North Saco farmer,
who was lured from his home \\ ednt sday
acfl robbed and his dead
shot
hand

night,
body left by the roadside.
since the discovery of the dead
.Ever
the Portland police department
tody,

quest of assistance.

in

Mr. Nnson of Bar Mills the Sacc
officers had learned that he overtook thi
tramp near the old Harmon farm, tw<
miles this side of Bar Mills, about 7.30
Thursday morning, and offered him

Deputy Frith jumped out of the wagon
and informed the man that he wanted
a few minutes’ conversation with him.
The stranger looked rather sheepish.
The offloer asked him who he was and
he had come from. The fellow
where
aboard
gave his name,? said he belonged
the Brooklyn. Schley’s flagship, and that
since he landed in New York harbor he

The tramp said he was on his way
ride.
to Portland to look for work, that he liac
been lumbering in Wakefield and North
Shaplelgh and that he belonged in Can
ada. He was not a talkative tramp. Hi

The stranded Jauk Tar laughed hearti“A revolver? Why,
sir, I don’t carrevolyer. Perhaps somebody saw
a
ry
with this”—and he pulled
me
fooling
coat pocket a small bioycle
out of his
the only thing resemwas
That
pump.
bling a weapon he had about him.
Deputy Frith was satisfied that he had
been working up a wrong clue. “You
haven’t been to dinner, you say.”
“No, sir, I haven’t seen anything to
eat today.” “Come along with me then,”
and the big hearted deputy led the way
to Mia nearest restaurant, threw down a
qu, .ter and ordered the proprietor to
give the stranger a dinner.
“Was he hungry?” the deputy asked
the restauranter, when he met him later
in the afternoon.
“Hungry? Well, I should say he was. I
guess he hadn’t seen anything to eat for
a
whole week, and I guess he won’t
need anything more tor a week.”
City Marshal Henry M. Burns of Saco,

ly.

A CRITICAL TIME
During the Battle
of Santiago.

SICK OR WELL, A RUSH
NIGHT AND DAY.
The Packers at the SJattle of Santiago de
Cuba Were
Efforts

in

All

Heroes—Their

Getting

Heroic

Ammunition and

Rations to Che Front Saved the

Day.

P. E. Butler, of pack-train No. 3, writfrom Santiago De Cuba on July 23d,
says: “We all had diarrhoea in more or
less violent form, and when we landed

ing

time to see a doctor, for it
of rush and rush night and
day to keep the troops supplied with
ammunition and rations, but thanks to
Chamberlain’s CoEc, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, we were able to keep at
work and keep our health; in fact, I sincerely believe that at one critical time
this medicine was the indirect saviour
of our army, for if the packers had been
unable to work there would have been
no way of getting supplies to the front.
There were no roads that a wagon train
could use. My comrade and myself had
the good fortune to lay in a supply of
this medicine for our pack-train before
we left Tampa, anti know in four cases
it absolutely saved life.”
The above letter was written to the
this medicine, the
manufacturers of
Chamberlain Medicine Co., Des Moines,
Iowa. For sale by D. W. Heseltine &
Co., 387 Congress St.; Edward W. Stevens, 107 Portland St.; KingS. Raymond,
Cumberland Mills; W. A. Oxnard, 921
St.; H. P. S. Gooid, Congress
we had no
was a case

Congress

Square Hotel.

Easy Food
Easy to Buy,

The

Cook,
Easy
to
Eat,
Easy
to
Digest.
Easy
to

uakor Oats
At all grocers

in 2-lb.

pkgs. only

little credence in this last identification,
other three which were
petered out.

however,

as

even more

postire,

the

HER GRAVE DUG
Grace Marlon Perkins Returned to

When

Her Home.

Middleboro, Mass., September 17.—The
supposed victim of the Bridgeport, Conn.,

ping.

murder,

To the officers Mr. Nason described hii
passenger as 25 to 30 years of age, 5 ft.,
7 in., dark
complexioned, with bluet
hair, a small dark moustache and an unkempt appearance. He wore a dark suit
black slouch hat, and pointed shoes. Hi!

Thursday

afternoon.

They

learned

the description of this
ed exactly with
tramp, visited a saloon on Fore street and
bought a glass of beer. That was in the
middle of the afternoon. He made no
He paid
talk except to order the beer.

hoax, pure and simple.

a

“There is no certainty,’’ said Deputy
Sheriff Frith to a reporter of the PRESS,
Saturday evening, “that the tramp whc
came to Portland Thursday morning it
the
murderer of Mr. Booth by. but if h<

is, it is not at all likely that be remained
here long. If we had known of it Thursday I think we could have rounded hiu
start of 41 hours in a city
a
but
in,
where there are so many ways of leaving
by train and boat, Is sufliol6nt to give
most any criminal bis freedom. It look!
to me as if the case is praotically ended,
go far as the hunting down of the murderer is concerned."
While the Portland and Saco officer!
were going the rounds a PRESS reportei
called at
the shipping commissioner’!
offioe to learn if anybody resembling the
tramp Farmer Nason had described had

In early Saturday morning to see
if he oould get on the traok of a tramp who been
shipped from this port within the
rode Into Portland from Buxton, Thurslast three days.
urren Nason a Bar
day morning, wl!!
Commissioner Tolman said he shipped
Mills farmer, 'i hi.up,it was thought, two
seedy looking tramps this week, bul
the apDearance of neither of them tallied
One
of Mr. Nason’s tramp.
with that
came

Superintendent Birmingham

places but

Grant
asked some questions about the
Trunk railroad and about Portland ship

for it in silver.
The keeper of this saloon says he parnoticed the sack coat, which
ticularly
had been on a prolonged 6pree. He was
hung so loosely on the man. He also
In citizen’s attire. He had spent all his
noticed the black hair, dark complexion
and had finally left a train at
money
and shabby
appearance. His voice was
to
Portwalked
and
Soarboro crossing
coarse, and the bar tender thought he deland.
tected in it a French Canadian accent.
“Did you take a drink when yon were
The sheriffs heard that a soldier was
asked the
into Portland?”
walking
missing from Portland Head, and that
deputy sheriff.
any he had left with some of his comrades a
The fellow replied that he hadn t
money to buy a drink with.
somewhat snspicious message. The off!
“1 mean a drink of water,” continued
the officer. “Didn’t you stop at a spriDg eers took no stock in this information,
and take a drink?”
but to make assurance doubly sure they
Yes, I did. 1 got a drink at a spring, drove out to Portland Head.
They
out thers near where pigs ate kept.”
what about that revolver you learned from the commanding officer that
“Now
when you were on the there is nobody missing. The story wat
were fumbling

traok?”

Continued from Fifth Page.

From

communication
in frequent
seemed sev
double-breasted sack coat
Saco authorities and has been
sizes too large for him. This i!
in the eral
the
on
developments
kept posted
practically the description several North
The patrolmen have been instructcase.
Saco
people had given of the strangei
susfor
any
ed to
keep a sharp lookout
passed on the Watson mill
from they had
character
coming
looking
pioious
road a short time after the murder.
Saoo.
North
of
direction
the
Mr.Nason and the tramp parted comsheriff’s office has also been in
The
pany at Begrow’s livery stable on Preble
inare
who
officers
touch with the Saco
street, where Mr. Nason put up tin
vestigating the murder case. Friday af- horse. The passenger thanked him foi
at
ternoon a telephone message received
the ride, and started off leisurely up the
inforthe sheriff’s office brought the
Preble street hill toward Congress street
been
had
mation that about noon a tramp
That was the last Nason saw of him.
Scarboro crossing, walking
near
seen
Sheriff Plummer and Deputy Frith
toward Portland on the Eastern division
out
with the Saco marshal and
stared
saw
men
railroad
some
that
traoks, and
mado a circuit of all the places about
him wiping a revolver.
town where it was thought there was
Deputy Sheriffs Frith and Plummer
that the much-wanted
possibility
any
to
down
started out with a horse, drove
had stopped. The railroad yards,
tramp
the freight yards, went out on the tracks
the Grand Trunk station, cheap lodging
a
short distanoe, and visited a number
houses and saloons were visited.
street.
Commercial
of
places along
The diligent search of the sheriff was
on
About 8 o’clock they saw standing
a single clue, which is oi
rewarded by
the street corner near the Custom House,
no importance except it shows that the
a
man whose appearance convincea them
tramp whom Farmer Nason of Bar Mills
was the tramp they had been
that he
tronght to Portland was still in this city
has been
with the

HAVE THEY HARRIED?

shipped Monday on schooner Henry
Eaton, remained on board till Wedafternoon and, after inducing
nesday
Capt. Ashford to pay him $3 in advance,
was

F.

would not have had
far away as North Saoc
at the time the murder is believed to have

disappeared.
time to get;

He
as

been committed.
The other man Commissioner Tolman
Saturday.
shipped on the same vessel
to be 36 years of age. His
He claimed

arrived

Miss
at her

perfect health,

Marian Graoe Perkins,
home this afternoon in
to the great joy of the

family

and the unbounded astonishment
of the entire community. Her father was
not In town for at the time of his daughter’s
arrival, he was on his way back
from Bridgeport with the remains which
he had identified as those of Grace, and
for whose rt ception the funeral arrangements, including the digging of the
Miss
grave, had already been completed.
Perkins came from Providence,
R. L,
Charles
accompanied by her lover,
Bourne, and at lirst it was stated that the
This
was
afterhad
been
married.
couple
wards denied by Charles Thompson, the
uncle of young Bourne. So unexpected
wasthe coming of Miss Perkins and
young Bourne that with the exception of
Mr. Thompson and one or two friends
who had been previously notified, there
were very few at the railroad station
when the train came in.
The young lady, however, was immediately reoognized by the bystanders at
the station and the news spread around
A
the town with incredible rapidity.
carriage with a messenger bearing the
joyful news that the daughter was alive
was dispatched to the Pei Kins home and
Mrs. Perkins, the mother, suffered alas greatly from the shock of the
most
good news, as she did two days before,
when the circumstances of her daughter’s
were gently
supposed horrible death
The joyful news had also
broken to her.
spread throughout tho neighborhood before Miss Perkins drove up to the house
and there was a larg3 crowd at ihe gate
as the
young lady stepped from the carriage and ran into the house. Her welwas the first to clasp her in her arms and
for some minutes both were so overcome
by their emotions that they could not
Her greetings with her brothers
speak.
and others of the family were not less
affecting and it was some minutes before
they could fully realize that the news was
really true.
The whole circumstances attending the
astonishing reapparance in the flesh, of
the supposed viotim of the awful tragedy

were

highly sensatioaln,

especially

so

from the widespread interest in the mysterious discovery in Yellow mill pond and
the positive identification of the parts of
the body by Prank W. Perkins, as being
The whole
the remains of his daughter.
affair has so engrossed the interest of the
of Plythe
whole
town and in faot nearly
mouth county, that the unexpected return of the victim seemed almost inoredand few would believe it until aslble
sured that Miss Perkins was really safe at
h r home.
So positive had Mr. Perkins been that
his daughter was the viotim of the foul
crime that he had gone to Bridgeport to
get the remains and had sent from there
to his family to make every arrangement
for the funeral whioh was to take place
tomorrow.

Just across the street from the Perkins’s
house is a little cemetery and only this
morning in response to the request of the
uncle of Miss Perkins, a grave had been
dug by the sexton in the family lot, and
the new earth thrown up beside it could
be plainly seen from the house.
An hour after Miss Perkins arrived
home, au undertaker’s wagon drove to
the house and in it was the coffin which
The
had been ordered by the family.
funeral arrangements had even gone so
far
that the family minister had been
notified and had been asked to conduot
the services.
While during the past two days., ever
sinoe Mr. Perkins had stated that hj had
identified the remains, the entire community had been wondering at the
whereabouts of Charles Bourne, who was
known to be muoh attaohed to Miss Perkins, it appeared that his unole, Mr.
Charles Thompson, was fully Informed as
practo his nephew’s movements and
tically had charge of the return of the
Mr. Thompson
couple to this town.
refused absolutely to talk about the affair
learned that his
but it was
tonight
nephew had notified him as to the time
of his departure from Providenoe with
Miss Perkins and Mr. Thompson was
therefore
fully prepared for the unexpected appearanoe of the much wanted
Of the Perkins family
young woman.
no one was informed that the young lady
alive
was
except her sister Hattie, and
she not until late this afternoon.
even
Mr.
Thompson did this so that there
would be no crowd at the station and
when the train came In only Mr. Thompson and Miss Hattie Perkins were on the

platform.

were

clothing was different from that worn
man for whom the officers are
by the
way from Provldenoo Into another carsearching, and he was not as dark oom- riage and the two drove rapidly to the
Bourne
house, only a short distance
plexioned.
As a lawyer had been engaged a
;k“It may be,” said the commissioner away.or two ago,
when the sensation iirst
aay
‘that the man for. whom you are looking
started, Mr. Thompson, upon the adsome
small
on
without
packet
that
of
vice
individual, refused to have
shipped
application here. That anything to say about the movements of
having made
The
his nephew.
lawyer said that at
is
often done. A sailor in searchof
the proper time there might be a statework will some times go aboard a small ment made, but under the present condischooner and apply for a ohance to ship tions he should refuse to permit either of
brothers or their uncle to say
on|a short voyage. The captain, being the Bourne
anything.
able to employ him at less wages than
home there was a simiPerkins
At the
the
ordinary sailor can command, will lar reticence on the part of the family un
Mr. John E. Mersign him and we here in the office will til by frequent ofurging
the young woman, gave
rick, an uncle
know
nothing about it. The chances out
statement:
the following
that if this tramp shipped at all, he
are
Charles
•‘We think that Grace and
Bourne have been married as they have
went off in that way.”
the
past
One of the hostlers at Logrow's stable been off on frequent trips during
<

Preble street, where Mr. Nason of
Mills put up his horse, Thursday
morning, was asked to describe the man
that
who rode in there with Mr. Nason
on

Bar

hostler desoribed the
The
morning.
supposed tramp pruottcally as he had
been 'described
by Mr.^Nason and the
forth Saco poople. “I didn't take parj ticular notice of him,” added the hostler, “but he wasn't much to look at. He
He made no talk,
looked rather seedy.
except to say that he was much obliged
for the ride. Then he started off up the
hill toward Congress street.”
The
officers visited the county jail
and
looked over the recently sentenced
prisoners. There was none among them
who looked
like the tramp they were
hunting for.
Saio's city marshal returned home or
the 5.15 train, convinced that if Ivory
Boothby’s murderer is the tramp whc
Portland with
rode to
the Bar Mills
farmer, there is little possibility of ever
finding him.
GEN. MILES ON DUTY.

Grace knew noththree months.
ing of the sensation until yesterday
morning when she read of it in the papers. She sent a letter to her mother only
but the latter never reten days ago,
ceived it.
Eater in the evening Mbs jerkins herself, after many importunities, consented
to speak but all she said was “I am glad
to be here,
alive, truly alive and It is
truly me."
After the Bournes with their uncle Had
two

or

deeply wronged.
I
The

_

CAN’T BELIEVE IT.

Father’s Comment

When

Ho

Was

Told the News.

Taunton,

Mass.,

September 17.—The

who were on the platform of
the Taunton central pasesnger station on
the arrival of the Providence train at 7.30
tonight, witnessed a pathetic incident.
It was whet) Frank W. Perkins of Midfew

peoplo

dleboro was first told that his daughter
was safe and well at her home, and when
the same time a doubt came in his
at
mind that the remains of the poor unfortunata in a box in the baggage oar were
not, as he supposed, those of his daughter.
When the train stopped, a middle
aged man alighted and walking along the
a
platform, a short distance, came to
standstill looking up and down the station in an uncertain way. There were few
people to notice him and his identity was
later.
until a few minutes
unknown
Then Mr. B. F. Kingsbury, the train
dispatcher for the Taunton station, came
out of his office and looking about at the
peolpe asked: “Is Frank W. .Perkins
here?’’
The man who had been standing alone
raised his head and indioated that he was
the party sought. Mr. Kingsbury stepped
forward and placed in Mr. Perkins hand
words:
a slip of paper on which were the
“Your daughter Grace and Charley are
well.”
and
at home, safe
Mr. Perkins started as though he had
been struck a forcible blow and then for
fall.
a moment acted as though he would
He looked at the train dispatcher in a
dazed sort of way with his face lighted
said:
up, but only for a moment and
“I CAN'T BELIEVE IT.”
Mr. Kingsbury, who was eager to be
the bearer of good news, then explained
to Mr. Perkins that a friend of his. a
Mr. Smith ofjMiddleboro, had telephoned
shortly after six o'clock to the Taunton
station asking that Mr. Perkins be intercepted on the train whenever it should
arrive and that he should be Informed of
the arrival of his daughter and her lover
at home. All that Mr. Perkins said was:
“I will believe it when I get home and
eyes.” At this
see her with my own
juncture, a young man, neatly dressed
and wearing a light overcoat, stepped up
to Mr. Perkins and introduced himself as
David Surrey. He stated that he had
come directly from Middleboro and that
Grace was alive and well and that it was
his purpose to accompany Mr. Perkins
home.
In the baggage car of the train at this
the
moment was a coffin, containing
dismembered remains of the viotim of
with
the
and
even
the Bridgeport murder
that Surrey gave him, Mr.
assurance
Perkins would not believe that these reThe oonmains were not his daughter’s.
dead
was
viotlon that his daughter
After
as ever.
as
strong
seemed
just
some little delay the coffin was transferred
from the car to a hearse whioh was in
waiting outside the depot In another
conveyance, Mr. Perkins and Surrey
t .ever rP
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Bridgeport, Conn., September 17.—Th >
news that reached here early
this even
ing .through the Associated Press, thai
Miss

Perkins,

the

CITY
Sad

Scenes

at

MOURNED.
the

Funeral

of

the

Empress.

young woman whos

supposed dismembered remains were be
ing taken under her father’s care, to th<
parental home, had put in an appearanci 1
at her home in Middleboro, Mass., alivi 1
and well, only intensified the mystor;
surrounding the already noted case. A1 I
the persons that have been direatly con
neoted with the case are completely nonThat no doubt existed in th >
plussed.
to the identifica
mind3 of the officials
tion is apparent from the faot that thi 1
death certificate had been filed and every
thing official connected with the death o
“Marian Grace Perkins’’ has been com
There can be no doubt tha ;
plied with.
the 48 hours that have elapsed since i 1
as

Vienna. September 17.—The aspect of

this city today was more sombre than
upon any day of the week of mourning.
Hardly a bouse was without black draperies and the entire populaoe seemed to
Every
have poured out into the streets.
train brought hundreds of people from

kitchen=sink
grease and
fast and

grime cling
worry

the

housekeeper.
FELS-NAP THA
soap
loosens the grease, purities the sink and prevents

danger to

September
17.—General
Miles returned to duty today looking lit-

health.

touch of fever with

Wrecers sell it.

Fels & Co., Bbil*

all druggists-

Worcester

Ask to see the new style, 545, French model, short hip, low
bust. Best fitting and most comfortable corset for ONE DOLLAR.
If your dealer can't supply you, write us and we
will furnish you through the nearest dealer.

alight, shining dimly through coverings
of

for Middleboro, as the train, on which
the former came, did not go any farther.
The hearse was from a Middleboro undertaking shop and had come over the road
to Taunton in acoordanoe with previous
The
arrangements to meet the body.
Dedham, Mass., September
InnA
TvrVinnn fho accinat.ion nf tVla
driver stated that he had gone astray in Thomas K. Bayard was resting fairly
and thought he had reached well this forenoon, after having passed occurred, and the representatives of Rustha dark
and Sweden, Belgium, DenAttleboro in his journeying before arriv- the most oomfortable night in a week. sia, Norway
China, Japan, Turkey,
ing at Taunton station. He had made Mr. Bayard’s pulse is pronounced satis- mark, Portugal,
Brazil, Costa Rica,
Inquiries at Wier village of a policeman factory by his physicians and in several Colombia, Venezuela,
of them in oonrt and
and through the officer he was rightly ways he is holding his own. Notwith- Peru, Chile, most
were
In the
present.
directed and the Incident was reported at standing these favorable symptoms the diplomatic attire,
absence of the British ambassador, Sir
grows slightly weaker eaoh day.
police headquarters.
patient
Julian Pauncefote, sent a large floral
It was reported at police headquarters
oross of white roses and carnations, whioh
late tonight that the body brought from
SIGNAL CORPS MEMBER DEAD.
was in the middle of the chancel, facing
Bridgeport had been abandoned by Mr.
The embassy was repWaterville, September 17.—Word is re- the congregation.
Perkins and was in the baggage room of
It was not until ceived in this oity annonncing the death resented
by Captain Paget and Ur.
the Taunton station.
of
East
W.
Colcord
a
Ezra
Newport,
Young.
midnight that the police were able to of
of the Maine Signal corps. Mr.
The church interior was simply ardetermine that the report was wrong. The member
of malarial ranged
died
Thursday
Colcord
night
Bacn of the
for the occasion.
In
the
taken
hearse
and
body had been
fever at the detention hospital of Camp chancel hung long crape draperies coverwas presumably in Middleboro.
Coleord
a
Mr.
was
teleWikoS.
night
ing the windows and darkening the al
A LETTER FROM DR. GUILFORD.
graph operator in the employ of the tar, and the pulpit was draped with heavy
railroad in this olty.
Central
He
Maine
bands of crape.
Cardinal Gibbons was
17.—AtConn.,
September
Bridgeport,
The assisted in the mass by a large number of
was a native of Amherst, aged 27.
torney J. B. Kline is In reoeipt of a let- remains will be brought to
rioh
Newport for priests and acolytes, the usual
Dr. Nancy Guilford,
whose interment.
ter from
vestments being
put asids for those of
name has been froely used In connection
black and white, in his sermon the CarA BIG CONTRACT.
dinal said a grievous crime had shacked
with the murder mystery, asking his adthe hand of an asvice as to whether or no she should return
Gardiner, Me., September 17.—Albert the civilized world;
sassin had struck down an inoffendlng
The letter bears the date Bowie of this oity has been awarded the
to Bridgeport.
an emperor of vast
of
consort
the
contract of building the stone and briok lady,
f “Wellsbu rg, N. Y., September 15.”
The crime had ooand hlstorio regions.
work of the big new Hollingsworth and cured not when
the empress was seated
In it, Dr. Guilford tells how she is con- Whitney mill at Winslow. It is an extenamid pomp and majesty
on her
stantly harrassed by reporters questioning sive job, requiring ten millions of brick which throne,
might have exoltod the passions of
four and hve thousand
between
and
crime.
her upon the horrible
She mainsome fanatio, but when she was peacefulcubio yards of stone.
tains that she is absolutely innocent of
ly walking the streets.
the
“The man that strikes at the ruler of
crime but she
any connection with
SCHOFIELD WILL NOT SERVE.
feels that on account of the strong prejthe nation is an enemy of social order,”
September 17.—After a declared the Cardinal.
Washington,
“Publio peace
udice against her she would be immesuspicion should she half hour's conference with the President and tranquility depend upon the execudiately arrested on be
Schofleld announced that he
Gen.
ruler or executhe
today
On
tion cf the law.
return and would
obliged to spend
as a member of
the com- tive of
dependsjthe execution of
months In
jail, probably, bofore she would not serve
atnation
the
conduct of the law and the maintenance of stable govwould be given a trial, though, as she mittee to investigate
ernment. It behooves us therefore to upasserts, “the Bridgeport police have not war.
hold the head of the nation, whose person
the slightest evidence against me for this
DEAD.
FOUND
as a ruler is sacred.
crime.”
The Cardinal paid a touohing tribute
17.—Mrs.
Attorney Kline stated that If the auBangor, Me., September
to the beauty of charaoter of the late emdemand hor presence hare he
thorities
of Orono was found dead in
O’Connell
press and asked that prayers be given
will advise her return but in his opinion
John not.only for the repose of her soul, but
morning by her son,
with the olearing up of the mystery it bed this
solace of ths striokeu.
will be shown that Dr. Guilford had O’Connell of Co. C, First Maine regi- also for the
all the tributes of sympathy
nothing to do with it.
ment. She retired in her usual health on Among
whioh had gone to the emperor, he said,
The cause was probably none had been more touohing and gracLITTLE KNOWN IN PROVIDENCE. Friday night.
ious than that of the President of the
Providence, R. I„ September 17.—M". heart disease.
United States.
The Cardinal reoailed
Perkins, the father of Marian^ Grace Perthe world-wide sympathy coming to the
THE LADIES.
United
the assassination of
through
this
States
on
passed
kins,
city with the
The pleasant effect and perfect safety President Garfield, whioh he said, levelled
body of the woman found at Bridgeport
with which ladies may use Syrup of Figs all partisanship In this country, bringing
the train arriving in
on
Taunton about
together
Repuolioans, adminunder all conditions, makes it their fav- istration Democrats,
His daughter and
six o’clock.
men anu
anti-administration
the two
remedy. To got the true and gen- men in a common sorrow. Thus, out of
Bourne
brothers left here on
the 3 40 orite
the blood of a
was
train
for Middleboro.
uine article, look for the name of the sown the seed of martyred President,
Nothing
patriots and the Cardinal
near
learned as to where the
couple stopped California Fig Syrup Co. printed
hoped that out of this last abhorrent
while
in this city, neither
of the
oome also good lessons and
oan it be the bottom
paokage. For sale by tragedy would
learned if they were married
good result t

here.

nr

the country and every one, even the perbelonging to the lower classes, wore
The street lamps were all
mourning.
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of styles,
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Great torches threw glaring
crape.
flames over the royal chapel in which
the remains of the late Empress have lain
in state sinoe yesterday morning. The
doors of the chapel were closed at noon,
thus barring out thousands of people who
was thought the remains were identifiei 1 were anxious to see the casket,
At four o'clock the tolling of bells anthe loss of muoh valuable
has caused
nounoed the starting of the procession.
might have been effective]; The route from
ime that
the Hof burg fo the inused in developing other clues, and as tin 1 significant
church of the
Capuchins,
whose vaults entomb the Hopburgs, is so
remains will undoubtedly be burled at
short that only a small proportion of the
as they returned here, there Is ■
soon
population was able to crowd into the
that
thei:
strong impression prevailing
While the procession
adjoining streets.
was being formed the church was tilled
identity will never be established.
who arrived
For the first time since the disoovery ol with the foreign prinoes
without ostentation in closed carriages
the woman’s remains, Superintendent o: and who were conducted to tho front
Police
Birmingham made a statemem pews. Even the rafters and floor of the
the
tonight. He asserted that he never toot church iu the centre of which stood
catalfalque were hidden with black drapany stock in the Perkins identification,
ery. Outside a company of distinguished
maintaining that it was incomplete. In generals and staff officers were aligned.
the course of his statement, the superin
A detachment of cavalry led the procestondent said:
followed by a single horseman, a
sion,
“I was satisfied the dead woman waf court officer, attired in a Spai 1 ih cosnot the original of the photograph exhib- tume.
Then came carriages, iu which
ited by Mr. Perkins and there were other were seated the servants of the late emit
discrepancies, a great many of them
press and they were followed by a seoond
fact.
It was said slight callouses were detachment of cavalry. After these horsefound on the dead woman’* hands, whet men were three court carriages drawn
Perkins suggested that his daughter'! by six horses covered with funeral traphands were calloused but beyond a doubl pings, escorted by footmen. They conthe dead woman’s hands were soft and tained the court dignitaries and Indies in
smooth. Despite impressions to the con- waiting.
A train of servants followed
trary, I have been actively working or walking two abreast, and then oame the
however,
the case but am obliged to say,
most imposing feature of the procession.
that thus far, I have not been able to se- Several companies of the foot guards and
cure evidence that would warrant an ara squadron of the horBe gunrds followed
evidence though I oannot by a dstachment of yeomen all gorgeously
I have
rest.
its
when
part
divulge it, but it will play
uniformed preceded the colossal
eight
the time comes.”
horsed
funeral car. On either side of
-1-if lia
ormclrlorofl f.hft nnee
it were four footmen and four pages,
hopeless he said: “Not by any means.’1 with lighted tapers, but the immediate
He would not say anything about Dr. escort of the car was composed of six stnlGuilford, whose name has been used con- wart gentlemen of the archer guard, eight
oiv
Uimnawtun li fn ifnavdc anH
siderably in oonneotion with the case. In
the opinion of Superintendent Birming- eight mounted life guards. Following
died
or
was
murdered
ham, the woman
the car were several bodies of infantry
It is presumed that the re- and
last Sunday.
cavalry. A large number of priests
mains will be sent baok to this oity with- in full oanonicals met tbe procession at
out delay and they will be buried by the the Augustine church and proceeded with
town authorities without further delay.
it to the ohuroh of the Capuohins. The
It was intended to bury the body Friday olergy there marched down the aisle bewere it not for the appearanoe of Mr. Perfore the coffin
and united in intoning
kins upon the scene.
also exquisitely
were
prayers whioh
chanted during the service by the court
TALKED AT TAUNTON.
choir.
During the last prayer the coffin
Taunton, Mass., September 17.—Mis: was lifted from the catafalque and the
Grace Marian Perkins, the supposed vio- olergy bearing torches, walked before it.
Francis Joseph attended by the
tira of the Bridgeport, Conn., murder, Emperor
highest offioers of state, bearing wands,
passed through this oity this afternoon, followed. This procession slowly passed
in perfeot health and accompanied by he: from the sight of the congregation down
After the
Miss Perkini a stone stairway to the vaults.
friend, Charles Bourne.
last benediction had been pronounoed in
was recongized by Station Agent King,
the vaults the mourners re-asoended and
when the train for Middleboro stopped the high chamberlain handed the key of
at the East Taunton station and King the vault to the capuohy who is the guardian of the imperial mausoleum.
A numm mediately notified the polioe.
ber of people at the station also saw and
WASHINGTON’S TRIBUTE.
recognized the couple and one or two
had a short talk with them while the
train awaited at the station. Miss PerWashington, September 17.—A most
kins told one person that she and Bonrne Imposing funeral mass for the dead KmThe
were going home to get married.
Elizabeth was sung here touay.
Miss Perkins had press
announcement that
Minister Von Hengei-Mulier wore the
caused
a
tremendous
sensabeen found
striking costume of tbe Hungarian
tion in the
oity, but the train left for
denoting high diplomatic
Middleboro before any great crowd had "Magnat”
rank. It was of sombre black satin coat,
colleoted at the railroad station.
knee breeches, high boots and a heavy
blaok velvet cloak hang form the left
MAINE PENSIONS.
His sword, soabbard and hilt,
shoulder.
D. C., September 17.— was hid with windings of crape. As the
Washington,
Pensions have been granted residents of oarriages of the President and cabinet
reaced the church, Mr. Von Hengei-MulMaine:
ier left his pew and met the President at
RESTORATION AND REISSUE.
the ohuroh door, escorting him to a pew
Ell Biokmore, North Nobleboro.
to
the front and right of the chancel.
With the President were Secretaries Gage
INCREASE.
Postmaster General Smith
and Wilson,
James MoNamara, Calais.
Back of
and Acting Secretary Adee.
them, as representatives of the army sat
ORIGINAL, WIDOWS, ETO.
two of the officers of General Miles’s staff,
Mary Crane, Linneus; Sarah A. Tea- Colonel Maus and Lieutenant Colonel
Miohler, in fatlgne uniform, while the
ton, Weld; Emellne Hanson, Harmony.
judiolary was represented by Jnstioe
of the Supreme court of the
WATERVILLE SUED.
Harlan
United States. Many other officers of the
17.—The
ol
September
Waterville,
oity
and navy departments also
war
has
had two suits entered state,
Waterville
The diplomatic corps oocnwere present.
against it today, papers being entered by pled pews opposite those of the United
J.
P.
the
first
Hilt,
Deputy
through States government officials. With the
Webb for the Maine Water
Hon. E. B.
Austrianjmlnister sat;Ambassador Camcompany in the sum of $4,000 for watei bon Gambon of Franoe, wearing the heav1898 and 1897, the seoond salt
tax in
ily gold-embroidered uniform of an officer
through Brown & Brown, Architect of highest diplomatic rank, with a wide
of
Adams
E.
the
Boston,
George
being
He left
silk sash from shoulder to hip.
for
to
recover
$2,000
plaintiff
his pew after the President and cabinet
money alleged to be due on plans and were seated, and orossing the aisle, paid
specifications. The two counts are re- his respeots to the President and oabinet
turnable at the Ootober term of court.
The German charge d’affaires,
offioers.
Baron Spsck Von Sternber, with the Ger
MR
PAViRniQ mVOTl-row
man military, naval and civil attaches,
17.—Hon. in full uniform, the minister of Switzer-

_

Washington,

tle the worse for the
which he suffered.

is clearly unbalanced.”
Probably the persons who feel the situtlon most keenly is the entire Bourne
family, many of whom have been closely
Questioned during the past two or three
days as to the whereabouts of Charles
Bourne, the mother of
Mrs
Bourne.
greatly
Charles, said tonight that she was
shocked at the many Insulting statements
her
about
made
herself,
that had been
She said that
son and the whole family.
she
considered that they had ail been
he

MYSTERY

amni-nna

already in waiting and
after a messenger had been sent ahead,
Miss Perkins and her sister steppedjlnto a
carriage and were whirled away home. In
the meantime, Mr. Thompson hud husbrother
tled Charles Bourne and his
George who had met the couple on their
Carriages

been at homo an hour or two it suddenly
that Mr Perkins was
coourred to them
on his
way to Middleboro with the re’•'uins of the murdered woman.
To prevent a terrible shock to the already brokthat
en-hearted man, it was decided
David Surrey should go at once to Taunton.
Mr. Surrey left lor Taunton on the
six o’clock train with
instructions to
see Mr. Perkins without fail and to drive
back with hi in to Middleboro.
Mr. Perkins, with Surrey arrived from
Taunton about ten o'clock and drove immediately to the Perkins house. The
meeting between father and daughter
was
most affecting.
Mr. PerkiDS was
well nigh prostrated.
As Mr. Perkins could say but little It
was at once
apparent to the family that
he was far front well. He was therefore
taken to his room and put to bed and late
tonight it is said his mental and physical
The remains oi
condition is alarming.
the victim of the tragedy were brought
oyer from Taunton tty Undertaker Williams of this town.
He said tonight that he should hold the
remains from Bridgeport until some
assumed further charge
proper authority
of them. “Frank Perkins having sworn
to the remains,” said Mr. Williams, “as
those of his daughter, I shall not feel it
them until he withmy duty to release
draws his sworn statement. From the
manner in which he talked to me I do
not think he will be able to make this
withdrawal for some time to come, for
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CHASING BOSTON.

ANTIETAM.
Dedicates

a

Monument to

The

Baltimore!

are

Hagerstown,

Climbing

for

the Top

Place.

Her Men*

M3., September 17.—The

Boston, September 17.—The Champions
a
game to Louisville today,
inability to hit CunDingham at
the right time. The visitors also fielded
in the sharpest style and Clingman cut

monument
erected to the
handsomest
memory of the Massachusetts troops who
fought and fell on the battlefield of Antietam, was dedicated this afternoon with
impressive oeremonies in the presence of

dropped
through
off

a

number

of

hits.

seemingly safe

large delegation of prominent men from Nichols, while hit hard at times, was
the Hay State and a number of citizens
effective, but his team did not back him

a

Gov. Wolof Hagerstown and vicinity.
upjwell. Attendance 3000. ThelScore:
cott of Massachusetts delivered the dedicLOUISVILLE.
atory address.
AB.R.BH.PO.A. E.
The monument which was covered to0
0
3
113
day with handsome floral ofleringB stands Clarke, if.,
0
on a mound at the oorner of Hagerstown
4
0
3
5
2
Hoy, of.,
Uornfleld
and
avenue,
0
pur3
0
1
0
2
pike
rf.,
park
Hartzell,
0
chased some years ago by the Massachu- Wagner, 3b.,
0
2
4
0
2
simis
It
0
0
setts authorities.
exceedingly
4
1
2 10
Deoker, lb.,
0
4
3
2
0
1
ple and chaste in design, is made of Mil- Ritohey, 2b.,
0
6
ford
3
3
0
0
granite and is in the renaissance Clingman, ss.,
A wreath of,laurel Kittrldge, c.,
4
0
1110
style of architecture.
0
entwines the ooat of arms Cunningham, p.,
0
0
on the .front
4
0
0
of Massachusetts, forming a centre piece
0
35
4
9 27 12
Totals,
for the following inscription:
BOSTON.
Kreoted by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts to Mark
AB.R.BH.PO.A. K.
the Position Held by their Troops at the
3
6 2 2 0 0
Hamilton, cf.,
Hattie of Antietum, September XVII.,
0
0 13
1
4
0
MDCCCLXII
Tenney, lb.,
0
0
112
4
the
centre
of
ss.,
A buttress of each side
Long,
0
8
0
116
stone bears a bronze tablet inscribed with Lowe, 2b.,
3
2
1
0
1
4
the numbers of the^regiments from Massa- Collins, 8b.,
0
0
0
0
0
4
Stahl, rf.,
chusetts who participated lu tbe light.
0
2
3
118
Bergen,
o.,
They were the 2nd, 7th, 9th, 10th, 12th,
0
U
4
3
1
1
13th, 15th, 18ch, 19th, 20th, 21st, 22nd, Daffy, If.,
First
and
36th
32nd
Nichols,
p,,3 0 0 1 2 0
infantry;
29th,
28th,
i
7 27 14
cavalry, First, Thfrd and Eighth batter31
2
Totals,
ies, and First and Second companies of
0—4
201D0100
Louisville,
shooters.
sharp
00000000 2—2
The reverse sidejof the monument holds Boston,
a bronze tablet covering almost its entire
Earned runs, Louisville, 3; Boston, 2.
u»01
iuo
surface containing a diagram
UCIBQ
Ulio.
A yvU
Double plays,
tlelield, showing the positions held by the Stolen bases, Hartzeli.
Massachusetts troops on ths day of the Rltohey, Clingman, and Decker; Hartzeli
Messrs. Winslow and VVetherell and Ritchey.
First base on balls, by
light.
of Boston are the arcniteots.
Cunningham 8; by Nichols 1. Struck
The dedijatory exeroises were opened by out, by Nichols 4. Passed balls, Bergen
Adjutant General Samuel Dalton, who 1. Time 1.30, Umpires, O’Day and Mcin a brief address on behalf of the com- Donald.
mittee having In oharge the building
EASY MARK FOR THE GIANTS.
of the monument, formally turned it over
to the representatives of the stale, headed
New York, September 17.—The Giants
Governor Woloott,
by Governor Woloott.
SudhofT an easy mark and won
Found
follows:
as
in accepting, spoke in part
The Browns were un“We are here to perform a solemn act ia they pleased.
Rusie except In one Inning.
of commemoration. We are here to dedi- able to hit
cate this monument to the memory of The soore:
great events and of valiant Jrnen. Some
11220002 x-8
of these men are before roe as I speak. New York,
00000002 0-3
What memories must force themselves it. Louis,
Hits, New York, 10; St. Louis, 6. Erupon your minds as you gaze today upon
the peaceful scene on the fair soil of Mary- rors, New York, 8; St. Louis 4. BatterOf the many thousands who per- ies, Rusie and Warner; Sudhoff and Clemland.
ished
in this memorable battle, or who ents.
have died sinoe, we may believe that THE ORIOLES AND THE WANDERthey too look not with indifference upon
ERS.
what we do today, and to them not less
than to the living, we pay the tribute of
Baltimore, September 17.—The Baltigrateful and.honorable remembrance.
mores
today defeated Tebeau’s wander“Both armies were led by skilled and
The game was anybody’s up to the
brave oommanders, With the Confederate ers.
MoGann drove out a
forces were suoh men as Lee, Jackson, eight Inning when
Longstreet, Stuart and the two Mills, home run when, the bases were filled.
whose high personal character and solSoore:
entitle them to the

respeot

dierly qualities

of all Americans, although we may believe that in the great crisis of their lives
they drew their swords in a mistaken and
unrighteous cause. The Union army was
commanded by General MoClellan and
with him were Burnside, Sumner, Frank-

01210014 x—9
Baltimore,
1OOO01O1 1—4
Cleveland,
Hits, Baltimore, 18: Cleveland, 14. ErBatterrors, Baltimore, 1; Cleveland, 6
Me James and Clarke; Young and
ies,

and many others whose names are a part
of the fame of this republic.
“The battle was tne bloodest fought
in any single day during the entire war.
The losses were appalling.”
Governor Waloott reviewed the historical events Immediately following Antietara’s great struggle, ending in the issuance of the emancipation proclamation

SENATORS OUTPLAYED.
17.—Tom
September
Washington,

Crleger.

lin, Hooker. Sedgwiok, .Meads. Mansfield

Burns’s

men

the Senators to-

outplayed

day at every point. Baker’s pitohing was
fair, but his support was poor. AttenSoore:

dance 900.

8 3 0 0 1 1 2 0 0-9
Chioago,
000 0—0
00000
Washington,
and added:
the
“Thus for this nation and for
Hits, Chicago, 12; Washington, 6, Erworld was the battle of Antietam worth rors, Chicago, 0; Washington, 7. Batterthe oostly sacrifices it entailed. Mot in ies,
Hyle and Nichols; Donovan, Baker

vain was epllled the blood that reddened
these fields thirty-six years ago today.
Mot in vain did you veterans of tne Army
of the Potomac struggle and endure.
XOU OliertJU
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and McGuire.

THE FUKTU.IN.n-o

New
York, September 17.—Dunn woe
for the Pirates In the first
too much
a shut
jame and they narrowly escaped
The second was a tie. Bill Clarke
jut.
saved the Pirates from defeat by mak-

1U

the day of her peril and a united oountry
whloh holds no slave, Is your fitting
monument.
“During the lifetime of a generation
the nation has enjoyed (profound and
uninterrupted peaee until this year the
foroes of the great republic have been
arrayed against a foreign foe. 1'bat foe
has been taught to dread the splendid
dash of American seamen and soldiers,
as well as to recognize their magnanimity
But we, too,
in the hour of triumph.
have learned that the nation is united as
it has not been since the early days of the
sectionalrepublic, that loyalty knows no
ism and that ready obedience to the counstate
try’s oall to duty is bounded by no
but is co-extensive with American

ing two three-base hits.

..

“General Carman, to you, as the representatlve of the national government, I
now oonvey this Massachusetts monument to be forever guarded and preserved
‘like memorials
by your*associatlon|with
contributed by other states of the union
a
battle
of
great
stubbornly
in memory
oontested by American soldiers and resulting happily for humanity and for the
sons
here fought and
whose
nation

died.”

At the conclusion of

his address,

Gov-

ernor Walcott handed the deeds of the
tract of land, upon whloh the monument

is ereoted to General E. A. Carman, representing the United States government,
thus concluding the oeramomes.
How's

offer

This

Hundred
Dollars Reward
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured
by Hail’s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
We the undersigned,
have known F. J
We

20310000 x-6
Brooklyn.
00000010 0—1
Pittsburg,
Hits, Brooklyn, 12; Pittsburg, 6. Br, ora, Brooklyn,
0; Pittsburg, 0. Batter-

Kyan; Hhines and Sobriver.
(Second Game.)

es, Dunn and

do. O.

WADDING, KINNAN & MARTIN, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hlall’s Catarrh Cure Is taken internally,

acting directly upon the blood and mucuous
surfaces of the system. Price, 75o per bottle.
Sold by ail Druggists.
Hall’s Finally Pills are the best.

1

Brooklyn,

2200102 0—8

32000030
Pittsburg,
Hits, Brooklyn, 3; Pittsburg, 13
]

0-8

Erors, Brooklyn, 3; Pittsburg, 1. Batteres, Miller and Ryan; Hart and Schriver.

QUAKERS.
Philadelphia, Pa., Septembsr 17.—CinPOUNDED THE

ilnnati won today a hard hitting game,
rhe Quakers nearly won in the ninth inling by a batting streak. In the fifth
,nuing Pitcher Dwyer was hit on the
head by a ball from Orth's bat and was
He was taken to
rendered unconscious.
hospital where it was found be had rereived a slight concussion of the brain.
Attendance, 1 358.
He is doing well.
The score:

Cincinnati,

Philadelphia,

04120030 0—10
0

1011

001

5—9

PhiladelBase hits—Cincinnati, 14;
Errors—Cincinnati, 4; PhilaDhla, 13.
Batteries—Hawley, Dwyer
delphia, 6.
ind Wood; Orth and Piatt.

One

Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business transactions and financially able to carry out any
obligations made by their firm.
WEST & TRUAX, Wholesale Druggists, Tole-

The scores:

(First Game.)

lines,

citizenship.
monument, the
“In dedicating this
Common wealth of Massachusetts proud j
recalls the part whloh he^sorm held in the
this held
great battle which has vmade
forever memorable.

ina, naaina

ur

SUNDAY GAME.
At New York—New

York, 7; Brooklyn,

3.

NATIONAL LEAGUE STANDING.
W.

L.

Boston. 84
Baltimore. 80
Cincinnati. 80
Cleveland. 74

47
42

44
46
61
53
59
60
ei
65
72
73
87

34

93

Chicago......72
8ew

York. 69
62

Philadelphia.

Pittsburg. 65
^outsvllle. 57

Brooklyn.
Washington..
3t. Louis..

Per

Ct.
.656
.635
.611
.683
.549
.535

.504
.600
.441
.391
.326

.264

and from headquarters and all over the
ountry and says that what be did was
place. We had the end of the French done in blind, unquestioning, brutal
which obedlonco to ordors from a superior.
to Guantanamo
cable running
: :
: :
How It Hid Its Duty at Santiago.
“If I were ordered to take a gun and
bad been cut and brought into Siboney,
S
and whioh we were using. After report- shoot my own brotner I would do so withthe out hesitation,” Count Esterhazy declared
Sergeant Lowell's Interesting Story—He I
ing to Capt. Butler we went over to
of the He added that out of 1000 documents in
at Home on Sick Leave.
camp whioh was on the othor side
harbor, at the rear of an old fort. It the Dreyfus ease, approximately 608
Sergeant John R. Lowoll, a member seemed almost like
getting home to be wore forged and that ho was prepared to
of the Maine
Signal Corps, Is at hip among the boys again and we had a jolli- show by whom and in what circumhome
from
on
Melbourne
street,
stances the forgeries were committed.
fication that evening.
Santiago, on a 30
days’ furlough.
“We stayed in the camp several days,
WILL OPEN
osituart.
Mr. Lowell has been very sick with mabut during the daytime the Signal Corps
larial
fever, but is now recovering and was kept busy going back and fourth
WILLIAM H. ROBERTS.
is able to be out.
The Maine Signal over the lines to see that
Our Specialty, is instruction in
everything was
William H. Roberts, who died in this
Corps is the only Maine organization that In perfect order and of course I took my
has been
city on the 16th inst, was born in Portanywhere near the fight, and turn with the rest.
He was the
November 11, 1826.
Lowell talks interestingly of
Sergeant
“In
the latter part of July I was put land,
son of Nathaniel Roberts, formerly of this
the experience of the Maine boys in San- in
Special training in
of
the
station
at
charge
Siboney
signal
of four brothtiago. He was 6een by a PRfiSS man at with six men under me. j> While I was city, and was the youngest
Piano Teclinic,
the late Colonel Thomas A. Roberts
Meinoi'izlnsr,
his home Saturday and told the follow- getting my orders from
ers,
Capt. Butler,
W. Roberts of AlTheory,
ing of the corps and their work:
Sergeant Stuart started with the men for of Portland, George
History,
we
at
N. Y., and James S. Roberts of
Augusta
“After leaving
camp
bany,
offioe
the
to
relievo
the
men
then
on duty
Interpretation.
Two
are dead.
to
went
Washington, where we were there.
When
I arrived at the station I Portland, all of whom
of South
We
Roberts
barracks.
Mrs.
Sarah
the
at
artillery
sisters,
found that Stuart had taken to his cot,
quartered
four days when we received from which
were there
Portland, and Mrs. James Gray of Havwere
erhill,
Mass., survive him. Mr. Roberts’s
orders to go to Tampa, Florida, and
NEVER
HE
AROSE.
He atlife was spent in this city.
we went
entire
Before
of
inside
24
hours.
there
for this seaspn will begin SATURDAY, Oct.
“That same day two more men were
in his early
sshools
a. m.
the
o’clock
in
tended
20
half
hour
lessons
10
were
overcoats
we
camp
at
puhlio
15th,
wearing
away
taken down, leaving me with only three
$6.00. -No practice required at home. Apply
days, after which he learned the painter’s
immediately.
men to do seven men’s work for several trade and in 1868 entered into
partnership
The two men finally got around with his
days.
FRANK L.
brother, tne late Col. Thomas
with
the
to
able
were
and
help
all
right
Baxter Block,
A. Roberts, under the Arm name of T.
the t station for nearly A. & W. H. Roberts which lasted until
I
held
work.
sepio
_dim
I was taken to the the death of the
three weeks when
latter in 1888, since which
In the
with malarial fever
hospital
time he has continued the business alone
meantime I had notified the captain that under the old Arm name. He has been in
WOKOESTKIt, MASS.
I was short of help on account of siok- poor health for the past
year, and the
T. C. MENDENHALL, President.
and also of the serious illness of death of his wffe, Irene
ness,
in January
B.,
and
Course of study In Mechanical, Civil
Sorgeant Stuart. Sergeant Emmons was last, and a son, Edwin E., in the West
Electrical Engineering. Chemistry and General
then sent to my relief, and when I was a month later, affeoted him so unfavorScience. New and extensive laboratories in
Engineering. Electricity, Physics and Chemissent to the hospital I turned the station ably that he has gradually failod during
try. Special facility In Steam and Hydraulics.
I was in the hospital about the summer months and
over to him.
filled
positions
showing
passed peacefully
104-page catalogue,
ten days when an order was received to
by graduates, mailed free. Address J. it.
His
at his homo on
Friday.
away
MARSHALL, Registrar.
send the oonvalesoents home. There were
long residence in this city mode him
four of us, members of the Maine Signal
widely known as a thoroughly reliable
Corps, in the hospital when this order business man, a kind hearted brother,
were about 300 from our
There
came.
TEACHER OF SINGING.
and
and a

THE SIGNAL COUPS.

INSTRUCTION.

THE

VIRGIL
CLAVIER

Saturday, Sept. 17th.

Is the
We

ssre

roll sap osar sales higher aaid higher, ©isr prices will
aiaost ecoiiOBiiicstl tcBidesscies. ©nr great display of

determined

RANKIN,director.

--

The Worcester Polytechnic Institute

TAYLOR,

companion
father, neighbor
Siboney and about 100 from man who won the esteem of all who
ths
transport
Catania, knew him and he will be greatly missed
whioh brought us home. We were taken
by a large ciroie of friends. He leaves a
from the Siboney hospital on flat care
W
nf fiho firm nf finlpter.
hospital
Santiago

Studio 48 V. M. C. A. Building,Portland,Me.
Voice production and correction according to
the old Italian method.
Pupils prepared for
School of public
concert, oratorio and opera.
performance, stage practice and operatic en-

SERGEANT JOHN 15.

SEMINARY,
IVSe.

and the sadden change, the thermometer
ranging from 115 to 120, made it very
uncomfortable for ns, and the heat took
hold of us ; pretty bad.ut first.
“We
in Tampa about a week
were

For
65th year begins September 6, 1893.
catalogue with lull information send to the
REV. H. S. WHITMAN,
President,
Deering. Me.
jly27d8w
AA

■

A

•
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A

ha
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If

w

School of Shorthand and Typewriting,
EXCHANGE

93

Portland,
13th year

»

STREET,
■

•

begins Sept. 1. 189S.

Maine,
aug2tdtf

kept busy practicing sigWe were camped on the Hotel

Were

we

nal work.

Cuba and took the train for
ordered to
Port Tampa, where we were then shipped
on board the transport Comanche, after
which we were divided up, two men being detailed for each ship,'to keep up
communication with the different ships
We touched at Key West,
fleet.
where we received our orders
the
warships as to which code of

of the
from

HENRY
signals should be used, as our signals
different from theirs. We arrived
Teacher of Piano, Organ and were
at Cuba July 9th, after a very smooth
Theory.
the only rough
and
pleasant voyage,
Room 52, Y. M. C. A. Building, Cong. Sq„ water we experienced being in the wind(FORMERLY BAXTER BLOCK,)
ward passage.
in
Thorough and Systematic Instructions
“The corps went on shore that night at
dlvv*
Pianoforte Technic.
sepl4
Corporal Chris Johnson and
Siboney.
on the transport Hpecialfst and
I were
MISS ANNA C.
did not go ashore at Siboney with the

WILLEY,

Teacher of Piano and Organ.
21

FALL TERM

HEBRON A0&3E1Y,
will open
For

Tuesday, Sept.

13.

oarried

transport, we ray in Santiago narWe left there August
bor for two days.
17 and on the way out we passed the Merwhioh Hobson had sunk In the
rimao,
mouth of the channel. We passed so close
to the

only thing out of the water excepting a
We also passed the
piece of the topmast.
Spanish warship Maria Teresa, which
attempted to make a run out of the harbor but turned back and was grounded.
“The signal station at Aquadoris was
in direct
and was

communication with the fleet
under
command of Sergeant
stationed hero saw a
The men

Weloh.
great deal of firing

WHEN SANTIAGO WAS BOMBARDED
the missiles at times flying directly over
their heads.
They had been ordered not;
to do any night signallying with torches
as
they were liable to draw the fire of
the enemy.
“We had

a

losing nine

long and hard passage home,
on the trip, eight dying

men

suicide.
from fever and one committing
We arrived at Montauk after a ten days’
were on went back to Duquiri to land the
pretty well.used up from our
artillery with which she was loaded. We passage,
and sickness. I went into Wikoff
long
trip
had
the
know
not
gone
did
corps
hospital August 31st, after being in the
ON SHORE AT SIBONEY
detention camp three days. At the Wikofl
and we were resting there, thinking they
hospital I was put in ward P, central
were on the Comanche and we were all
Dr. A. A. Nouel, surgeon. X
station,
together. I got leave from Lieut.Kephart, was unconscious when I went in, but
on
board
the
to
who was in command,
go
tender care of Dr. Nouel I
under the
Comanche and visit our boys. When I DUOU
UUpUlJ
ICgUlUCU UUUOUIUUkIUVOO
We were
the
got on board I found that the corps had
rt/Sb

STHJ3ET
sepiad2w«

on

Tampa grounds, a beautiful place, al- to her that we could have thrown a stone
though it was very sandy. We were then into her funnel, which was about the

July 4th,

HUMPHREY,

at

distance
to within a short
of Santiago, where we were left for about
three hours,after whioh we were conveyed
and

where

.a

LOWELI..

septis.lmo

semble.

Deering,

UJL

LUO

pa

ajguui

1*0

tuu

vt

*->

UliU

catalogue send to

left without leaving any word for us and
when I returned I reported the facts to
the lieutenant. He said he could do nothing for us and told me to report to the
commander of the Comanche. I did so,

W. E. SARGENT,
Principal. Hebron. Maine.
jly20eod2m

commander
but the
nothing
could be done until the batteries on board
the Specialist had been landed.
“In the meantime, before the batteries
had been lauded, a signal station had
beeu established on a little hill a short
said that

the shore, composed partly of
corps and partly of regulars. I disone
afternoon that the station
covered
was there by their signalling to a
gunin the oiling. W’ith the aid of my
boat
way

from

our

slowly

to

recover.

given

very best of care and were furnished with
all kinds of delicacies by the Red Cross
society and private individuals, and I
cannot speak in too high praise of the
way we were used at Wikoff;hospital and
the careful attention

and nursing we

re-

ceived.
the
“I
left
hospital September
fur10th for| home
on]'a CO days’
the
next
arrived
and
lough,
afternoon. When I left Portland I weighed
160 pounds, and I now weigh 116 pounds.
I did not see much of the fighting as the

MEN,

received in this'city
telegram
Saturday announcing tho death of Mrs.
Hugh MoGowan of Kansas City. Mrs.
the widow of Mr. Hugh
former resident of Portland,
and a brother of the late Terrence ang
Her husband died
Patriok
McGowan.
was
a

several
resided
years.

yenrs ago. Mrs. McGowan has
for upward of 40
In the West
mother of a large
She was the

family.

paid

to

some

Her two eldest sons
their relatives in Portland

visit

a

years
ago. Hugh McGowan, Jr., was sheriff of
Kansas City., and. is at present an extensive dealer in real estate, and one of the

©nr

previous

s

tiee to it ana

airklaB

CONDITION FOWDER

mix
Therefore, no matter what kind of food you use,
with it daily Sheridan’s Powder. Otherwise, your prollt
this fall and winter will be lost when tlie price for eggs
1b very high, it assures perfect assimilation of the food
elements needed to produce health and form eggs. It
£3 sold by druggists, grocers, feed dealers or by mail.
If you can’t get It send to us. Ask first
One pack. 25 cts. five $1. Jjirge 2-lb. can $1-20. Six cans
Exp. paid. $•'>. Sample of Pest Poultry Pater sent free.
L a,JoLLH602i <k CO..22 Custom House SU Boston. Mju*.

CATARRH

Druggist
lor

a

generous

10 CENT

trial size.

ELY’S CREAJI BAL3I
contains
mercury

no
nor

cocaine,
any

other

injurious drug.
It is quickly Absorbed.

Gives Relief at once.
It opens nnd cleanses the

Allays Inflammation.

COLD IN HEAD

Restores
protects the Membrane.
No Cocaine
the er.ees of Taste and Smell.
Full
size 50c.
drug.
No Mercury, No Injurious
Half size lOe; at drugvists or by mail.
York
New
Warren
DG
St..
ELY BROTHERS,
Heals and

THOMAS STEVENS KILLED.
17.—Thomas
Stevens ofCumberland Mills,transfer boas
for the F.sty Warren Lumber company,
this evening at
was accidentally killed

Farmington,

September

the Sandy River transfer yard by being
struck by a ear.
J. A. FAIRBANKS

INJURED.

passed

a

ning together.

telephoned to
Maine Signal Corps as
“I

vary pleasant

eve-

signal corps
interior

study of tho papers in the
Dreyfus case has convinced me too fully
Cnpt. Butler of the of his guilt for mo to accept, as tho head

Our assortment of Men’s and

was

came, ordering us to come ashore at the justice, M. Sariren.
station and report to him at Siboney as
Later in the day another cabinet counWe then reported the cil was held, at which Gen. Chanoyne,
as possible.
soon
captain’3 message to Rieut. Kephart of commander of the first division of the
the Specialist and he sent us on shore. first army corps, (department of the North
We wont to the signal station where we and the Pas de Calais), was appointed
to
had another square meal and then left for minister of war, in succession
Gen.
Wo started at an easy walk Zurlindon, and Senator Godin, representSiboney.
from the station, taking our time as ing French India,
was appointed ministhe sun was very hot. Wo had not gone ter of public works,succeeding M. Tillaye.
far before we struck a very bad road, be- The latter in
transmitting his letter of
ing badly cut by the mule teams which resignation, is apparently bidding for
had passed over it before us. The mild
popular favor. He wrote:
was up to our knees most of the time and
“The council having decided to appoint
we could not turn out of the road on acto consider the request for
a commission
of the brush and labarynth of
count
of the re-trial of the convict
revision
vines which lined the road on both sides.
After struggling along for several miies
wo
finally ovortook a mule team and
succeeded in getting a ride the rest of the
and
after
several hours of hard
wuy

travel

we

ARRIVED AT

SIBONEY,
whore we reported to Capt. Butler,
we found at the telegraph station

whom
which

had been established there. When we arCount Esterhazy is
rived we found one telegruph machine Paris.
occupying a
and three
telephones hard at work, and flat near the corner of St. James street
Mall, S. W. Ho has shaved
this they kept up from OJo clock In the and Pall
morning until 12 o’clock at night. This oil l)is mustache and it is net easy to
He explains that there
was about the tlmo of the fight and the recognize him.

Bangor, Me.,
September 17.—J. A.
Fairbanks, of J. A. Fairbanks <fc Co.,
was severely injured today.
His carriage
and a B. O. &. O., eleotrio car collided
and he was thrown to the pavement,
wires
.talking on the baok of bis head.

were

kept hot sending messages

to

is no

longer justice for him in his

own

$3.50 to 18.00
$1.75 to 10.00
75c to $5.00
21c to $1.75

1

foremost business men of the place.

FREEMAN GREENOUGH.
Mr. Freeman Greenough, one of Portland's well known merchants, died at his
Mr.
on Spring streot Friday.
home
Greenough was engaged for many years
in tho boot and shoe business in company
Middle street,
with Benjamin Jones,
under the stylo Greenough & Jones, and
also in business under the style
was
on

For several years
Greenough & Morse.
past he has not been in active business.
He leaves

a

a

K &
One Price,

widow and several sisters.

NO REWARD OFFERED YET.

September 17,—There is a hitch
in the offering of a reward for tho arrest
of tho murderer of Ivory F. Boothby, the
North Saco farmer. Mayor Lord called
the municipal officers together to consider
the advisability of offering a reward of
$500, but no action towurd that end has
Saco,

CO.,

Spot Cash

CLOTHIERS, HATTERS & FURNISHERS.
f

been taken, for the reason that the mayor
advised that the municipal officers
have no
legal authority to appropriate
was

♦

purpose. A request to
money for such
Governor Powers to offer a reward will he
sent, through County Attorney Emmons.

SEASONABLE DISPLAY
—

BRIGHTER PROSPECTS AHEAD.
September 17.—The emBiddefoid,
ployes of the Saco and Pattce machine
shops, who have since April been working

Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—Before using
your Vegetable Compound I was a
great sufferer. I have been sick for
months, was troubled with severe pain
in both sides of abdomen, sore feeling
in lower part of bowels, also suffered
with dizziness,
headache, and
could not sleep.
I wrote you a

letter describ-

ing my case and
asking your
advice.

You
tell-

what to do.

followed your

op

FINE WOOLENS
IN

OUB

—

TAILORING DEPARTMENT.
We open up the season with a superior
Pall and
line of Woolens for
Suits and
Winter Overcoats,
Trousers.
Our stock represents the products of
tho best Foreign and Domestic Looms.
All the Novelties in Scotch Goods and
Fancy Worsteds are in single pattern
peices. The styles are confined to us aud
We shall be
cannot be duplicated.
pleased to show these Goods to all who
are interested and incidentally to take
Winner
an order for your Pall and
Outfit.
__

We haven’t the sheep hsat we have got
his wool and can show it 6® yosa woven Iks
all the latest designs and colorings foa* the
coining Fall and Winter In

HASKELL&JONES,
Tailors,
CLOTHIERS AND FURNISHERS,

SUITINGS,
OVERCOATINGS,

replied
ing me just

PiYonument Square.

septus

_

dU

TROUSERINGS,

1

«3sad FANCY

direc-

VESTINGS.

tions, and cannot praise your medicine
enough for what it has done for me.

Many

thanks to you for your advice.

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound has cured me, and I will recoma
menditto my friends.—Mrs. Florence
unable to aceept
any R. Hoffman, 512 Roland St., Canton, 0.
Dreyfus, I am
share in the responsibility lor that step
The condition described by Mrs. Hoffwhich, in my opinion, involves a revis- man will appeal to many women, yet
ion of the case.”
lots of sick women struggle on with
ESTERHAZY IN LONDON.
their daily tasks disregarding the
until overtaken by
London, September 18.—The Obsorvcr urgent warnings
this morning states that Count Ksterhazy
in London for ten days Dast.
has been
The fact, the paper says, is known to
hore and is not suspeoted in
very fow

$8.00

98c to

Hoys’ Furnishing Croods, Hats and Caps, etc., is complete

exhaustive

to what wo should or clie
army, nay owier resolution tuuu
up the trail about four that of
the maintenance of the judgmiles and would cot be back until quite ment in its entirety.”
lato so that I could not got word from
At a meeting of the cabinet ministers
him until the next morning. We were today it was decided to submit the docubright and early the next morning ments in the Dreyfus case to a commisup
which
soon
watohiug for his reply,
to 1)0 selected by the minister of
sion

do, but he

$4.98 to 25.00
$3.98 to 35.00

Hen’s FalS Suits from
Hen’s Winter Overcoats from
Hen’s Odd Pants from
Boys’Long Suits, age 14 to 19 from
Children’s Suits, age 4 to 15
Boys’ Odd Pants from
Children’s Knee Pants from

was

McGowan

ROTS AND CHILDREN

efforts. Our store is filled with new and
Winter.
choice line of goods for Fall and
Every department in our establishment
We are always in the lead and
desirable goods.
has been replenished with new
to
former attemptsour
ail
We want to
the present season we are determined
eclipse
sell more clothing, and we are ready to meet all your wants with the best goods at the
lowest possible prices. We have not space enough to enumerate the many styles and
different grades of clothing we offer, but suffice us to say that we have

MRS. HUGH McGOWAN.

MoGowan,

YOUTHS,

l>oes surpass any and all off

Snow & Co., and a granddaughter, Rena,
of his deceased son. He
the daughter
was a member of Ancient Brothers' lodge
of Odd Fellows and also of the Veteran
Firemen’s association of this city.

A

for-

was busy all the time In the
keeping the wires ip working on short time, wore today informed that
order, although while on tho transport
beginning Monday tho shops will be run
field glasses I discovered that some of the
Specialist we saw the bombardment of on full time.
and opened comMaine men were there
Morro castle by climbing into the rigging
munication
with them by means of the
and using our Held glasses.”
That evening wo borrowed a boat
flags.
on shore to visit
from
the
and
went
THE REVISION IS COMING.
It
ship
It Will keep toot chickens strong;W and.healthy.
orth its weight
will make Young pullets lay early.
A LIVING WITNESS.
The boys immediately went
It the station.
all
diseases.
and
hens,
Paris,
September 17.—Gen. Zurlinden
prevents
for
In gold
moulting
In quantity to
work to get a nico supper together*, lias sent
is absolutely pure. Highly concentrated.
to
his
written
like
it,
kind
resignation
other
ho
costs only a tenth of a cent a day,
which we were very much in need of as Premier Eriseon as follows:
Mrs. Hoffman Describes How She
our rations
were very low on the ship.
Wrote to Mrs. Pinkham for
“I have the honor to beg you to receive
It is needless to say that we did full jusAdvice, and Is Now Well.
my resignation as minister for war. An
I

B

meet the

CLOTHING

The Kinder Class

WESTBROOK

to

STUDENTS:

BY

0. STEWART

Abvantages Yob Gaia

BY DEALING WITH US.

PIANO PLAYING.

PUBLIC RECITALS

AI! Other

to

Capstoae

actual collapse.
The present Mrs. Pmkham’s experifemale ills is unparalence in treating
side
leled, for years she worked side by
for
with Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham, and
sometimes past has had sole charge
of the correspondence

department

of

letter
her great business, treating by
a hundred thousand ailing
as many as
women during a single year.

CROWN

Cornish Bros-,
sep7

583

CONGRESS

STREET.
W.M.F.tf

and Irregularities

EiSHT

YESRS'

Open Evenings.

a

Soecialty.

EXPERIENCE.

Prices Moderate.

OB. ELLERY P.

BLANCHARD,

X3333NTTX!S,I’.
goom 25-SJG-37, Y. M. (
A., Congress S q.
asm
augl

"study shortiiaxdT
At the the “School of Shorthand and
ness, which will open in
5th. Pupils thoroughly

rn?n Tn\i^D' AUGUSTA, BANGOR and
JUUUON, ME. Actual business by mail .and
aiiroau. Office
practice for beginners. Bookkeepers, clerks and stenographers furnished to
jusmess men.
Free catalogue.
X. JL.
SHAW.* Pres., Portland, Me.
scplO
d3m

T«rm

begins Sept, ist-h, at rooms in
ilaxtor Building. Pupils o£ botli saxes revived. Private pupils aro received afternoons
md evenings. For lurtlier particulars inquire
MISS ETTA A. FILES, Principal.
,f
120 Free St.
augSldlw
Portland, Aug. 27, 1828.
Fall

BEFORE VOU

BRIDGEWORK LADIES.

and

this

Busi-

HAVE YOUR

UPHOLSTERING DONE
See

Mr. Viuing’s Se!ect Stuffs
front $1 to 8*0 per v<!.

All work done at your home.
Finn Grade Work a Specialty.
trcsses made to order.

Turkish and
Hair !;at-

A. JE. Y2.AI.YCi,
118 Pearl Street,
Hear of
gop9

Portland, Me.
Memorial Church.
(limo

city September

instructed in Shorthand and Typewriting, and all kinds of office
work. They will he given real experience in
office work and located in positions. Only
school of the kind in the state. For particulars,
apply to M ISS K. S. MOODY, Proprietor,
g.) Exchange street, Portland, Me.
cod! in
sepo

H. E, IV!ILLS

FIauO
Order

slats

Timor,

'handler’s Mnitf
congress t.75d-,

ai <

■

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
AND
MAINE STAiTE PRESS.
Subscription Rates.
Daily (in advance) $G per year; S3 for tl: ■
months; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
Xho Daily is delivered every morning b;
carrier anywhere within the city limits and a
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (not in advance), invariably at thi (
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) pubfishe< l
every Thursday. $1.00 per year; 60 cents for
months; 25 cents for 3 months.
Persons wishing to leave town for long o:
short periods may have the addresses of the!
papers changed as often as desired.

Advertising Rates,
In- Daily Press $1.60 per square, for jn<
week; $4.00 for one month. Three insertions
Every other day ad
or less, $1.00 per square.

vertisements, one third less than these rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 for one
week or $2.50 for one month,
“A square” is a space of the width of a col
term and ona inch long.
one-third addiSpecial Notices, on first page,
tional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 pel
Throe Insertions or less,
square eacli week.

ShSO per square.

and classee
Heading Notices in nonpareil type
line eacl
with other paid notices, 15 cents per

Insertion.
matter type,
Pure Heading Notices in reading

$5 cents per line each insertion.
adverWants, To Let, For Sale and similar
foi
tisements, 85 cents per week In advance,
40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all adver
ti3eoents not paid in advance, will be charged
at regular rates.
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
foi
for first insertion, and 50 cents per square
eaih subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to subscriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 87 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.

PBEBB.

THE

SEPTEMBER

MONDAY,

might not have been .able to throw off
the British yoke a century ago. French
assistance was more directly sought by
American assistance by the
us than was
Filipinos, and our obligations to France
were much clearer than the obligations of
we

But we should have
the Filipinos to us.
regarded it as an outrageous usurpation
If the French had set up a claim to the
United States beoause they had helped us
drive out the British, and resisted it to

with

the

procession.

pines.

Surgeon General Makes Answer
Charges Against Him.

to

Washington, September 17.—The surgeneral’s office of the army today

geon

gave out the following statement on the
“Responsibility in the medical department of the army:”
Numerous letters from private individuals and editorial artioleB have appeared
in the newspapers of the oountry since

reoeived the commencement of the war with Spain
The
Spanish ministry
is a widespread
tho au- which indicate that there
from the Corfies and the Queen
with reference to the rethem to cede misapprehension
enable
to
needed
thority
of the
This prac- sponsibility of the'surgeon general
territory tolthe United States.
array.
of
on
the
part
tically amounts to a vote
His responsibility is great, ana to propCortes to abandon Cuba and Porto
the
erly perform the duties incumbent upon
the Hhilippines If we demand

Rloo,

It was a bitter pill for the Cortes
to take, and it is not strange that it was
swallowed without many violent
not
them.

objurgations.
It is

him he

devote his entire time and
energies to the administration of affairs
pertaining to his offica Rut it is quite
impossible for him personally to administer

gratifying

conventions

are

that Republican
generally resolving in

to see

favor of an investigation to determine
the truth or falsity of the charges made
deagainst the commissary and medical
partments of the army. Whatever the
faots may be the pnblie has so thoroughlj
absorbed the idea that there was serious

must

or

supervise the medical ad-

even

ministration for armies in the field.
For this purpose there is a chief surfor each military department, a
geon
chief surgeon for each army corps, for
each division and for each brigade. These
chief surgeons are directly responsible to
the commanding general of the corps with

In the redistribution of troop3, a nee
military department will be created, in
eluding Cuba and Porto Rico. It wa*
at first that the garrisons ir

thought

would be made a part ol
these islands
one of the southern departments of th*
Gen. Miles is satisfied, however,
army.
that they should be kept distinct from
the army organization within the states
and a
department for the An-

separate

result. The name of the new
has hot yet been fixed.
Besides determining the number of men
in Hawaii,
for the several garrisons
tilles will

department

and elsewhere,
the regiment*
for the several duties is being gone over.
The whole subjeot is being considered,
not so much as a war measure, as ther*
is little idea that the troops will be called
iuto actual service in any quarter, bul
rather as a means of establishing adequate
military and policing forces to sustair
the military form of government whiot
neoessarilv must be kept in operation ir
all these localities save Hawaii for sometime to come.

Manila, Porto Rico, Cuba
the question of selecting

ON

THE

CAMPANIA.

A Great Crowd Saw
sioners Sail Away.

the Peace

Comm Is

Xerk, September 17.—There was c
large gathering of people at the piei
New

CAlDUli^

all doubt, ; but other perwho had known Miss Perkins were
equally positive. Nor did the indentification rest upon general resemblances. A
dentist testified that the filling in the

posed, beyond
sons

teeth of the dead girl was precisely like
that in the teeth of Miss Perkins. Tht
identification had apparently Impressed
everybody connected with the oase as
complete and irreputable, yet Miss Per-

appeared

in the flesh alive and

well.
_

It seems to be admitted that the peace
commissioners have received definite instructions from the administration as to
the demands to be made upon Spain, and
that they will not be permitted to vary
them in any important particular. Oui
demands will be laid before the Spanish
commissioners as soon

as

speedy answer required. If it be in the
affirmative the commissioners will proceed to arrange the details and draw up
a formal treaty of
peace. If they are rejected the fact will be reported to Washington, and unless modifying instructions
received the commission will dissolve.
It is scarcely possible, however, that the
Spaniards will reject our demands what-

are

they may be, though they may haggle a little. The effect of rejection would

ever

be to reopen the conflict, and eventually
impose upon Spain severer demands.
It Is difficult to see how we can consistently object to the proceedings o£ Aguinuldo and his national assembly looking
to the establishment of a government for

Philippines.

As far as appears the
insurgent leader has undertaken to consult the people who are to be governed as
to What kind of a government they will
that Spanish sovereignty has
On
been ended.
what
ground can
suoh
a
we
oppose
proceeding as
that. Our Declaration of Independence
asserts that
governments derive their
great powers from the oonsent of the gov-

have,

now

erned, and if that be true, powers which
they derive in any other wey, by force for
Aguinaldo, apinstanoe, ore not just.
parently, is trying to set up a governfounded
governed, and

ment

tut/ll

pv;

t1.1ui

wuiiuuuuD)

uuu

Some

steamer.

of

the

members of th*

under their orders.
The regulations of the army and orders
from the war department give directions
with reference to camp sanitation, the
care of the.siok, etc., and it is the dnty
of commanding officers to see that these

and orders are obeyed.
the surgeon general of the
army responsible for the conduct of five
hundred or more regimental surgeons,
appointed by governors of states, most of

regulations
T'o

hold

them

without

any

previous

military

experience, is absurd.
The same Is true as regards the six hundred contract doctors who have been employed under the urgent need for medical
which made it impossible to
have boards for the examination for
these doctors; and it was neoessary to
judge of their fitness upon such endorseassistance

ments
If

as

they

some

were

of

them

able to present.
have proved to be

XUB

To Be In An Advanced

were filled with flowers whloh had been
The luggage of
sent to them by friends.
all the party Is quite extensive and the
trunks bore the official stencil of the
Department of State and the United
States seal.
They are addressed to the
United States embassy at Paris, France.
The commissioners reached the steamer

Where There’s Pe-ru-na There’s Hope.
nothing

more or less than catarrh

of the lungs. To

consumption,

cure

tember 17.—Reports received here from
Ponce say that no new oases of fever havi
developed there and the opinion is grow
of sloknesi
ing that the existing cases
Thi
have been inoorreotly diagnosed.

quarantine has, therefore,

Spanish

oifered Rear Admiral Schley 6,000 tons o:
coal at six dollars per ton. He has cablet
to the department at Washington for in-

druggists.

Powders, because

MARK.)

a

Bland and harmless to the most delicate skin.
25 and 50c.

Sample box

free.

to

1 and

medlolne.
Mrs. Anna Harmenlng, of
Mazo Manie, Wis., writes as
follows: “Last winter I
had La Grippe, and hemorrhage of the lungs folAll the doctors
lowed.
around here told me that
I would die of con-

sumption.
I

I

thought

would ask
Dr. Hartman for adHe

rice.

and I was cured
short time. I advise
everybody suffering with lung
health, and can thank
l a

troubles to taka Pe-ru-na. Am now enjoying good
Pe-ru-na for it.”
Mrs. Mary Fritz, of Berwick, Mo., says: “I was a victim of what
I naa
the lungs.
was no doubt whatever a case of genuine consumption of
me I was incurable.
severe hemorrhages. 1 paid doctors $150, and then they told
I was so weak 1 oould not lift my head. My husband got me a bottle of Pe-ruand got entirely
na. It did me so much good he got me six mor e, which I took,
I
well. This was seven years ago, and since then my health lias been perfect.
Pe-ru-na to all
am very grateful for the benefit I received and recommend
my
The case of Mrs. Eliza Heinzle, of 106 East Main Street, Columbus, Ohio,
case of this
is a wonderful revelation of what Pe-ru-na will do in an aggravated
She writes as follows: “A violent cold which I conmost dreaded disease.
tracted finally settled on my lungs, and for four months I ran down very
from
rapidly, coughing up quantities of bloody mucus and having hemorrhages
friends had
I was on the verge of the grave. My husband and my
the lungs.
and found that it
given me up. As a last hope I bought a bottle of Pe-ru-na
to take it. My cough soon
continued
therefore
I
relief.
immediate
me
gave
was in my
left me. I had no more hemorrhages and am now as well as I ever
life. I thankfully attribute my living at all to the good effects of Pe-ru-na.
of people
It would indeed seem wicked not to let the great multitude
all diseases, know
in this country who are suffering from this most terrible of
It is your duty, if you have any
the good that can be done by Pe-ru-na.
remember
friends affected with consumption, to tell them of it. You should
that Pe-ru-na is a prescription discovered by Dr. S. B. Hartman, of Columbus,
for the past forty years,
Ohio, who has made a specialty of all catarrhal troubles
and enjoys
and though but recently introduced in the East is widely known,
You can get Pe-ru-na of any druggist.
enormous sales in the West and South.
write to
If you feel that your individual case needs special advice or treatment,
attention to
Dr. Hartman, at Columbus, Ohio, and he will give his personal
free of charge. Do not
your individual case and advise you by mail, absolutely
let your friends die before your eyes when there is
not
do
and
hope
up
give
of all.
^
such a wonderful chancs of recovery from disease within the reach

HAVE YOU ANY USE

for an

JACK

$1

COMFORT POWDER CO., Hartford, Ct.

BEANSTALK,

the

Beautlfnl Stage Production of the Age.
All the Features as Seen In Boston and Nett York,
Seats on Sale Thursday at 9 a. m.

The Meet Brilliant and

NEXT FRIDAY

AND]SATURDAY,

The Famous Original Bostonians.
BARNABEE & MACDONALD, Props.

Friday Niglit and Saturday

Matinee,

Saturday Night,

Th.se bonds are secured by a first and only
mortgage upon all the property of the Indiana,
Illinois and Iowa Railroad Co. at about $16,000
per mile, and are to be Issued for the purpose
of refunding the present bonded debt of the
Company and to capitalize expenditures made
out of net earnings for construction and im-

provements.

The mortgage has been drawn by our Coun.
sel, Messrs. Hoadly, Lsuterbacli & Johnson,
and all legal matters pertaining to this issue
have been under their supervision. Under the
terms of the mortgage the bondholders have
the right to eleot two members of the Beard ol
Directors of the Company.
Mr. Edward Mc'Nelll, formerly reoelverand
general manager of the Oregon Hallway and
Navigation Co., has examined the property for
us and reports favorably upon Its physical condition. Copies of his report may he examined

offices,
Company reports that the

at our

average net

earnings for the past fonr years were 8184,
261.40 and the net earnings for the year
ending Jane 30,1898, after the payment
of operating expenses, rentals, taxes, etc.,

8220,030.20;

interest

total

CUMBERLAND FAIR LastCliance for Course TicKets

For further information we call attention to
the letter of Mr. T. P. shouts, the President of
the Company, copies of which may be obtained
at our offices.
Application will be made to have these bonds
listed upon the New York and Boston Stock
Exchanges.

Having already
bonds,

we

bonds at 103
liverable and

sold

Wednesday 2.37 class and

•3,000,000 of the

offer the remaining unsold

1*3 and acorued interest. Depayable on or about October

Subscription books

be opened at our
Thursday, September 33d, and close at 3 p. m, or earlier, on
the same day, the right being reserved to
reject auy application and to mako smaller allotments than amounts applied for.
at

ten

o'clock

Redmond,
41 WAU

Kerr &

Co.,

STREET, NEW YORK.

Lee, Higginson & Co.,
44 STATE

STREET, BOSTON.

Charles F. Flagg,

17 EXCHANGE ST., PORTE AND. ME.

seplO

d3t

with headquarters at M. Stelnert & Sons’ Music Store, 517 Congress street.
Send us your address and you will receive a
beautiluily Illustrated prospectus with full-parBoston Star Course Entertainticulars.
ment Co.,36 Bromfleld St,, Boston. aug20tf

WM. R. CHAPMAN, Conductor.

NEW LOANS. PORTLAND, OCT,

$25,000
U. S. New 3 Per Cent. Bonds.
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

$10,000
4’s.

CUMBERLAND_COUNTY

Ho. 255 middle Street,

THIRTY YEAR 4 PER GENT

(MANUFACTURERS,

AND OPERATORS OF 36 STORES.)

we

a

20 YEAR 4 PER CENT FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS-

This issue is secured by a first mortgage on
the land and building, on Congress and High
streets, Portland, which cost *130,000. The insurance is $65,000, and the present rental of
stores and offices Is OVKK *0.000 per annum.
The TOTAL interest charge is $3 000 so that
the income is OVER THREE TIMES THE
INTEREST charges. Legal opinion and furthAll of the
er information on application.
above three issues are in $500 pieces.
We recommend all of the above securities as
ABSOLUTELY SAFE, and offer In addition
the following high
grade bonds, in limited
amounts:—
4’s
U. S. Bonds, 1925,

PORTLAND TRUST COMPANY.

International S. S. Co.

Until Sept 19th, 1S98, Steamer will
E. Wharf on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday at 7 a. m.,

leave R.

1902-1912
City of Portland 4s due
“
1907
City of Portland 6s
“
1915
City of Peering 4s
“
1917
City of Blddeford 4s
Town of Yarirvuth, GOLD 4s due 1926
“
1914
Merrlmnc Co., N. H. 4s
*•
1915
4s
O.
City of Zanzesvllle,
“
1909
Cleveland City Ry., Gold 5s
“
1945
Union Pacillc R. R. Gold 4s

application.

Correspon-

for BOSTOKT.
FARE 81.00.
board.
II. P. C. IIERSEY, Agent

Meals served

jylldtf

on

SWAN & BARRETT,
Me.

WM. i.

MARKS,

assured
and
wilt induce
popular rates that
an immense business.
Write for

JOB

PRINTER,

EXCHANGE,
Exchange St., Portland

FINE JOB PRINTING A

^d»bymau

or

particulars.

SPECIALTY

M#fi°;aiy

DUE 1928.

:

Co.,

476 FORE, COR. CROSS ST.,
Portland, Me.
H
sep9

DrTfTTuSTIN

______

TENNEY,

oculist,
4E3

1-3 Congress St.,

Owp. Soldier.’ Monument.
ilyi«“
Eyes examined tree eyery Saturday.

utl

Casco National Bank
—

OF

Cor. Middle &

MOULTON,

Exchange Sts.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES,
LETTERS OF CREDIT,
aug24dtt

RANEMIL 1 MUSH

COAL.
A Full Assortment of Lehigh and FreeBurning Coals for Domestic Use.
Focahontas (Semi-Bituminous) and
Georgea Creek Cumberland Coals are
for general

steam

and

Lykens Valley Franklin,
English and American Camel.

Above Coale Constantly On Hand.

CAPITAL

Portland. Xe.
dtf

AND

SURPLUS

Interest Paid
TIME

:

Drafts drawn

OFFICE:

THE PIANOLA
Which attracted so much alien,
lion nt tlieNE W ENGLAND FAIR

on

DEPOSITS.

Provincial
Bank
of England, London, In large or
■mall amounts, for role at current rates.
Current Accounts received ou favorable
terms.
on

National

Correspondence solicited from Individothers
Banks and
uals, Corporations,
desiring to open accounts, as well as from
thoro wishing to transact Banking business
of say
description through this
Bank.

STEPHEN R. SMn.L. Presldait
MARSHALL II GOOIRa,
,.
„„
l«b7dtt

100-2

...

Sts.
7b apr3
Commercial & 70 Exchange
M.W&Vti

incorporated 1824.

—FOR SALE BY—

feb28

&

BANKERS,

MAINE,

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.
H. M. PAYSON ft CO.,

32 Exchange St.,

WOODBURY

."I'J

—

PORTLAND.

Bankers,

CUMBERLAND
Illuminating

PRINTERS’

97 1-8

Profits

ti
11

—

TELEPHONE

This company supplies Deering, WestControls the brook, Gorham and Standish, and the
above
bonds are
charter of the Portland Electric Light
Co. Will light Portland, Deeriog and
GUARANTEED
with Low Cost Water
Cape Elizabeth
Water Co.
North
Portland
Gorham, by
Power from Great Falls,
Large

C. W. ALLEN

■

I.

forge
Gennino

'A Gilt Edged Security.

14 miles from Portland.

Salesroom 40 Exchange Street.
F. O. BAItET.
marli*

unsurpassed

—

STANDISH WATER &
CONSTRUCTION CO.,

STOCK, STOCK, STOCK.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

BO N D S.

186 Middle St.. Portland,

OF THE

BAILEY & CO.

F. O.

FOREIGN DRAFTS.

31y2
—

etc.

__sepisdtd

use.

_

Day Steamer for TO INVESTORS.
CumMand lllninatii Co.

Fancy Goods, two Show Cases, Chairs,

dtf

aug6

dence Solicited.

d4t

«epl5

F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneer!.

Portland Young Men’s
SATURDAY, Sept. 17th, at 10 a. m.. at
ON our
shall
rooms. 40 Exchange street,
Christian Association.
sell by order of mortgagee lot of Millinery,

Prices on

$90,000

329-2.

mortgagee Sale of millinery and
Fancy Goods, Show Cases, etc. ;

ang9 dtf

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.,

Long Distance Telephone, Ho.

By

$10,000

Co.,

PRICE ON APPLICATION.

This is the last opportunity to secure a
ticket admitting to all five concerts of the Festival with reserved seat
for $5.00.
Regular sale of single
tickets will begin Tuesday, Sept. 20th at
Cressey, Jones & Allen’s Music Store.
course

HOMER N. CHASE,
Business Manager.

MERCANTILE

ton County 4’s, that are exempt
from taxation in this State.

10-11-12,

Come to the Auction Sale at City
Hall, Monday, Sept. 19tli, 9.80 a. m.

Streets, Portland, Maine,

50 each.

FESTIVAL

JttNAXOlAl*

4’*
Portland Water, Cold,
Portland Kallroad, Cold, 4 1-2’s
4’s
Maine Central, 1st Mtge,
4’s
Port. & Kumiord Palls,
4’s
Union Pacific, 1st Mlge,
6’s
New Pork & New Eng.
5’s
West Chicago St. R. K.
S’s
Joliet Railroad, Cold,
First National Bunk Bulletin,?,
Belfast 6’s taken in exchange.
Corner Exchange and Middle

offer the

MUSIC

Is represented in Portland by

MRS. L. A. PALMER,

will

on

MAINE

dSw&wkylt

THE BOSTON STAR COURSE

1st, 1898.
offices

2.24.

sep7

charges

•126.000.

above

:

%

Sale ol seats commences Wednesday at 9 a. m.

Principal and Interest payable
will be held
In Gold Coin of present standSEPTEMBER 27th and 28th.
ard of weight and fineness.
Haces for Tuesday will be 2.S0 class aud 2.J6

were

“THE SERENADE.”
“ROBIN HOOD.”

83.500.000

Trustees.

The

Direction ol F. L. PERLEY.

83.000,000

of Isene,
Present authorlfeed Issue,
Limit

Trust

Odd Coat,

Matinee.

Wedueadny. Special Wednesday

First Time in Portland of Klaw £ Erlanger'a Regal Production of Extravaganza

October 1.

Continental Trust Co. and Joseph D. Oliver,

health-restoring,

IAY bros. & hosfor®,
Lessees and Managen.

TUEATDE
I flEH I fib,

TONIGHT AT O.
Tomorrow and

call at HO and accrued Interest

effectually

life-prolonging

*

dusting powder, but a skilfully medicated
preparation in powder form, for keeping the skin in a
healthy condition, and for restoring it to health when
diseased.

Subject

COUPON BONOS of the DENOMINATION of $1,000
WITH PRIVILEGE of REGISTERING the PRINCIPAL

catarrh as Pe-ru-na.
just see what is said of this

AND-

merely

lEEEEDCftM
ucrrcnouil

1,1898. Doe October 1, 1948

payable April

cure

cure

Book, Card
(TRADE

Interest

catarrh. There
is nothing
known to
man that will
so

wonderful

Dated October

These coats are ail wool, good style, all new this season, suitAil sizes are repreable lor bicycle, street, office or house uses.
sented, 32 to 44. WE EXPECT TO CLOSE THEM ALL OUT THIS
WEEK.

or

Do not confound it with Talcum

All

is

ONSUMPTION

peace negotiator, expressed his opposition
to the acquisition of all the islands of
the Philippine group, and that Senator
Davis is an ardent expansionist./ Senatoi
Frye is believed to be in favor of retain-

a

structions.

_Mnmmmmn*_

OF THE

them.
It is said that ex-Seoretary of State
Day, who is at the head of the commisprevious to his appointment at
sion,

little before one o’clock this afterIt can be stated that the commisnoon.
sion goes to Paris fully prepared to follow a course of action calmly mapped out
at

been raised ant
As ohief
then, are his responsibilities?
and Wardman o
Lieutenants Elkings
of the medical department he recommends
Major General Brooke’s staff and Lleuten
the assignment of medical officers to duty
ant Fielder and six cadets from the cruis
as chief surgeons of the army corps, and
er Cincinnati sailed for New York t-odai
of military departments, and these chief on board the British steamer Carribe
surgeons are responsible for the proper Captain Scott, which has arrived from St
administration of medical affairs in the Thomas.
authorities havi
The
commands
to which they are attached.
The surgeons of divisions and brigades
upon the recommendation of the surgeon
general are ordered to report to commanding generals of the army corps for

FIRST MORTGAGE S PER CENT
REFUNDING GOLD BONDS

Indiana, Illinois &
Iowa Railroad Go.

or

themselves
familiarized
with army
methods.
In short the
surgeon general of the
army is not personally responsible for the
neglect or incompetency of medical officers, whether regular or volunteer. What

$2,500,000

following bonds:
Wc have 59 Odd Coats that tvere made up lor Bicycle wear.
The suits have sold U. S. Govt. New 3’s,
We did have Bicycle Pants to match them.
for $6.50 to $12 a suit, and we have sold the Trousers lor $3.50 to Maciiias Water Go.
gold 5’s.
$5.00 a pair.
Water
Co. gold 5’s.
Newport, Maine,
Bangor & Aroostook R. R. 1st
NOW WE OFFER TO SEEL THE ODD COATS AT ONLY Mortg. gold 5’s.
City of Ellsworth 4’s.
Boston Terminal Co. bonds.
We also offer S25.000 Washing-

This is also said tc
the Philippines.
negligent or intemperate, ing
be the Idea of Whitelaw Reid, but Senabeen
this was
have
expected among so
tor Gray is thought to be adverse to the
large a number selected in this way, but
of foreign territory.
even if the corps, brigade or division sur- holding
The commissioners refused to affirm oi
the
and
the
regimental surgeons
geons,
deny the sentiments which they were
contract .doctors were well qualified In months ago said to have expressed. They,
declared that personal ideas
every other respect a large majority of however,
at the sessions of the
them were without previous experience would not prevail
commission, because their instructions
with reference to the care of troops In covered every point that could possibly
camp; they were unfamiliar with the be raised by Spain’s representatives at the
methods of obtaining supplies and they board. _
could only become efficient medical offiQUARANTINE RAISED.
cers after having gained experience and
San Juan, Island of Porto Rico, Sep-

is not

Stage.

^________

BUiUDTUUlUO

upon the consent of the
if he does that on what

ground can we take exceptions to it. We
whipped a Spanish fleet at Manila and
subsequently took possession of the olty
with our troops, but how oan we darivc
form either or both these acts any right
to set up a government there without the
consent of the people to be governed? It
may be said that except for our assistance the Filipinos would still be under
tho dominion ofrjpain, and that is probably true, but it may be replied that
exoept for the assistance of the French

GEFDISCOURAGED.

Consumption Has Been Cured, Even When Believed

bring to the attention of higher auretinue are aeoompanied by their wive*
thority any neglect of duty or improper
and daughters.
officers
of
the
medical
on
the
conduct
part
UUO willuUBaiwuoii:

incompetent
they meet, aDd
to

a

the

ill

are

tc

The case of Marion Grace Perkins is a
very remarkable instance of mistaken
Not only had the fathei
identification.
of the girl recognized the features of his
daughter in the dead body, as he sup-

kins has

which they

j

uimnaum_

__

the Campania was being made
when
serving.
to start on her trip to England,
ready
The surgeon general has no direct aumismanagement m these departments
with the American Peaoe Commissioner*
over them and it is the duty of the
that it will not be satisfied until an in- thority
The latter, during the voyag*
on board.
officers
of
the
regiment,
commanding
quiry has been made, and, in ease the
across the Atlantic, will oooupy suites ol
see
to
abuses
and
to
any
corps
charges are proved, the guilty parties brigades
staterooms on the
upper deok of th*

punished.

DON'T

Juan and Paris.

STERNBERG’S APOLOGY.

financiai-

MISCBLLAMEOPg.

responsible

cn ma

has

and

j

MISCJfiLLANKOrs.

S' ,

for the ad
ministration of medical matters In th1
to whlc!
of
brigade
particular division
they have been assigned. The surged
of al
general himself has direct charge
the general hospitals of the medical sup
ply depots, of hospital ships, of the arm;
medical museum, of the enlistment ant
distribution of member, i of the hospita
for artmoia
of disbursements
oorps,
limbs, of the payment of all bills agalns
the medioal department of the army, etc,
etc.
are

!

The

fallen in

duty and after being

to

assigned they

the last drop of blood. By f what process
A GREAT ARMYof reasoning can we arrive at the conclusion that our claim upon the Philippines It Will be Needed for Some Time ti ►
than was the claim of
Is any better
Come.
France upon the United States, or the
right of the Filipinos to decide upon and
Washington, September 17.—Gen. Mil# ,
establish their own government any less and
acting Secretary of War Meiklejohn
than ours was a century ago? Isn’t It a called on the President
today oonoernini :
fact that in taking possession of the Phil- several
important questions Involved ii !
ippines we are giving might the pre- the
re-organization of the army on th >
cedence of right, and are completely turn- basis of the
changed conditions arislni 5
ing our backs upon the principle laid since the war. This, It is stated, is no
down in onr Declaration of
Indepen- to be a peace basis, but rather an Inter
dence that government derives its just mediate
state
between; a war basi
powers from the consent of the governed? and a peace basis owing to the many re
We know that it is urged that the conquirements in Cuba, Porto Rico, th 9
sent of the governed theory only applies
Philippines, Hawaii and elsewhere.
to people oapable of self government, and
As a result of this talk with the.Presi
that the Filipinos have not the requisite
dent the ohanges to be made were prett;
qualifications, but the doubt about the fully matured,
but they will not tak 1
ability of the people of Cuba to govern the form of definite orders until earl;
themselves is scarcely less than the donbt
next week or soon thereafter. In general
about the Filipinos, yet we propose to let
the plan oonsists in rednoing the volun
them make the experiment and only govteer
army about one half, which brand
ourselves when it has been
ern them
of the work is already well under wa;
demonstrated that they are Incapable of
and then redistributing the remaining
self government.
Why are not the FilI
forces, regular and volunteer to our nev
ipinos entitled to be treated with like possessions and dependencies, viz: Ma
consideration? In short what is there In
nila, Hawaii, Porto Rico, Cnba, the La
t-Vin
tima mainfnln
Aguinaldo’s attempt to form a government thnt shall rest upon the consent of
ing sufficient garrisons in the Unite* l
the governed that we can consistently States.
number of men require* 1
The
take exceptions to? We can see nothing for our
outlying possessions is now belni !
unless it can he shown that it is necescarefully considered, but a final deoisioi 1
sary for our own protection that we per- is
dependent somewhat upon the deoisioi
the
Philip- of the commissioners at Havana, Sai
manently hold and govern

19.

Theodore Roosevelt has had a satisfacit seeme
tory interview with Platt, and
to be all settled that he Is to be the next
candidate of the Republicans for governor
It must not be inferred,
of New York.
interview with
however, that it is the
The
Platt that has settled the matter.
setRepublican rank and file practically
Platt has merely
tled it some time ago.
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with

our

elegant and extensive stock of

HARDMAN,
PEASE,
GABLER,

STEIKWAY.

And other Celebrated

PIANOS
—-

AND-

jBOLIANS.
All arc cordially invited foiti*
spcct these instruments.

M. STEINER! & SONS G3„
317 Congress Si.
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NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE OWEN HOORE & CO. CUP.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

I

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

OWEN, MOORE &CO.

OUR SUCCESS

Portland. September 19,1895,

Underbuy, THE

£££■»»

Undersell,
wiimwioviij

LIBERALITY.
A

REALLY

AT A

to

ARTICLE

GOOD

us to

sales spurs

efforts to make them
even more so. The offerings we have selected for

the Atkinson

Furnishing

Co.

pendable goods
to

buy,

Bargains
GOLF

PORTLAND
Dean

Sill*

Owen

Wins

&

Moore

Cup.
was
the third perfect day for
and at 9.30 the play was continued
with the
following results: Ellis heat
Payson, 3 up and 3 to play; Dean Sills
beat Emerson 4 up and 3 to play; Noyes

Saturday

golf

beat Hight 1 up in 19 holes.
the members and
the afternoon
In
friends turned out in goodly numbers to
watch the final play.
The weather was fit'for the game and
the onurse in perfect condition. At the
club house

light

the ladies of the olub served

refreshments.

Whitehouse,4 up with 3 holes to play,
but the
real interest of the day was in
the matqh between Dean Sills and George
Ellis for the championship. They have
played the game about the same length
of time and are so evenly matched that
in 13 holes the score was tied; then Dean
Sills won 14 and 15, and halved 16 and
17, which decided the

winning 2 up with
Following is the

for

Sills—9, 6, 6, 6, 5, 5, 6, 4, 6, 7, 5,

Dean

5, 7, 4, 6,5,-102.

JACK AND THE

BEANSTALK.

Messrs. Klaw and Erlangors’ beautiful
production of the extravaganza, “Jaols
and the Beanstalk” will be seen at the
and Tuesday
Jefferson theatre tonight
and Wednesday.
A musical critic furnishes thi3 review
of the musical selections: All the melodies are strongly marked in a rhythmic
The ohoruB of Forty Thieves is in
way.
six-eight time allegro, for men's voiofes,
and introduces the robber band with exhillrating effect. A striking number on
aocount of the percussion effects iD the
in

two-four 0 time,
follows
orchestra,
allegro, with a pleasing and eensuouf
waltz refrain. Slnbad has a good topical
song in two-four time, dan Jack’s “I’ve
sola

in six-eignc, witu waitz
my aow,
Little Mis;
refrain is musically sweet.
Mullet and Sinbad have a duet that if
of melodious fpolka, and
a line example

in the first act is another charming duet.
It is “Love’s Eestaoy,’’ partly in threefour time andante, and a good waltz meloAct second opens with a
refrain.
dy
mixed chorus in two-four ti me, allegro.
There is no attempt ^particularly at four
part arrangement, and it is better as it
is. The ooinposer, A. B. Sloane, is to be
commended for his clear perception In
or

as

are

to

play

ajmelodious,

7, 5, 9, 6, 4, 6, 6, 6, 6, 9,

too

The third act is begun with another
two-four allegro chorus; and in fact that
tempo predominates throughout the work.
But tho melodies are so cleverly contrasted
that the ear is not oppressed with a sense
of monotony. A dainty gavotte is “Once
There Lived a Pretty Maid," sung by
Marie, (Miss Celeste) with great.vooal
charm, and rare felicity of grace’und expression, A catchy waltz melody is written for Mistress Mary, quite contrary.
It
13 given as a solo by Jaok, (Miss Hepner)
and later taken up as a linale, with an
Few extravanzas can
obligato for Jack.
boast so good all round music. Tbe orchestration is excellent.
There will be a special matinee Wednesday at 3.30.
The performance tonight opens
the
regular fall and winter season of the
Jefferson, those that have been previously
given this fall were only preliminary.
BOSTONIANS.

That exceptional group of artists known
for a long
the Bostonians and who

How

friends are legion ; the dashing baritone,
W. H. MaoDonald; the famous contralto
Jessie Bartlett Davis; Helen Bertram, the
new
briliant soprano, >ho has added
laurels by recent success in England; the
unctious comedian, Qeorge Frothingham;
William E Philip;
the graoeful tenor,
the virile basso, William Broderick; sweet
oomedians
voioed Josephine Bartlett;

Harry Brown and W. H. Fitzgerald, of
well known reputation; Carolyn Daniels,
soprano; Lloyd Bund, tenor; Charles B.

Hawley, baritone, and others. Supporting the principal singers is an especially
fresh young
attractive chorus of fifty

uiaims.

marked feature of the festival and will be
Those who
in itself a noted attraction.
intend to sec are choice season tickets
should be on hand this morning.
THE GEM.
To the tuneful music of the Mascot with
its ever acceptable gobble duet and other
popular features, and with an enthusiastic audience in front of the footlights, the

just

of the
ball, at 9.80 superior quality and the personnel
of favorable
opportunity will be auditors has been a subject

This morning at City

can

Katharine Rioker, Messrs. Miles and
Davis, and that of other artists that
will appear, we have no doubt that the
festival of 1898 will be one long to be remembered. Furthermore the choruses
will be liner than ever for, having sung
together last year, they will be in more
perfect touoh with each other, and at the
same

voices

time there
added.

will be many new fresh
orchestra will be a

The

sailor

blue

and

collars,

garnet,
$1.00.

at

boys

and

75c—right
girls to carry

for
to

oomment by many strangers from abroad.
With suoh an auspicious first season to
its credit, the Gem theatre takes it9 plaoe
in the front ranks of popular resorts, the
oountry over, and the manager, Mr. C.
W.
T. Goding, merits the congratulations which have poured in upon him

Headquarters for Yams

styles of fancy
trimming braid at 4c, 6c,
and 8c a yard ; been 8c,
and 15c.

NOTIONS COUNTER.

seamless

of

lot

A

Is at

as a

IIU&CU

22c skein
skein

ladies are held as Individuals as well as
The atfor their professional ability.
tendance Saturday at the entertainments
may be safely reckoned at 8,000 persons.
The people wont by cars, bicycles and
house at the park
during the afternoon over three hundred
wheels were cheeked, while the stables of
teams.

At the

bicyole

superfine Stay Binding,
assorted widths, white,
drab and black, at 3c, 4c
to
and 6c, according
width.
GLOVES COUNTER.

One lot of ladies’ three
Kid
genuine
clasp

blood,
brown and black, embroidered back, at $1.00,
Gloves, tans,

brought

ox

out

sell

to

Onyx black
cotton Hosiery (women’s)
fine quality, high spliced
weight, (some
the

lot)

at

out sizes in

marked

27c,

down from

36c.

One lot of extra

Stockings,
high [spliced

double knee
and

feet

quality

cotton

worth

at

heels

25C=~sizes

17c,
6

to

W. E. Plummer,
497

CONGRESS STREET*
_I_

MONTAUK ABOUT DESERTED.

deaths.

Skirts, full

moreen

um-

shape, cord ruffle

brella

facing,

and

changeable

assorted

col=

ors, at

$1.89; been $2.50.

Also

small lot of

a

sateen

Skirts,

wide

Flounce,
marked

Grape-Nuts

black

Span-

63c.

Flannels,

yard,

Dresses,

fancy

children

CO., Litu.,

Creek, Mich.

Night
high

neck,

69c,

98c

waist Corsets,

#1.25,

at

Also

been $2.00.
lot of Warner's

an

odd

Misses’

perfection

Waists,

marked

down

at 50c

OWEN,

MOORE

CO.

yards),

LACES COUNTER.

An

assorted lot
of
white and cream all over
lace Netting, at 85c a

yard

marked down
$1-25 and $1.38.

covered

chintz

lined, Handy

hinge,

brass

handles, assorted colors,
at 25 par cent discount

regular prices

TOILET GOODS COUNTER.

lot

of

Brush

celluloid

Cases,

with

top,

screw

price today.
leather

to-

An assorted lot of wide

Ribbons,

satin and gauze

yard,

marked

down from 49c.
LINENS COUNTER.

One lot of 68 inch lin-

Damask,

half

at

One lot of

Travelling Cases,

men’s and women’s to go

half price today.

One lot of ladies’ pure
linen hemstitched Handkerchiefs, with needlewrought initial, at three
for 25c.
HABERDASHERY COUNTER.

One lot of men’s

negli-

with collar at-

only,

and another

assorted pat-

terns, at 85c a yard, regular price $1.00.

lot

at

49c, been $1.00—some
with two detached collars

cuffs, others with no
collars, both great barand

gains.
BASEMENT.

One lot of brass

29c

at

One lot
20c, been 33c.
of Flasks, leather covered

day,

a

from

Shirts,
tached, at 25c, large sizes

draperies ROOM.

at

red

finishing Braid,

14c a piece (6
been 25c.

gee

from

COUNTER.

at

from

750-

Boxes, with

9c

HANDKERCHIEFS COUNTER.

CORSETS COUNTER

cretonne

at

An assorted lot of
and blue

at

and $1.00.

Cuspi-

dors at 25c, been 39c.
of pressed
One lot

glass Goblets,

at

48c

a

dozen.
One lot of decorated
Platters at 19c.
One lot of Teapots at
I3C*

_

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R.R,

SILKS COUNTER.

Twenty-five part pieces
of extra

quality printed

Florentine Silks, at

Special

35c

yard, Saturday’s price

75C.

....

Tea Cozey’s and other
linen articles, to be em-

half
regular prices today.
at

to go

One lot of fine

pig

French

quality

Belts,

skin

laquered

with

harness

skirt

supporter

attachment,at

49c, marked

buckle,

down from 79c.

One lot of Thermometers on fancy illuminated

plaques,

at

21c,

marked

Also a
down from 50c.
tri-color tissue
of
lot
paper decorations, at
been 25c,

5c,

ver

Pen

.

Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday
SEPT. 20,

21,

22 and ’98.

Excursion Tickets, including admission
Park and Hall, will be sold as as tallows:

to

From Portland and Woodford*,. 70.
65o
Westbrook Juuct.
Cumberland Mills,.65o
Westbrook.65o
Trains leave Portland for the Fair Grounds
at 7.30 and 9.15 a, m., 12.30 and 1.10 p, m.
Returning leaving Fair Grounds at 10.20 a.
m., 12,57, 3.40, 5.15 and 6.00 p. m.
J. W. PETERS, Supt
d4t
septl9
PORTLAND—NOTICE.

Opening of Evening School.
The free public Evening School of the City of
Portland will open at the Jackson School
House. Green street, on Monday evening, Oct.
3rd, 1898, at 7.30 o’eloek and continue in sesslon every Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and
Friday evenings. Reading, writing and arlthmeile'togeiher with some of the more advanced
studies wili bo taught. There will be classes
tor both sexes uuder the direction of expert,
enced teachers. Those who have not had the
advantage of an early educattou are particularly
* invited to attend.
J. A. MILLIKEN. Principal.
JOSEPH A. McGOWAN, Chairman Evening
aeplITSwPlw
School.

NOTICE.

subscriber hereby gives notice that ha
has been duly appointed Administrator of
the estate ot
FREEMAN n. MORSE, late of New Glouoes-

THE

sterling

Holders;

FAIR,

....

ADMINISTRATOR’S

JEWELRY COUNTER.

One lot of

AT

GORHAM, ME.,

an OF

FANCY GOODS COUNTER.

....

NARRACANSETT PARK,

Companions,

Travelling

FORTH*

....

A miscellaneous lot of

Service

CUMBERLAND CO.

NEEDLEWORK COUNTER.

the

charming

by

of

been

Ten

today

33C, to go

Tooth

fourteen

to

LEATHER GOODS COUNTER.

One lot of

An assorted lot of linen
Collars, been 190,250 and

One

Robes, Empire

broidered,

SKIRTS COUNTER.

down from 39c.
NECKWEAR COUNTER (Women*)

col-

and

at

Stationery,

handsome fancy boxes,
(the boxes slightly defaced) at 25c,
marked

ribbed

natural

lots

Two

a

HOSIERY COUNTER (Children’s.)

ribbed

Jersey

UNDERWEAR COUNTER (Muslin).

soles, medium

the adjoining neighborhood accommoNew York, September 18.—The military
at
dated a large number of teams. Ur. E.
ish
In this city, September 18. Mkiry. (laughter of
45c,
soon
at Montauk Point, D. I. >
camp
James K. ami lilecia O’Nell, i«|:ed 9 years, 7
A. Newman informed a PRESS reprefrom mouths.
soldiers
from
be
1400
down
all
deserted.
In
sentative Saturday evening that (he seaBurial private.
on
Camp Wikoff reaohed this oity today
In this city, Sept. 17, Catharine, wife of Hugh
son has been the most successful, and that
ambulance
A
the
Gilmore.
the transport Chester and
food
INFANTS’ OUTFITS COUNTER.
the directors of the company feel highly
[Funeral Monday morning at 8.30 o’clock
boat Shinnecock. The troops brought by from 157 Green street.
gratified to know that their efforts to the
were
Twelve different colors
[Requiem high mass at the (3 lurch ot the
Chester, being In good health,
please the pnblio have been appreciated
and are Sacred Heart at 9 o’clock.
on trains in New Jersey
In this city, Sept. 18. Mrs. Sarah R. Lovis,
placed
Portland's
best
of
host
a
received
as they
of fine French
in different daughter of the late Henry Bodge. tfg:ed 69 years.
now on their way to posts
[[Funeral Tuesday afternoon at 73.30 o’clock
people at the office of the company Satcountry.
No.
80
suitable for shirt waists
of
the
at
ns,
the
Joliu
parts
Illgifl
Mr.
residence of
urday to extend their congratulations
Pleasant street.
season now olosed.
successful
the
He
In
W.
aged
ight,
Elvira
and children’s wear at
upon
Deeriug, Sept. 18,
AN IDEAL BREAKFAST.
71 years, 10 mouths.
MARRIAGES,
There are no figures at hand but it is safe
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
marked down
14c a
to say that three hundred thousand peoIn South Portland, Sept. 17. Drucia, widow
1 *. by Rev. W. II. Uaskell- of the hue William Doughty, aged til years 6
have visited the park during the seaSept.
In
Buxton.
ple
from
25c. Also a lot of
Ono of tho most delicious breakfast foods that has been placed on the market
und Miss Annie War
days.
The cafe has been conducted with (renrue FrederickofBerry
son.
Funeral services Monday afternoon at 2
JiWXtol).
l>otll
Stllf'i'iS
is Grape-nuts, the predigested food that is having such a wide sale.
Four teaPercale
o’clock from her late residence 85 Pitd> street,
greater suoooss, If possible, than in the
l-i I,nbec. So t.8. (leorire Beck of Portland
south Portland.
spoonfuls of this novelty, with a little cream, makes an ideal meal to start the days past by Mr. E. B. Smith and his able ,„ir! xijss Stella Davis of North l.uuec.
In Gardiner. Sept. 11, John Campbell, aged
Andrew Hayden and
two to four
Sept.
10,
for
in
Kastport.
duties on. There is as much nourishment in one pound of Grape-nuts as in ten of
27 years.
Tho ushers nt the Mrs. Ratio Campbell, bolli of Kant port.
corps of waitresses.
Ill Bull, Sept. 13, Joslah D. BletUem, aged
meat.
Messrs. Johuson and
marked
rustic
theatre,
72 years.
years, at 50c,
At Booth bay Harbor, Sept. 3, William hlcDouThe delicate sweet flavor is that of grape-3iigar.
For forty years Dr. Fowler’s Extract of
Craigin, are deserving o? praise for their
summer
has
call,
Lewi
A.
a,
aged
been
aged
78
Etta
Wild Strawberry
curing
years: 9th,
courteous and obligiug manner.
oO years.
Grape-Nuts require no cooking and are ready for instant use.
The Fadettes are t-o go on a concert tour complaint, dysentery, diarrhoea, bloody
In
2. Levi II. Graham,formerSold by first-class grocers.
of the states under the direction of the flux, pain in tho stomach, and it has ly of Rockland, Sept. 86
years: 4th, Major Ralph
Industry, aired
Kedpath Lyceum Bureau, this winter, never yet failed to do everything claimed R. Ulmer, aped 34vears; 6th, George \V. IToiiiig,
&
Made
Battle
for it.
POSTUM CEBEAL
but will return to Riverton next season.
formerly ot ltoxbury, Mass., aged 31 years,

For Breakfast

CHILDREN’S UNDERWEAR C’TR.

at

One lot of

heels and

cov-

RIBBONS COUNTER.

9 1=2.

wx

this orchestra enjoys it may be
which
stated as a truth that the platform Satwas
beurday afternoon and evening
decked with handsome bruquets, each as
a token of the regard in wbioh the young

15c;
One lot of

sizes 3 and 4.

20c.

ers.

regular price

9c,

HOSIERY COUNTER.

22c skein for best Scotch,

yard,

a

Undervests, fancy neck,

en

We are selling the best quality yarn made at CUT PRICES.

Roman

at 10c, fit for corset

St.so—frr&tit value.

PLUMMER’S

36 inch

One lot of Swiss ribbed

Undervests,

fine linen
put up in

One lot of

EMBROIDERIES

fancy Skirting,
stripes, at 14c

A lot of

STATIONERY COUNTER.

each.

A broken lot of fine
P.”
French *'C.
long

Three

at

$6.48,

1.3 off.

years, at 15c, worth 25c.

natural han-

frame,

dies,

ioc

Five lots

ors, sizes six

TRIMMINGS COUNTER.

f?ARNS! YARNS!!]

Great

navy

at 59c;

school.

YOUR MONEY BACK IF NOT PERFECTLY SATISFACTORY.

own

ers,

agon

lie
lie skein for best Spanish,
fairest chance to every one who desires a
8 l-2c skein
particular seat throughout the season.
8 l-2c skein for best Shetland,
It is expected that there will be a great
8 I-2c skein
8 I-2c skein for best Saxony,
demand for choice of seats, and in fact, from every side.
8 l-2c skein
RIVERTON PARK.
8 1-2c skein for best Germantown,
for seats generally. In Bangor the sale, it
marked
and
afternoon
evening
Saturday
it
exdid not
is said,
fully equalled, if
entertainment
cel the expectations of Messrs. Chapman the dosing of the summer
We guarantee these yarns to be the BEST QUAEITY made,
and Chase. When we recall to mind the season at Riverton park.
and are EXACTEY the same BRAND and quality we sold last
three
have
The
given
Fadettos
last season with the great Auditorium
which gave such good satisfaction.
year
of an hour’s duration,
paoked with mnsic lovers, and when we concerts daily,each
availed themselves
know that Qadski, who m ade suoh a hit and many people have
here in Tannhauser, and Mme. Macconda of the opportunity of attending them.

praises

Sweat-

Boys’ Wool

Umbrellas, steel rod, par-

FURNISHING CO.,
21 Monument Square._

Hood.” The Serenade will be
nently satisfactory one 'to manager and
sung Friday evening and Saturday ‘mati- publio alike and the theatre has aohieved
nee and Robin Hood Saturday
evening. a notable reputation far beyond the limits
The sale of seats begins
Wednesday at 9 of the city and state. Few summer resorts
a. m.
in the whole country can show a record
MAINE MUSICAL FESTIVAL.
like this one, for entertainments of such

and superb method have won the
of the greatest London crltlos, our

89c.

a

stockinette Dress Shields

“Robin

tralto

Also

One lot of good quality
English Gloria cloth rain

ATKINSON

voices while under the direction of S. L.
effective
Stud ley Is a well-balanced and
orchestra. So much has teen said and curtain
dropped last night at the Gem
written about the success of their latest theatre on the last performance for this
opera “The Serenade,” that little remains season at this very popular resort.
honors with
to be told. It has divided
dosed has been an emiThe season

whose ! reputation is international, and
Miss Rose Green, whose magnificent con-

(Men's.)

UMBRELLAS COUNTER.

AA^AAAAAaa a a AA AaAAAAAAAA

off for second prize.

o’clock
the
last
er than a porfound musician. A drinking
affored to purchase a choice season ticket
is
Gustave
contributed
by
Kerker,
song,
for all the connoerts of the Maine Musical
Interpolated in act second. It is very Festival. The choioe of seats will be sold
good, and in Kerker’s familiar six-eight
at auction, whioh will thus afford the

style.

customer.

$1.00

Today at
bargain.

UNDERWEAR COUNTER (Knitted.)

59c, marked

at

girls.
fifty

to

marked down from

HOSIERY COUNTER.

were

A

!

will begin an engagement on Friday evenAt
Jefferson theatre.
ing at the
the bead of the organization is the genial
comedian. Henry Olay Barnabee, whose

rath-

a

ever

advertised claims of all dealers in this way, what a soberreally
ing up there would be in store language and how we would be benefited.

the most
term of years have delighted
critical and discriminating musio lovers,

UUSiC AND DRAMA.

as

btrong

into

autumn

early

wear.

lot of

Boast About.
turns every caviler

to go

of

for

$1.25.

six years,

to

natural mixed Shirts and
Drawers, all sizes, at 19c,

down from

to test the

6, 7, 6. 3, 6, 5—97
Mr. Ellis—7, 6,

goods

have been

LININGS COUNTER.

right

69c,

children’s Reefer Jackets,

light weight

Stockings

you tell unless you put them to the test?
they
strong?
and
the only profit to us is to get you into
are
claims
Our
certainly strong
You can’t help doing so as they always
the habit of believing them.
If the public were
want
we
Therefore
stand the test.
you to test them.
Are

Dean Sills

scores

our

We make

the 17 holes:

play between Messrs. Whltehonse
and Noyes for the consolation prize of a
dozen golf balls, resulted In a victory for Ellis,

THE

trial of

1 to play.
individual

to

Next Wednesday the three players beatMessrs.
en by the champion,
namely:
F. C. Payson, W. C. Emerson and G. S.

The

manifesting himself

matoh,

selling them on a basis that makes it pay our patrons
by the public with wholesale appreciation.

We boast of our bargains because they are the biggest and best we
boomed. Sixteen ounces of performance to every pound of promise.

Mr.

CLUB.

and

has been met

at

marked down from
--right for school
In the same section
sizes two

One lot of heavy Scotch
mixed Golf and Bicycle

That’s the secret of our success, the foundation upon which we built our
business. Our ceaseless, tireless and pleasurable work of gathering de.

feather,

won-

UNDERWEAR COUNTER (Mens).

Trade at

to

quill

ex-

derfully small prices.

poor, trashy article at a small price, especially when it comes
from which you want service,like HOUSE-FURNISHINGS,

Pays

all

are

traordinary values at

One lot of

It

redouble

our

today’s selling

MODERATE PRICE.

a

anything

of these

ularity
Monday bargain

™RVK

This beats

continued pop-

down from 75c.
Also a
lot of Serge Hats, navy,
brown and black, with

at

sil-

58c,

marked down from 79c.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

cester.

in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
persons
given bonds as the law directs. Ali
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for set.
tlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
GEORGE M. sEIDERS. Portland.
New Gloucester, September 15, 1398.
dlawswM*
sepia

-r=
SOUTH POHTLANI).

—

TIRED OF TRAMPING.

OHE/1F

Sunday Eienrsions
ox

Sept. X Stli
FROM POIMMLANS)
TO

Gotem and Berlin, I. rl.,
ausl Intermediate Stations.
Leave 8.30

Return 4 p.

a. m.

called at
Last evening a young
tho police station and said ho wanted to
that his name
give himself up. He said
ho had
■was Ernest Simmons, and that
sentence to serve in tho
an nnexuired
man

m.

Massachusetts Reformatory for boys at
Ho left there last spring on
Concord.
of absence and had broken his
leave

•parole.

that he and another fellow
ne’said
broke into a store in Woles, Mass., early
in May and the same night stole a minister’s horse. They drove the horse up into
Vermont where they had a falling out

and he left his partner who went on with
He has been trampiDg since
the team.
and came from Bryant’s Pond today. Ho
was locked up and the Concord Reforma-

Tho

first

since the summer
held at the Union Opera
afternoon at 2.30 o’clock.

—

—

were
recess,
house yesterday

Portland

—

Orchard Beach.
^^Vom

Berlin and Island Pond
m.
Tor Montreal and Chicago 8.10 a.
For Quebec 3.10 a. m. and 8-30 p. m.
m.
8.10

p.
and 8.30

a.

m

p.

SUNDAY TRAINS LEAVE
Montreal. Quebec, Toronto and Chicago
Gorham and
d nv, Lewiston and Auburn,
septlodtf
Berlin, 8-30 a. m. and 8.30 p. m.

For
s 30

@OO©0O00000©@;
FIFTY-NiWTH

ANNUAL
—

FAIR

7,

OF THE

«■“

and Horticultural

SOCIETY

will attend the Past Grand Representatives
musical talent
convention in Boston this week.
It is reported that Will H. Goodwin
The first foot ball game of the season in
bas purchased the Stanwood house, South
this city was played Saturday morning
street, Woodfords, and is soon to move
at 0 o’clock at East Deering between the
there.
school of that place and the
grammar
Osman Evans has returned to HenniWoodfords granmier school eleven. The
ker, N. H., to resume his position as
former eleven
were the victors
by the
principal of the High sohool at that place.
Both teams played a good
score of 4 to 0.
Canadian
Rev. Walter Kussell, the
game and with more practice will be- evangelist,
yesterday at the
preached
A return
come
school, teams,
strong
Bethany Congregational church. There
game will be played Saturday morning was a
gospel service in the evening at
in
the
Held
Woodfords
in
9
at
o’clook
at
7.30 o’clock.
the Portland & Rochester
the rear of
Battery D, 7th artillery, at Portland
tracks, Ocean street, whioh the Woodfords Head, was put through whac is known
hoys hope to win.
as a praotice march Saturday morning.
The board of assessors have completed
The men were in heavy marohing order
_^J
their out of door work, and are now en- _ro.v
gaged in thsir office at Woodfords tabu- canteens, etc., and were started from the
The canvass is a
lating the statistics.
Head about 10 o’olock and proceeded aB
very comprehensive one and is intended far as
Copeland’s. Now and then they
to inolude accurate boundaries and de- marched in “double time” and executed
scriptions cf all parcels of land, which, the manual while on the “go.”
owing to the limited time for the spring
They returned to their camp early in
canvas, it is impossible to revise. When the afternoon. Tomorrow the other batthe work is completed a return will be
tery at the Head will be put through the
muae of the valuation and other statistics
and if a suitable spot
same manouvres,
of the city to the stute board of assessors,
be found It will

Copeland's can
probably be selected

near

AT

by law to be done at least
in ten years. The last return was drills whioh
made in 1889.
Aotive preparations are being made for
the formation of a foot ball eleven at the
required

as

once

Park,

N arragausctt

GORHAM, ML,
Tuasday, Wednesday

and

Thursday,

Sept. 20th, 21st, 22d, '38.
Three races each day.

largest

stock exhibit in the bistory of
Don’t

the Society.

forget

the Gorham Fair is

a

that

show de-

voted to the interests of Cumberland County

people,

and is the

only local exhibition hereabouts.
Como and

see

League Circuit This

Season.

if it is not

so.

Objeciionabla Feature;.
Everything Glean and Alt Bight.
No

for the skirmish
in order.

will soon be

YARMOUTH.

Deering High school. Thore is a prospect
Yarmouth
The fall term of the North
of securing a good team this year.
on
Tuesday of the
The Portland Water company are Jen- Aoademy commenced
There is a large attendanoe
week.
gaged in laying water pipe at North Dser- past
several new students from out
iug in the vicinity of Cobb lane and in including
of
Miss Mabel C. Hamilton,
the direction of Hunt’s corner, where new of town.
has been engaged as teaohVt.,
Newport,
are
to
be
located.
hydrants
and physical culture.
Numerous complaints are being made er of elocution
The sohool at Cousens island will rethroughout the city of garden thieves.
sume its sessions for the fall term comGardens are entered
during the night
and in addition to the thefts, much of the mencing on Monday.
There is a prospect that Yarmouth High
product is trodden and spoiled. Much of
team
will plaoe a strong footuall
the work is Known to have been done by school
season.
on the gridiron this
McQuillan
men
and
boys.
yonug
of Bridgton Academy will attend the high
The epeoial meeting to be held this
sohool this year and play on the team.
evening by the members of tho WoodAt the regular meeting of Gen. John A.
fords hose company is for the purpose of
camp, S. of V., hold on Thursday
forming an association for the purpose Logan
Chester A. Quint was made a
of starting a fund to be used in paying evening,
and
will fill the position of
corporal
of the delegates to attend
the expenses
picket guard for the remainder of the
the state firemen’s musters each year.
William Marvin, the new princiMr.
pal of the Deering High school, is much
interested in athletics and is encouraging
men students
the young
to form an
association in
the school. A
athletic
preliminary meeting has been hold and

the organization
few days.

will

be perfected in a

term.
The members of Royal River hose company, No. 1, have just purohased 84 high
back oak chairs which they have placed
in their now hose house whioh they are
equipping rapidly. The company ordered
Incandescent
two
lights placed in the

about
polo? Is there to bo a
league and is Portland to be a member
thereof?
The lovers of the popular winter sport are beginning to ask these questions, and the lirst can now be safely answered in the affirmative.
The second

and rents-frederick s.
VA1LL lias the largest list ot desirable
houses and rents for sale and to let ol anv real
is negoestate office In Portland. His
tiating mortgages, collecting rents and general
Particulais Real Estate
care of property.
17-1
Office, First National Bank Building.

Houses

specialty

rent of six rooms at No.
For particulars
1

pleasent
TO 1LET—A
Stetson Place, Park St

the hours of
enquire ON PREMISES between
16-1
and 2 o’clock.

rent of 8

Will be ready about Oct. 1st.
left hand bell.10-1

CHESTNUT ST.,

LET—Two nicely furnished rooms on the
private family; bath priviAp
leges; good board near; price reasonable.16-1
ply 311 CUMBERLAND ST.

With Portland In the league the circuit
will consist of Rockland, Bath, Portland,
Mr.
Lewiston, Augusta and Bangor.
Bird of Rockland will have charge o

LET—A very pleasant and genteel rent ol
In first class
7 rooms, No. 69 Spruce St.
Laundry, bath, steam heat, etc.,
condition.
rent $25 per month. Apply to JOHN F. PKOU
16-1
TOR, Real Estate Office, Exchange St.

the team in that city as heretofore.
Manager Donnell of Bath has transferred his interest to Mr. Dougherty of

St.,
TO shoe store,399i Congress
large front

applications from Bangor
league will have to decide who

and

the

will

TO

one

||

and

Politicians

a

H
8

and

in use.

engaged in laying the

reliability.
So

elected,

he would be a

Republican

governor.
After the conference, Col. Roosevelt
said:
“Absolutely no conditions or
pledges of any sort as to the nomination
made or even suggested.
number of Rough Riders foroed.their
way through the crowd in the corridors
of the hotel and when they had gained a
were

®fA

position in front of the colonel, one of
them shouted: “Who’ll be the next governor?”
“Roosevelt,” the crowd answered in chorus.

Three cheers for

the

several politicians shouted.
colonel,”
With a mighty yell in which the crowd
vied with the Rough Riders, they were

given.
saldi

“I

had

a

Special Meeting.
Whereas it is desirable to hold a special meetDry
ing of the Stockholders of the Portland
and having
Dock, a corporation existing by law,
Its principal place of business established at
and
Portland, In the County of Cumberland
State of Maine.
.,_
saia
coiof
laws
And Whereas, under the by
poratiou, special meetings can bo called only by
its directors.
And Whereas, by reason of the death of a madirectors of
jority of the Iasi elected board of of
said board
said corporation, no legal meeting
can
by it be
can be held and no legal action
taken in the premises.
P oA Whereas, upon the written application
oftlxre* members ot said corporation duly
made to Charles H. Tolman. esquire, of Portland afor-esaid, a Justice ot the Peace for said
county, the said Justice has issued Ins warrant
under seal to me as one of the signers of said
application, directing me to call a special meeting of Hie stockholders of said corporation 10

Elizabeth Railway Company, a perpetual right
common with said Portland Dry
Dook and Us successors and assigns, over a
strip of flats twenty-two feet wide adjoining
Portland Bridge in South Portland, in said
County of Cumberland, upon the easterly side
thereof, and extending lrom laud owned by the
estate of John B. Brown and others, nortnwardiv to the harbor commissioners' line, together
v ith a right to construct, maintain, use and operate Its tracks over and along said right of
v. ay, and for that purpose to drive necessary
oiling aud ore'et the superstructure thereon.
In ovtded that the sams shall be done in such a
manner as not to lmcrtero with the right of way
over the same reserved to said Rortlanu Dry
Dock, and its successors and assigns. And also
iix the price and terms of such sale ana to
•uithorizo some person to sign, execute and deliver n proper deed of such right of way.
Dated at satd Portland this twelfth day or
September, in the year of our Lord oue thousa,'d. eight hundred ana
of way In

^fff*fBE0WN.
dtd

WATCHES ON INSTALLMENTS.
Wuitliam and Elgin Watches. A large stock
sold on easy payAH
A11 Styles.
Monument
the
Jeweler,
Prices, McRENiNBlf.
marlMti
Square.
of new model Wahines'wilV be
ments at reasonable prices.

signature of

Bears the
In

Chas. H.

Fletcher*

thirty years, and
The Kind You Have Always Bought*
use

for

more

than

own

of

Bears the
In

use

signature of

for

thirty years, and
You Have Always Bought.

more

The Kind

Chas. H. Fletcher*

tliau

CASTORIA

Roosevelt be permitted to
the entire distance by the use of their
independent nomination if
power, instead of the present method aooept any
the Republican ticket? Mr
using for a portion of the route the ho heads

power furnished by tbe Cape road.
BARBADOES SWEPT CLEAN.

CASTORIA

..

be held at the time and place and ior the purposes hereinafter named, Dy publishing notice
thereof in the Portland Daily Press, a newspaper published at said Portland, seven days
bejpre said meeting.
Now Therefore notice is hereby given that
suoh special meeting of the stockholders of
said corporation will be held at the office of Ardon W. Coombs, No. 86 Exchange street, iu
said Portland, on Monday the twenty-sixth day
of {September, A. D. 18'J8, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon for the following purposes:
1. To see whether the stockholders will vote
to elect at said meeting, all officers required by
the by-laws to be elected at the; regular annual
meeting, and to elect all such officers.
■j. To sea whether the stockholders will vote
to sell and convey to the Portland land Cape

oars

Kingston, Ja.,

September

17.—Details

of the hurricane are constantly coming,
which show the disaster to have been
worse than was at first reported.
much

Odell

was

“That,"

asked.
he

replied,

“is a matter that

WESTBROOK.

The

destruction

can

one

my Battle

Axes.”;

Sebago
offices, lodging rooms or light housekeeping.
to MRS. PALMER’S EMPLOYMENT
16-1
OFFICE.

class

SALE—First
house
Cumberland
FORstreet
(west of State), 15 rooms, 2 baths

quality in

our

Square.

FOR

Oak and Pine Edgings for Kindlings.
BIRCH,
dry and under
A. D. MORSE, 23
rium
cover.

street, City.

X^OR

Battfe'lfr

1

X^OR 8ALE—12 express harnesses, 3 seta
double team harness, 8 light
driving harSome of these are a little shop worn and
will be soidiow. James O. McGLAUFLIN,
55 Preble street, head of Portland street 19-1
ness.

rOE SALE—The largest assortment of Jar■*dinieres to be found In the city, from 10
cents up to ten dollars each.
Potting soil 60c
per bushel. KENDALL &
Federal and Temple Sts.
15-1

mO LET-Detached house of 11 rooms and
A bath, combination heater, situated on Con
gross street close to Longfellow Square; very
desirable location for doctor. Possession given
For further particulars inquire ol
Oct. 15.
HENRY S. TEICKEY, No. 121 Exchange
14-1
street

SALE—First class foot power Lathe, 9
FORinch
swing, 50 inch between centers, aut-

14-1

No. 7c
down stairs;
Price $11
very convenient for small family.
per mouth. Inquire of HENRY 8. TEICKEY,
14-1
No. 121 Exchange street.
LET—Two five

TO Parris street,

room

new
one

rents

one up and

Me.,
TO ment wftb Yarmoutbvllle,
6 rooms and bath, eleotric light
lower tene-

LET—In

and set range If wanted. Lawn and front 60 by
Call or
100 feet. Corner of Main and Elm Sts.
address, A. M. HAYES, Yarmoutbville, Me.
XA 1

mo LEX—An upper tenement consisting of 9
A rooms and bath, situated No. 95 Gray Eft..
has modern conveniences; price 318 per month.
Inquire Of A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange
street.14-1
LET—A flat
large
j Sunny and
TO pleasant.
Inquire on premises, 31 DEER
of 6

rooms

STREET14-1

fine new residence
line corlot, lust the place for thrifty young business
man.
II. H. 8HAW, 92 North St.14-1

0® SELL—The
TO 89LET
North St. Everything modern;
LKT--At

TO
Woodfords, centrally
HOUSE
located, has six rooms with bath, cemented

furnace heat. Apply 4 ARLINGTON
STREET. Woodfords.14-1

eeliar and

_MISCELLANEOUS.

under this head
week for 23 cents, cash in advance.

Forty words Inserted
one

CCHOONER WANTED, over 30 tons, in ex© change for forty acres rich garden land,
specially adapted to celery and tobacco. Flowing wells are obtained on lands similarly situ,
ated, and when wells ars obtained the lands
rent for $60 an acre, for growing tomatoes, egg
plant, C8lery and tobacco. Six miles from Tampa.
Florida, near a rock paved road and railroad
station. Address D. H. YANCEY, Tampa, Fla.

_19-1

this head
week for 25 cents, cash In advance.

Forty word# inserted under
one

$300<i

OHTGAGES NEGOTIATED-$1000,
$5000 or more at 6 per cent interest. We
have funds of clients to Invest In first mortgagParties desiring
es on real estate security.
loans can obtain same by applying to the Real
Estate Office, First National Bank Building,
FREDERICKS. VAILL._17-1

INSTRUCTION—Elocution

IlKAMATIC

D taught. CHAS. BARRINGER, 432 Con10-1
gress street.

50-2.17-1

SALE—Woodfords,
°f

on electric line and
the most desirabe streets and neigh.one
borhood, house of n rooms in perfect repair,
38.000 feet land, corner lot from
n<L'y furnace,
4 lots can be sol
; must be sold Oct. 1st.
^hich
W. H. WAl-DRON & CO., 180 Middle St. 16-1

FOR

WHITNEY,

omatic feed, adjustable tool cirriage, adjustable centers, chucks, etc., suitable for metal or
wood turning. Circular saw arbor and table;
just the machine for an amateur or small machine shop. Address, GEO. F. GOULD, 85 Ex/■linnrro

mo LET—A furnished house near Western
A Promenade. Possession given Oct. 1st
House is in good
and retained until April 1st.
condition, hot and cold water, steam heat and
has modern conveniences. Stable and carriage
house on rear of lot. Enquire at No. 22 Rramhall street.14-1
1.ET—House located on Pine street, hot
tubs, steam heat, fire
and newly plumbed bath room; ten
rooms and large vara: rent will be made satisfactory to the right party. Enquire at 693 CONGRESS ST.14-1

TOand cold water, set
places

Pnrtlanrl

Ma

SALE OR EXCHANGE—Three
new
small houses near Union Station. All modern conveniences, very sunny and desirable In
every way; good for investment; will pay large
rate of interest W. P. CARR, room 5, Oxford
Building, 185 Middle St.
12-1

FOR

SALE—A house and large lot with
fruit trees, well situated In a pleasant
country village with best of school
privileges; terms reasonable. Apply to T. L.
LIBBY, Gray, Me., or to L. M. WEBB, Portland, Me.
10-2

FOR

house on Forest
SALE—Elegant
FORAvenue,
opposite residence of Hon. W. W.
new

Brown, eleven good rooms, electric lights and
bells, open fireplace, laundry, steam heat, corner
lot, large shade trees, cement and brick walks,
bard wood floors, porcelain bath tub, slate
sink, papered throughout, throughly up to date;
price low and terms to suit. DALTON & CO.

sep3dtf

ner

WANTED.

Tel.

fine rent of seven rooms; steam
tubs, bath and all modern imNo. 142 Sherman street, neai
provements.
Grove street. Call forenoons or evenings.
LET—A
IlO heat,
set

g^

17-1

SALE—21-2 story house containing two
rents situated on Clark, near Spring street ;
also a good sized stable on same; lot 37x02.
*or further particulars inquire of A. C. LIBBY
& CO., 42 1-2 Exchange street.17-1

TO

£

army

on

steam, for one or two families, very choice,
sightly locatiou; lot 60 by 150. To be sold at a
GEO. F. JUNbargain if applied for at once.
KINS. under United States Hotel, Monument
and

SALE—Farm of 60 acres, all in grass.
has cut 100 tons hay per annum. 4 milea
from Portland on electric line to Yarmouth,
best soil in Falmouth; will exchange for house
in Portland or Deering;a good bargain for cash,
W, H. WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle St. 16-1

Jpfc

8

that is above all others—
They could be relied on.

WEDDINC RINGS.
One hundred of them to select from. All
styles, all weights, all prices In 10, 14 and 18
Kt. Gold. Largest and best stock of rings
In the city. A thousand of them. MeKENNEY,
the Jeweler. Monument Square.
]une7dtf
SALE

OR LEASE—Brick

105
rooms,

house

Winter street, thoroughly built, 12
FOR
beside bath and linen
fourteen
room,

closets,

cellar plastered and cemented, containing laundry, storage rooms and water closet, furnace
heat, two open fires, lot 50x100 very pleasant,
P.
overlooking fine gardens and State street.
C. MANNING, 234 Middle street.
Jly29,tf

MARRY ME, NELLIE,
And I will buy you such a pretty Ring at
McKenney’s. A thousand solid gold Rings,
Diamonds, Opal-Pearls, Rubies, Emeralds and
all other precious stones. Engagement and
Wedding Rings a specialty. Largest stock In
city. MeKENNEY, The Jeweler. Monument

mo LET—Nicely furnished front corner room
TTP-TO-DATE Astrologer and Seer—Life’s A with gas and use of bath; also front attic
SJ
business
room
with same privileges. Apply at No. 280 Square.mar22dtf
mysteries,
prospects, personal,
street, or at Owen. Moore & Co.’s basement, 605
all the affairs of life truthfully re- Cumberland street.
13-1
Congress street. Chairs called for at any part love and
answer
for
one
I30R SALE—Farm in Bethel, Maine, 120 acres
10c;
vealed,
20c.;
question
only
18-1
of the city.
3 for 26c; horosoope $1.00. Send birth date and
good land, 2 1-2 story house, shed and two
LET—Furnished rooms in new house: open IY. B. 102.
all in good condition, good orchard, and
N.
MAC.
sex.'
PROF.
(X
barns,
Danhy,
steam
heat.
deVery
plumbing, bath and
young man with a
sepl5~t
sirable and conveniently located for clerks and well supplied with wood and water; also about
moderate capital in well established
feet of plno timber. About two miles
200.000
entrance
on
Park
clean, casli business. Address, with real name, HI ONEY to loan on mortgages of real estate students; 4 Congress park,
from Bethel Tillage, and known as the Edward
13-1
residence, present business and references, 1. ill at 5 and 6 per cent.
For sale real estate, St., corner of Congress.
A. Capeu farm, will be sold on favorable terms
17-1
X. I,., Press Office.
farms, timber lands and suburban property.
LET—Furnished modern flat, on line of or may be exchanged for Portland property.
ThorRents collected and care of property.
No.
394 Fore St.
MISS SARAH BIDEN,
cars. Hot water heat, open fire-place, bath,
and lodgers. Furnished
of the value of property,
ough
acquaintance
In- Portland, Me.mar9-tt
rooms to let with good table board at reahad 25 years’ experience in the busi- set- tubs, sunny exposure, very sfghtly.
having
Fore
St13-1
sonable rates. Please call at bouse 387 Cumber- ness. N.S. GARDINER, 17G 1-2 Middle street. quire, or address W.,384
SALE OR LEASE—A lot of land at the
laud St.13-1
13-1
West End, corner Forest and Congress
LET—On Exchange street, hall suitable
streets,
containing about 4,224 feet. Apply to
for an association, to seat about 30o. Will
our
Ysr ANTED—All
persons purchasing
]an25dtf
Suitings and Overcoatings now be finished to suit and rent will pe low. Apply E. HARLOW, 919 Congress street.
w*
"Made Strong’’ Trousers we sell for $1.00, ■VfOTICK—Fall
lx
busifor
Stylish
your inspection.
ready
to J. P. BAXTER, rear Portland Savings Bank.
$1.26. $1.60, $2.00 and $2.50 per pair that will
SALE—Building lots at Oakdale. The
from $20 up.
I
to
order
suits
made
ness
guar13-1
know
come
to
or
buttons
not np in seam,
off,
Deering Land company offers for sale
lit and only the best of trimmings used.
they can have their money back if on examina- antee a
mo LET—Pleasant house at Woodfords, sin- on favorable terms desirable building lots
tion are not satisfactory, by returning the trous- M. M. NANSEN, Merchant Tailor, 11 Temple A gle tenement with stable.
on William, Pitt and Fessenden streets, Oakat
Inquire
13-1
street.
eps to us before having been worn. HASKELL
dale.
13-1
Apply to CHAS. C. ADAMS, TreasCHAPMAN & WYMAN’S, Woodfords.
& JONES, Monument Square.®
septl-4
urer, 31 Excnange street, Portland.
LET Furnished rooms, steam heat, bath
■WANTED—I am now ready to buy all kinds
je6tloeteow*
> v
At No. 11 Myrtle St.,
of cast off ladies’, gents’ ana children’s
WAS TED—Case of bad health that R-l-P-A-N-S
room onisame floor.
wilt not benefit. Send 3 cents to Ripans Chemical clothing. 1 pay more than any purchaser in opposite City Hall.
13-1
Co.,bew York,for 10 samples and 1.000 testimonials. the city. Send letters to MR. or MRS. De
HELP WANTED.
OR RENT—House in the western part of the
GEOOT. 76 Middle St.__23-4
city containing 12 rooms with bath; steam WANTED—DruE clerk, two or three years
TO LOAN on first and second mort- heat; afl modern improvements; in good condiJsOST AND FOUND.
»»
experience. State age, experience, salagages on real estate, life Insurance poli- tion: suitable for renting rooms or taking ry, references, etc. H. G. M., Press Office.
and notes or any good security. Real es- boarders. For particulars apply at once, Real
cies
19-1
OST—Between West End Hotel and Union tate bought, sold and exchanged.
48 1-2 Ex- Estate Office, First National Bank Building,
i Station a four leaf clover diamond pin.
FREDERICK B. VAILL,14-1
change street, L P. BUTLER.aug23-4
once, boy of about 15 years,
WANTED—At
Finder will he liberally rewarded by returning
Yr as errand boy. FOSTER, AVERY & CO.,
LET—Brick house 776 Congress street, 12
15-1
same to WEST END HOTEL.
WANTED—All persons In want of trunks
16-1
rooms and bath room, steam heat, nice con- Outfitters.
■ *
and bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS,
ANTED—Farmer for au island lu Casco
forenoon, probably on 663 Congress street, one door above Shaw’s dition, location unsurpassed, good place for
for
or
or
family,
private
letting
in
the
cere
of
Middle or Congress streets, a Masonic grocery store, as we manufacture our goods physician,
Bay. One wiili experience
give bottom prices. rooms. Apnly to JOHN F. PROCTOR. 93 Ex- cows preferred. Address with references •‘B,’’
Chapter Charm. Finder return to J. E. WAR- and can therefore
14-1
We frame change street, or to Edward Hasty, 12 Green Argus office.
Trunks repaired. Open evenings.
REN, 783 Congress street and receive reward.
street.
11-3
151
_7 tf
seated chairs to be re-seated.

W ANTED—Cane
Orders left at J. li. Fitzpatrick’s. 104 Salem

TO

WANTED—American

TO

WANTED—Boarders

FOR

TO

FOR

TO

MONEY

I

TO

LOST—Wednesday

piotures.
FOR ken r—Furnishes or unfurWOUND—Between Morrill’s and Riverton, a
will pay the highest cash prices HOUSE
nished, 27 Pine St. Rent moderate to
Jr lady’s bag and purse containing a sum of NOTICE—We
for household goods or store fixtures of good tenant or will sell on installment plan.
money. Owner can have same by applying to any description or receive the same at our auct- W. C. G. CARNEY, Room 8, City
Building or
GEO. P. LARRABEE, Pride’s Cor Me., and ion rooms for sale on commission. GOSS & 86 Federal St.
sep3-tf
19-4
proving property.16-1
WILSON, Auctioneers. 18 Free St.

will be left entirely to CoL Roosevelt’s
As for indorsements of
own judgment.
his candidaoy, all friends of Col. Roosevelt naturallyy will be pleased to see him

military gauntlets. The
pair
LLOST—-A
tinder will please leave at the PRESS
13-1
OFFICE.

indorsed by the citizens union and any

SMOKELESS

at Barbadoes was fully other independent organization.”
to that at St. Vincent, while St.
equal
BE FLOATED
In use
suffered considerably. The MARIE TERESA WILL
Lucia also
islund of Barbadoes,presenting practically
The Kind You Have Always Bought,
September
17.—Capt.
Washington.
a
flat surface, was completely swept by
the vortex of the cyclone,the result being Crowninshield, who was today acting as
that the entire area of cultivation was secretary of the navy, received a cableobliterated while a majority ofjthe resifrom Commodore Watson at Guanand other
buildings were de- gram
The High school boys have organized dences
stating that the wreckers have
and two thirds of the dense tanamo,
stroyed,
Luther
Dana
as
with
eleven
football
a
of ICO to tbe square mile, were recovered ten 6-inch guns from the Spanpopulation
and
Morton
Bryant manager
captain and
rendered homeless.
They were seeking ish
flagship Maria Teresa and placed
Mr. Mortimer Warrant is
shelter at Bridgetown and other centres
treasurer.
The comon the collier Leonidas.
them
little
more than masses
only to find them
coaching the boys.
The consequent distress is modore pays that it is expected the Spanof ruins.
The Westbrook Electric light and power
unparalleled in the history of the West ish ship will be floated next Monday and
the city's street
which has
company
Indies, and the governor has cabled that be will startpfor home Tuesday. He Is
reis
to
instant and continuous outside relief is
lighting contract for three years,
to take command at the
absolutely necessary in order to avert wide under orders
place all but four of the arc lights now sj)ruad famine and possibly a resultant Mare Isl»nd navy yard. I
in25-candle
and
10
power
with
use
in
pestilence.
The reports received at the navy departThe actual extent of the fatalities has
candescent lights.
ment indicate that the big tropical hurexto
the
been
not
ascertained, owing
2 The alarm of fire from box 45, West- tentyet
whloh did so muob damage in
of the ruin wrought throughout the ricane
brook, Saturday evening was a needless island. Apparently
the damage in St. Barbadoes, did not strike near the United
individual
excited
thought
some
less
enormous, States naval
Lucia was comparatively
vessels at Caimauara, but
one, as
he saw a blaze in a house on King street. although very serious. Many plantations passed well to the eastward.
and houses were destroyed, temporarily
It is learned that .the monitor Ampbiwas
recently reported as
paralyzing industry. The loss of life trlte which
MARY COWAN BEAD.
in St. Lucia was comparatively small. broken down at
Mole St.
is
Rockland,
September 17.—Mrs. Mary No catimate of the shipping casualties now on her way to Norfolk inNicholas,
tow of the
She sailed from the
Cowan of Bangor, who was serving a life la yet possible.
cruiser Yosemite.
Mole on the 11th inst and as she has had
sentence on the charge of murdering her
ARMOUR CONTROLS THE B. & O. tad weather and tows slowly, she is not
stepson, died at the state prison at
yet due at Norfolk.
Tbomaston this morning. She had always ^Milwaukee, Wis., September 17.—Philip
The Sylvia at Norfolk and the Hector
stoutly maintained her innocence of the D. Armour, who was here today, praoti- and Vesuvius at Boston, have been orThe Cincinnati
cally confirmed tho reports that he, in dered out of commission.
criino._
sailed today from San,Juan for St. Thomcompany with J. J. Hill, Marshall Field
LATE MARINE NEWS.
as.
___
Rsum had secured a
and Norman B.
Boothbay Harbor, Me., September 18. controlliug interest in the Baltimore &
A COMMAND FOR GEN. WHEELER.
—Arrived, Schooners Charles A. Camp- Ohio railroad.
President Miller of the
September 17.—Orders
Washington,
bell, Bath, to load ice lor Porto Rico; J. Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul when
from tbe war
asked about the reports, said: “It Is true, will bo issued
H. O. Perkins, Boston; Pemaquld, do.
department
bolieve > that Mr. Armour has beoorae Monday for the disposition of the five
Schooners Oregon,
Sailed,
Boston; I
interested In the Baltimore &
of
largely
regular cavalry now at
Antelope, do; Alphratta, do; Belle Bart- Ohio, but it is not true there is In con- regiments
Mr. Camp Wikoff in command of Major Gena through line system.
lett, Portland; Eldorado, do; Lycenia, do. templation
Armour with Messrs. Ream, Field and eral Whepler. General Wheeler will have
Impossible to forsee an accident. Not others, has become interested In Balti- command of tbe cavalry which Is to form
as a matter of business, pnrely.
Dr. more
impossible to be prepared for it.
of the army of occupation for
Cuba
so-culled through part
no
Monarch over There will be
Thomas' Eciectric Oil.
and Forto Rico.
line.”
pain.
signature of Chas. H. Fletcher.
ior more than thirty years, and

Bears the

are

|

Oemember the name
i v when
you buy again.

nearly two ho urs with Senator Platt and
Their conference was
Chairman Odell.
entirely satisfactory. After it was over,
all three declared that they had had a
most agreeable interview and Chairman
Odell said that at least 700 of the 791

that if

Suitable

LET—2 new rents, containing 5 rooms
each, bath, hot and cold water; small family only. Price $15 each; iu new building corJOHN F.
ner Franklin and Oxford streets.
PROCTER, Ceutnlal Block.15-1

and if YOU have any freedom of opinion
you will not be satisfied with any other
chewing tobacco.

§

state committee, will probably be nominated for governor by the Republican
state convention whloh meets in Saratoga
on
Septembar 27. Col. Roosevelt spent

any, sense of the word. He made it clear
that he was a Republican, that he would
not permit his name to be used in any
faotion light against Senator Piatt and

These

^

PLUG

New York, September 17.—Col. Theodore Roosevelt,[as a result of a conference
In the Fifth Avenue hotel today with
Senator Thomas Platt and Benjamin B.
Odell, Jr., chairman of the Republican

foundation at the power house of the
Portland and Yarmouth eleotrio railway
CHAS. H. LEItJHTON, Sec y.
THERE ARE OTHERS.
company at Falmouth Foroside, for the
sepl3dlw
Woodby Grate—(an actor) Whar have you reception of a new engine which is to
for dinner?
the one now in use. A new
replace
Waiter—I can give you a nice roast.
and
generator has been ordered and
larger
Woodby Grate—No, thank you. The critics
all over the state will
it is expected that by the use of the same whom the people
supply me with that.
onmnanv
will h« hhln f.rv
thnlr
as a lair man.
CASTORIA

navy

Mighty

first place on the tioket.
In the conference, Col. Roosevelt made
it clear that his attitude, in the event of
his eleotion as governor, would not be
antagonistic to the party organization in

^

war

Cheer.

delegates to Saratoga would support the
colonel of the “Rough Riders” for the

u

dom—developed

||

Guve

water.

Apply

between the United States
and Spain—as to what constituted Free-

ft

TEDDY-

Uncle Sam.—

The late

W

materially injured.

^

Jr

f

be used for polo af ter las
but the oity government has
winter,
found that in the two years the hall Jhas
been used for polo, the floor has not been

Terrors

with set howl and

for

never

FOR

over the Globe
room and side

LET—At

room

have the franchise.
Phelan formerly of Bath has seoured
the Lewiston franchise and oity hall has
been engaged for the purpose. There was
some talk that Lewiston’s fine
city hall
would

SALE OK TO LET—Two story house and
J- lot of 5000 feet of land. Inquire at 210 B
19-2
STREET. City.

—■

who will have the AuJust
that oity.
gusta franchise has not been given out,
but the new hall has
already been engaged for the wiutar. There have been at

PORTLAND DRY DOCS.

same are now

9 rooms in good
near Congress.
Inquire at 21

TOthird floor, in

reoogmze
“Will Col.

are

or

LET—Upper
TO repair,
at 21 Chestnut St.,

can be made for the patronage the sport
received last year, certainly shows it to be
extremely popular in the oity.

•OOOOOOOOOOO*

Workmen

WIT AND WISDOM.

ALONZO LIBBY, President.

seplG

foods

hoped

Senator Platt
very
satisfactory interview with Mr. Roosevelt. I find him to be what all know him
to be a thorough going Republican.”
“Col. RooseChairman Odell said:
velt is a Republicna in every sense of the
word and if elected he will be governor
not only as a Republican but a governor

building and tbe

FOR

man,

What

least live

SAX*.

Forty words Inserted voder this head
one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

SALE—Received a lot of German Hartz
on ConMountain Canaries.
CushThey are almost in
Ellsworth, Cedar. Brackett, Gray, Wil- full song. Also all kinds of bird cages, soeds
Salem
and
and
sundries
on
hand.
Adams streets; also
mot, Myrtle,
ready
My prices on
are very low, the quality as good as any.
several good offices on Congress street. GEO.
call
ana
under
lease
United
examine.
FRED
States Hotel, MonF, JUNKINS,
BROMBY,
450 Congress Street.
19-1
ument Square.
17-1
LET—Over twenty-five choice rents
TO gress,
Cumberland, Pine, Sherman,

v__v__

CUMBERLAND COUNTY

Agricultural

a

Forty words Inserted wader this head
one week for 35 cents, cash in advance.

There
was
preaching hy the pastor,
Bov. Mr. Kimmoll.
Tho
funeral soivices of the late Mrs.
Banna h A. Littlefield, wifo of Captain
Enoch L. Littlefield were held yesterday
at two o’clock, p. m., from her laro resi- is still
open.
dence, 6 B street.
The publio buildings committee of the
At the Peoplo’s Methodist ohurch last Portland city council lias voted not to
evening, tho Ep worth Leagno meeting lease city ball for the game this year and
The general unless Manager Buinham should consider
was led by Charles Jewett.
subject being, Harvest Parables, and tho that he could use the armory profitably
special topic, “The Whoat and tho for this purpose, or the committee should
Tables,” Matt., 13-24-30, 37-43.
change their minds, this oity will not be
At tho Brown’s Hill Methodist church,
represented In the oircuit.
However, it
tho Epworth League meeting was led by is
that arrangements of some kind

ISLAND P8R0
—

About

services,

Harry N. Skillings.
Willis F. Short.an employe at tho power
ALSO EltOM
house will take his vacation th\s week,
tory notified. He is nineteen years old.
and Henry Linborg will havo his vacation the last week in September.
DEEFJNO.
TO
The Montague orchestra. Miss Fannie
L. Thompson of this plaoe, leader, is a
There will be a special meeting of Hose now musical organization which has aland Old
company number 1 of Woodfords at their ready given several informal concerts at
Leave Island
Portland 6.00 p. m.
rooms, Lewis Hall, Spring street, Woodresidences, and reoently one at Peaks isRound Trip Faro to Portland Si.HOaudto
fords, this evening at 7.30 o’olock.
Old Orchard Beach #1.00*
land at the summer home of Miss Martha
at
Kates to and from intermediate points
Messrs. Russell G. Dyer and Isaao F.
Colesworthy with markod success, and
correspondingly low rates.
Clark of Oakdale, and J.
N. Reado o£
during the winter will probably appear
REGULAR TRAINS
Woodfords, past grand representatives of
frequently at musicals in the city and
7.00. 8.10 a. m.,
run for Lewiston and Auburn,
I. O. O. F.,
Tor Gorham, tho Supremo Grand Lodge,
40
4 00 5.20 and 8.30 p. m.
vicinity, being composed of well known
m. 1.30 and 8 SO

Round Trip Fare SI.00.

Gossip

Some

ReformaRunaway from Mafsacliusoits
tory Gives Himself Up.

FOR

TOILET.

MISCEEEAJJEOUS.

HI8CSLLASEOIIS.

PROSPECTS SOF POLO.

of

MAINSPRINGS, 75c.
The best American Mainsprings, made by the
Warranted
Elgin and Waltham companies.
McKKNNEY, the Jeweler
for one year.
marlSdtf
Monument Square.
a lifetime is offered active
party who has some business ability and a
small amount of money to Invest to get a lucrative and permanent cash business where his
and with an ordinary
expenses are low
This
amount of work his profits will be great.
Is an opening that will stand the most rigid inor fake.
SURE
no
scheme
it
is
as
vestigation
131
BOX, Press Office.

A

POWDER

CARTRIDGES”'
No Smoke.

High Velocity.
Slight Recoil.
Light Report.

CHANCE of

8 Free St.

seplGdtf

MAJOR l’AYLOR WON.
17.— The crack
Philadelphia Septemberforce
at
out in
Tioga
pedallers turnedthe
national meet of the

track today for

PhiladelAssociated Cycling
The championship honors wore
phia.
who
easily
carried off by Major Taylor,
the one third mile and the two
olub

at

captured

mile races, defeating Eddie BaldAbout 5000
Gardiner and other stars.
persons witnessed the events.
DOUGLAS THE

FINDLAY
CHAMPION.

N. J., September 17.—
Morristown,
Findlay Small Douglas of the hairfield
Oolf club of Greenwich, Ct., is
County

the amateur champion golfer of AmeriHe won the title today after a hard
ca.
week’s work by beating Walter B. Smith
of Lake
olub
of the Onwentsia golf
Forest, III-, by a score of 5 up and 3 to

play.

premises.aug24tf

LET—At 153 Cumberland street, a tirst
A class upper rent of eight rooms, with hath
tub aud hot water connections, also hot water
heat.
Everything in fine condition and up to
date.
Apply to TRUE BROS., 394 Fore street,
foot of Exchange street.
aug2dtf
rsio

1

ever

ou

Call and see it. MeKENNEY, the
Monument Sq uai'e.
warWdti

10-1

WANTED- -FEMALE HELP.
inserted under this hoed
week lor 25 cent., cash in advanoe.

Forty words
one

ri{I, WANTED—For general housework In
W small family.
E. F. HAYDEN, No. 94
19-1
Oak street.

(s

W ANTED—A middle aged woman to care for
Reierences required.
Apply
ST.14-1

tf
a child.
at 181 STATE

many
two more
URING CO., 148

one

or

have steady emplojment for
machine hands; also need
folders. KING MANUFACTMiddle street, Portland.
12-2

Girls to
WANTED—Fifty
chines. Apply to Mr. Kelly

run

power maat manufac-

MlLLIsep7-4

S.

Forty words inserted under this head
one week fee 25 cents, eush in advance.

MAN
TO HIS TRADE

frequently
come

English,' married, no family,
fiOACIIMAN,
A strictly temperate; first class stableman; un-

derstands iuvnace and steam heating; willing to
be useful; long experience; good appearance.
A1 references.
Address COACHMAN, 223
Congress street. City.

_19-1

here easterner*

to as with copy end My

I

make the prigs reasonable"

|

IWa

la suoh

oases

the work I*

satisfactory and

bring*

always

a

**o*U«nt £

2

resalt*

THE THURSTON PRINT,

PORTLAND,

MB.

ITUATION WANTED-By acapable reliable
^ woman in a small family of adults; capable
of taking charge of house when necessary;
write full particulars, N. S., Press Office. 16-1
O

Put ft in attractive form mfl

11

I
I

WANTED—A position as managing houser r
keeper, one capable of tilling position of
trust: also willing to bo useful as general
give
housekeeper; having had experience cancharsatisfactory references as to ability and 15-1
acter. Address, S. A. 9. 37, this office,
woman
117ANTED—Situation by an American
m a small famifI
ag working housekeeper
ly; good references given and good required.

Address W., Knightvilie.

Maine._14-1

WANTED—Young lady with experience
1»
would like position as stenographer and

Used to assisting In
tvnewriter
keening and general offleo work.
341, Lisbon Falls,

Boj^

the bookAddress

Me._13-1

WANTED—Position in an office by an expe?1 rienced young woman stenographer and
Address B,
tvnewriter. Best ol references.
press Office.23-2
WANTED.

STEPHEN BERRY,
BATTLESHIP MAINE SOUVENIR SPOONS
and (raid
This is tile prettiest Spoon
the
put
<i$c(}{cf
market.
Jeweler,

and

good milker.

WANTED—SiTUAIlUN

.;.

Rogers, Edwin A.,
Land on the southerly side of Fesby land of
senden St., Douuiled easterly
westerly by land of John Wilson.
Todd,
Georgia
Frontage, GO ft. Width, U ft. Amount ifhpaid,
$16.17
And if no person shall appear to discharge
said assessment or tax on or before the fifteenth
day of October, 1898, at nine of the clock in the
forenoon. I shall proceed to sell at the office of
the City Treasurer in said Deering. by public
auction to the highest bidder so much of said
parcel or tract of real estate or land, as shall be
necessary to discharge said tax or assessment
and all necessary charges.
L. F. JONES.
of the City of
Treasurer
sepGdlaw3wM
Deering for the year 189S.

milk cart

a

.

NOTICE.
Assessments on laDd of
non-resident owner, situated In the City of
Deering, in the County of Cumberland, lor the
year one thousand, eight hundred and ninetyseven.
The non-resident proprietor of the following
tract or parcel of land or real estate, in the City
of Deering in the County of Cumberland, are
hereby notified that the same are assessed and
taxed in the list of Sidewalk Assessments, certified to the subscriber as Treasurer of tne City
of Deering for the year 1897, by the City Clerk;
that the same remains unpaid at this date, and
that three months from the date of assessment
have elapsed.

a

C.,

tory. 168 Middle street, fourth floor,
KEN. COUSENS & SHORT.

TeVERY r

Notes discounted; rate of interest 5 per cent a
W.
year and upwards, according to security.
P. CARR, room 5, second floor, Oxford Build13-1
ing, 185 Middle street.

drive

on

WANTED—We
VY
more

A THOUSAND RINGS
select from.
Diamonds, Opals, Pearls,
Rubys and all other precious stones. Engagement and Wedding Rings a specialty. Largest
stock in the city.
MeKENNEY, the Jeweler,
marl9dtf
Monument Square.
To

Unpaid Sidewalk

M. PERKINS & GO.,

K,

TO

MONEY LOANED on first and second1 mortJA gages, real estate, life insurance policies,
notes, bonds and good collateral security.

Now that the shooting season is on,
lino of Laflin
sportsmen should see our
& Rand’s Smokeless Shells for Field,
Marsh and Trap Shooting.

BET—Lower tenement, house 257 State
street, seven rooms besides hath, pantry,
Inquire on
laundry, etc., hot waler heat.

to

WANTED—Man
farm; must be
this office.

work
Address M.

Job

jjjo„ 37 Plum Street

Situation bv a young man who understands
bookkeeping and is willing to work. Two
Graduate of Cray's Portyears experience.
land Business College. Good references furF. ALLEN. SkowAddress
CHA8.
nished.
augsdew*
heg&u, Maine.

YORK COUNTY COURT.

OCEAN TRAFFIC.

The September term of the Supreme
The Grand Tronic Yard at East Dcerlng. Judicial Court for York County convenes
at Alfred on Tuesday, the 20th inst. Hon.
ocean Andrew R. Savage of Auburn is to pro.
,r Last year there were 85 sailings of
side and Mr. Chas. W. Small of Deering
steamships from the port of Portland.
The term will be of
Trunk will act as reporter.
Grand
the
winter
In the coming
officials who have charge of the business ordinary length.
ocean
Grand Jurors have been returned as folof supplying the cargoes for these
over one lows: Lewis O. Bradbury, Hollis; Orville
carriers are looking forward to
at D.
Bryant, Biddeford; Roscoe C. Day,
departures.
hundred arrivals and
the record Cornish; Joseph W. Fairohild,
Kennemore
would exceed by fifteen>r
bolds o a
bnnkport; Leonard P. Foster, Eliot;
of last winter. To fill G*9
amount James O. Gowell, Berwick; Everard J.
these vessels requires an immense
all will be Gove, Biddeford George H. Hobbs, Alof freight and this nearly
Trunk system. fred; John H. Otis; Kenaebunk; Charles
hauled here over the Grand
Portland A.
to
Pattee,
Limington; Joseph N.
It must not only be gotten
for the cost of Roberts, Limerick; Willis E. Sanborn,
but it must oome regularly
even for a Sanford; Charles S. 8mitb, Lyman; Fred
maintaining a great steamship
and the managers H. Smith, Dayton; Philip B.
Wiggin,
enormous
is
singio day
wait- Saco; Harvey Winchsll, Aoton.
naturally expect to have the cargo
as
Traverse Jurors have been
drawn
moment chat a ship is
ing for them the
follows: Walter Bean, Alfred; William
so that there may be no costly

discharged

its vast Brier, Cornish; Mark W. Chase, Berwiok;
delays. The great elevator, with
made It Daniel H. Cleaves, Dayton; Matthew N.
bins for the storage of grain, has
of the farms Colby, Kittery; Edward Ij. Cowan, Bidthe
to
pour
products
possible
as fast as deford; Sidney E. Eldredge, York; Neheinto the holds of the vessels
With mtah L. Grant, Acton; John B. Ham,
modern machinery can do the work.
care North Berwick; Wililam Kearney, Biddethe elevator in operation, however,
Scott L. Leavitt,
Old Orchard;
must bo taken that the supply in the bins ford;
Isaao Libby, South Berwick; Willard S.
is not allowed to become exnausted. That
of Littlefield, Sanford; Josiash Littlefield,
means that there must be long lines
L.
Linscott, Newfleld;
loaded cars waiting to be unloaded on the Wells; Joseph
Wm. H. Maddox,
lower floor of the great building. In post Leroy Lord, Lebanon;
Shapleigb; Wm. P. Marr,
Limington;
seriously
been
has
the
Trunk
Grand
years
Its Melville U. Phllpot, Limerick; Thomas
hampered by the lack of yard room.
of L. Reid, Hollis; Alonzo H. Ricker, Watertracks stretched along a uarrow strip
Frank A. D. Rodman, Saco; Wilshore under Munjoy hill and there was no boro;
Irederiok A.
Out in Deer- iam P. Rounds, Buxton;
room for expansion there.
there Staples, Eliot; Kenneth W. Sutherland
the
bridge
across
ing, however, just
the road Biddeford; Amasa Taylor, Parsonsfield;
is a tract of level land and this
a
is transforming into
yard for th6 Owen Taylor, Lyman; George W. E.
done Twombley, Saco; Wm.
Walker, Kennestorage of cars. The work is being
Kennothe Kumford halls bunkcort; Wm. F. Waterhouse,

by McGregor Brothers,
contractors.
ten acres of

They have plowed up nearly

bunk.

leveled it
then
THE MUNICIPAL COURT.
On this
so that it is as sinoo.h as a floor.
Fred Rogers, who was arrested several
will be laid the side tracks where thousdays ago on suspicion of larceny, was dis
ands of oars may be stored waiting to be
charged Saturday morning as not enough
hauled to the elevator. With this addition
evidence could be scoured to convince the
to the facilities for storing cars here there
court
beyond a reasonable doubt that
will be no danger that the great ocean
stole the goods whioh he was tryRogers
carriers will have to wait for their cargoes.
ing to dispose of in Taylor’s shop;on Fore
The new yard will be a fine illustration
street.
of the growth of the steamship business
me tur robe 01
juara
urocaeci, who
with
long
filled
is
it
from this port when
the Park hotel, again figured in
keeps
with
lines of cars,
shifting engines
court Saturday morning. This is the robe
puffing about over its mammoth gridiron that James Menebeney was arrested for
of steel rails and busy employes hovering
stealing several days ago, but the evidence
about it in all dirctions.
not
being sufficient to fix the guilt on
are
The Grand "Trunk
improvements
be was disobargrd. Mlohael Kennehim,
not confined to the road bed for there is
dy was arrested Friday for stealing this
to be a large Increase in the rolling stock
Samuel Seely testified that
same robe.
of
volume
of
the growing
to take care
sold the robe to him, but KenKennedy
been
The company has recently
business.
nedy says that some one else gave it to
turning out considerable equipment from him and he did not know it was stolen
tbeir Montreal shops, of a modern and
It could not be shown that
until later.
up-to-date style and character. Of this
he was disstole the robe, so
Kennedy
new equipment, four were baggage cars,
charged.
60 fret in length, of the full height of 14
There were five cases of mtoxica tion,
feet-3 inches from top of rail, tne width
which was
continued to this
one of
being 9 feet 6 inches, with an ilevated
roof, and finished and painted with the morning.
was
also continued
case
One
vagrancy
The
standard color.
new Grand Trunk
A search Jand seizure case
to Jjtodoy.
cars are equipped with the Gould automatic couplers and buffers, Westinghouse was appealed.
air signals, and quick action brakes, and
THE SUPERIOR COURT.
hea eft with steam. The total weight of
pounds,
car. including trucks, is 64,900
Philip M. Hill of Cumberland was
and the total carrying capacity 16,000
in the Superiorjoourt Saturday
tried
pounds.
They are now turning out a large num- morning on a charge of having eight
Mr. Hill
ber of new refrigerator cars, designed es- short lobsters in his possession.
pecially to take care of ths perishable shipped a barrel containing 120 lobsters
shipments originating at points on tbeir
in this oity. Warden
lines in Canada, the special features being to S. A. Skillings
according to the well-known Wickes pat- Benjamin Gribbin was present when the
ents for refrigerator oar. tbe cars being barrel was opened
on
the wharf and he
about 35 feet long, and 13 feet high, with found in measuring that eight of the loba
carryiDg capacity of 60,000 pounds sters were from one-half to three-quarters
These cars are especially equipped of an inch short.
each.
The jury returned a
attachments, two vprdiot of guilty.
with ioe boxes and
George H. Allan, asbeing at each end of the oar, the ice being sistant oonnty attorney appeared for the
supplied through four trap doors in the state and E. E. Heckbert, Esq.,for the reroof immediately over the ice boxes. They spondent. A motion in arrest of judgment
ore also equipped with automatic draw- has been filed and the case now_ goes to
bars. and Westinghouse air brakes and the law court.
designed to run at a high rate of speed.
James Holme of Casco, for an assault
They are painted an orange color, the roof with a revolver on George W. Dingley,
in
black.
roof
the
with
edge
being white,
paid a fine of $25 and costs of $84.25.
The Wells and French Car Company, of
notified that all
Counsel are hereby
Chicago, have just commenced the delivof 500 cases will be in order for sentence at ten
ery to the Grund Trunk Failway
box cars, of the o’clock Monday morning.
new thirty ton capacity
standard Grand Trunk design and finish.

ground

and

STATE BOARD OF TRADE.

ON INFANTRY BASISImpoitm O dors fov the Artiilerymeu at
Fort Preble.

orders

Lato

issued

Ly the

depart-

war

The Stats Board of Trade, by invita
iton of the Brunswick Board, will hold
its annual meeting in Brunswick, coma.
9
o’clock
at
m.,
mencing
President
and
Thursday,
sharp,

flio worl nfittnn rtf mamr
uue
nas
isoGtli tiy
appomieu
named
delegates to represent
of the batteries of the artillery regiments lowing
tho war basis of 200 to the infan- the Portland board: Vice president, Josfrom
eph H. Short, Charles F. Libby, Adam
try basis of about 108.
It is reported that the batteries of the P. Leighton, William H. Gray, Edward
Newman, Edward B. Winslow,
7th artillery are now getting down to A.
the infantry basis and that orders have Charles H. Randall, William H. Soott,
at Fort Preble to oquip Herbert O. Phillips, AIodzo W. Smith,
been received

of the 7th artillery as
infantrymen and to hold them in readiness to move to Fort Slocum, where the
regiment is to be mobilized.
'lhe 6th
regiment of artillery will be
mobilized at Fort McHenry, near Baltiand
it is thought that these two
more,
regiments will
be held as a sort of reserve to be dispatched at such points as
occasion might demand. Both regiments
will be equipped as infantry.
-'iWi.

the two

batteries

TO MUSTB1R THEM OUT.
be seen at Augusta that steps are
belug takon toward the mustering out of
the Eirst Regiment, by the busy force of
clerks who are at work under the directhe adjutant,
tion of the colonel and
under the canvas which has been erected
over the space in front of tho two officers’
tents.
They are putting the accounts of
tho different departments into shape preIt

can

vious to the event.

William H. Wood, Holman
M. N. Rich.

S.

Melcher,

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Leading Markets.

4

Natali

t.rooer*

Spring patents. 4 26*6 00.
Spring, Clear ana straight. 3 26*4
Winter patents. S 66*4 26.

are

rae*r

Portland market—out loaf 7: oonfetlon ea y
pulmlsed 6es powered, dsj graauluum
I nonce crushed 6c; veilow 4-j.

<e:

6% n

The following quotations represent
paying prices In tuls market:
lb
Cow and steers.7 c
Bulls and stags...6 c
Skms—No 1 quality.lie
tno

.»o

No 2

.7 @8c
No 3
Culls .5017c
Portland

Market.

Wholesale

PORTBAN1J. Sept. 17.
The following ars todys wholesale prices of
Provlssion.Groceries; etc.
Fleer.
Superfine *
low grades.3 0063 25
Spring Wueat baners.ciana st3360 3 66
Patent Spring
Wneat... 4 7505 00
slicn. stratiroher.... 8 86®4 00
clear do.. .3 60*3 7o
'U.ouis st’K
3 85^4 00
roller...
clear do..3uOe3 76
tvnt’r wbeapatents.. 4 00*4 15
Flsn.

6rtts.
Corn ear
IS 39
do bag lots .... 42
Meal bag lota
*40
Oats, car lots
30*31
Gats, bag lots
*84
Cotton Saco,
ear lots.00 00®28 00
bag low 0000*24 00

Backed Bre

lots. 14

car

30*15 00
lotsl6 U0®17 00

bag

Middling eu000gl7
bag ots. .800017

Mixed feed__

j

7

00
00
00

Coffee.

(Buying* selling price) Rio,roasted

ll@ir>
Java&Mocha de26s2B

Coq—Large

60*475
violas sea.
small do. .2 00*3 25 Porto Bloo.28030
Pollock .... 2 2508 2a Barbaaoes.
.28089
Uaddock... 1 76*2 00 Fancy.8203S
Snore

....

4

...

I! OkO.it
fl erring, box
Scaled....
9014c
Mackerel, bi
Snore is $00 00®$o<>
prior, as a oooo«*o(
Largs s> $11014 00

XM.

Amoya.23030
Congous.. ,,...25050
Japan...30035
Formoso.sGgas
sugar.

StandardGrau
Ex cflue duality

rroauce

Cape Cranoernes

p crate.. 00 002 00
O 00
Maine ........
Pea Beans.1 4001 £0
Red Klduev 2 16® 2 26
Yellow Eyes.l 7001 76
Cal Pea.... i 4001 Do
Potat’s. Dus
4004c

Extrau....Yellow Extra

Boed
Timothy.

£69
£59
6 21

C....14%
6603 76

8

Olover.West, 8%®9
K. X.

do

9%®10

10010%

Alslke.
Red Top.

16017

Prerlclous.

Sweets, Jr3v2 76@3 00 Pork—
IS 26
Eastn Sbore 2 25 a 60 heavy
medlumia 00012 26
Onions. natv2 oo®2 25
snort cut ana

clear
12@14
180*5 Beef—lightIO 25Q1075
heavy...11 60®i2u0
Northern oo....16017
Fowls...
10® 12 Bnlo«tt%D8 6 760
Chlonan,....
Turkeys. Wes.

appiea

card, toe ana
Vs bni.uure 0

SO1/*
doeom’ua. 4%®4Va
Balw.comod 6V.®o '/a
Baldwins
palls, pure 7%®7%
trap & re>
8% *»8%
purellf
Lemons.
6 0006 DO Hams....
9
©9%
Beeeina
soeov'ra
California

Eatingapnl’sa 60®S
do

00

$®2 ool
0 0000 00
10011 %e

common

..

Gil.

orasxea

o 0000 00
0 00®0 00
do seedlngs 3 oou* 60
jukks.
020
Eastern extra..
Fresh Western.. ®1B

Florida
Calltorma,

Reid..
Panel.

Sreamerr.tnoy..21023
3 lit ho ce Vr>mt.l8B20
..
Cheese-

NJY. let'ry 8%09%
ferment... 8% M 9%
10V*
sage.....

Keroeenol20 ti
8%
LLronia. 8%
Centennial. 8%
Fratfe Astral ..10%
In hall bbla le extra
Rnlsins.
MusethSO lb bxo5©6%
London afrll 76O20C
Oral.
Retail—delivered.
Cuinberlantt 00083 00
Chestnut-..
06 00
8 00
Franklin-..
Lehigh....
©6 00
450
Pea..

Quotations.

Grain

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRA.JS
Thursday’s quotations.

Sid tm Hlogo Sept 1G, barque Pactolus, Watt
New York.
Ar at Shanghai previous to Sept 17th, ship
Wm H Connor, Erskine, New York.
Memoranda.

25

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.

1 76.
Last sales Mackerel $22 for
for tinkers.
Sword fish 8o 9 pound.

float

the sch John S Deering. which

was

Sept.

May.

63%
63%

Jloslae......

KponlM*..

**%

64%

tout.

Little and Great Chebeaguo.
*°For Long Island,
So. Harpswell, Bailey’s and Orr’s
m.. 4.30 p. m.
Portland, leave Orr’s

a.

the recent storm. A force of men
lias gone to begin work. It will be necessary to
do some dredging to make a passage for tne
vessel to get into deep water.

We quote prime Georges Codfish new $5 60
@6.26 for large and 3 76,£$4 25 for small: Bank
at 4 28*4 76 for large and 43 00*$3 50 for
Notice to Mariners.
small; Dry Bank at 4 EO and$5 Oo for large and
Delaware Break waer, Sept 16—The fog horn
3 6o@4 00 for small; Shore at $5 76*6 25 for
on the east end of the Breakwater Is disabled.
large and 8 50 to 4 oo for small.
We quote cured ousk $3 76@4 25 9 qtl; hake
Domestic Ports.
salt60;
heavy
$2 25;*2 75; haddock SB 2»@2
ed pollookrat $2 ooPQtl; and English cured do
NEW YORK—Ar 10th, soli R L Tay, Ilobbs,
3 Oo$*3 2$9 qtl.
Calais via Providence.
Best handline boneless Geogs cod 644 for meOld, sciis Lillian Woodruff, Perkins, Macorla;
dium to 7Vic large; middles s 60®$9: boneless
Harry W Haynes, Goodwin. Norfolk.
Shore do 6*7c; Grand Bank do 6®7Vic; ousk,
Bhl, schs Orizimbo, Calais; Henrietta A Whit5% @4»Ac; haddock 3% @4 44 ; hake at2Va&6; ney, Ellsworth; Clara Jane. Elizabethyort lor
fancy brands of entirely boned cod 11 to 16c Eastport: B L Eaton, do for Lubec.
9 lb; Smoked Halibut, straight strips at 10c
Sid 17th. schs St Leon. Mlllbrldge; Sardinian,
9 lb.; extra thick 10V4 ; medium 9c; small 5V»;
ltockland; Joseph Eaton, Boston; Mary Ann
chunks I0@llc.
Amboy for Bangor; Abbie K Walker,
McCann,
Smoked salmon 18o 9 fb: Med herring 0*13c
J Frank Boavey, Amboy for Bath;
hot; tucks 13c: lengthwise l2o: No Is aO*e; Vlnalhaven;
F b French do for Blddetord; Sarah A Reed,
Bloatrers 1 00*$1 60. shore do 110: canned
do for Calais; Chromo, Eddyvllle for Boston;
Trout $1 60; fresh halibut $2 20; salmon 1 30;
Hay, Blizabethport for Portland; ltlghtaway.
lobtsers 2 20: clams $i.
American sardines, Port
Liberty for Bootlibay: sens Vineyard, E S
quarter oils, $3 10; half oils, *6 00; tlifee-auarOld, sch Belle Wooster, Sominervlile, Havana.
ter mustards. $2 80, spiced, $3.
Potter and A S Snare, coastwise; Sallie I’On,
Mackerel firm at-22*824 for Is; $15«$17
for 2S; $t3,BJ$t4 for 33.
BOSTuN—Ar 17th, sell Johu’H Buttrlck,
New.'oundland herring, round at 3 26*400
Kelley, Perth Amboy.
$n>bl.. split 6 2G@6 00.
Chi. sobs Tlios H Lawrence, Kelley. Kennebec
Pickled codfish 6 00*5 50: haddock $4; hali- anil Now
York; American Team. Willey, do
but heads $2.
and do; Florence A. Strout, Bastport: Jennie
Somers, Kennebec and New York.
Middleton.
Ch cago Xiivs stock Market.
Sid, schs Howard B Peck, Clark’s Co'O and
(By Telegraph.!
New York: E V Glover, Kennebec and do; EdCHICAGO, Eept. 17. 1898.—Cattle—reoelpts win R Hunt, do and Washington; Kate B Ogden,
400; choice steers af 6 36*6 75: medium at do and Philadelphia; Ella M Storer, do and do;
4 80*6 oO: beef steers 4 I0(g* 76:stoekers and
American Team, do and New York; William I)
feeders at 3 00*4 64; cows and heifers 2 67 Marvel, do and do; Florence A, Eastport: John
2
Western
26
Texans
at
11 Norris, Xremoni; Woodbury M Suow, Bockrangers 76@4 60;
*4
;
3 25*5 15.
land; Lillian, Castlne; A J Haynes. Cape Nedfair
to
choice
3
S7vi dock; Sadie Corey, supposed eastern port; I) D
Hogs—receipts 20.000:
@4 05: packers at 3 60*3 86; butchers 3 60® Haskell, southern port;; Mattie A Franklin,
2
90.
S
at
9t>«3
4 02: light at
Thomas H Lawrence and Samos, Kennebec and
66*4 06; pigs
Sheep—receipts 6 ooo; ranging from 3 00® New York; E It Emerson, Janies L Maker, eastern
4 60; lambs 3 60ffiE 63.
port; Charlotte L Morgan, Bangor; Julia &
Martha, Calais; Mabel EGoss.Grnees Landing;
Catalina, ltocknort; Lizzie Lee, Deer Isle.
Domestic Markets.
Sid fm President Hoads, sch James D Dewell,
(By Telograpai
coal port
old loin. tug uumueriauu,
RALE IMUltE
Sept 17, 1898.
NEW YORK—Wheat closed easy at 70% c Mills, with barge B (or Portland.
bid for Sep; 67% bid for Dec.
Cld 17th, sells It P Pettigrew, Morse, Portland: Wm H Sumner. Pendleton, do; C A White.
Corn closed firm at !Uc Sept :34y2c bid Dec.
CHICAGO—Wheat dosed steady at 68% leash Connor, Boston.
BATH—Sid 17th. schs Gertrude Abbott, Somand for sept; 63% for Oat: 62%»62%c asked
ers, Philadelphia; Charles K Schull, Hall, do:
for Deo; 64% c May.
Chas Davenport,
Corn closed firm at 29% c for cash and Sept: Golden Wheat, Chandler, do;
Kimball, Baltimore; A Denllte, Melvin, do; N H
29% c bid for Dee; 31 %c asked May.
New
York; Damietta & JoFork closed steady at 8 25 for cash and Sept; Skinner, Mallows,
anna, do; John s Ames, Olsen. Washington.
8 So Oct.
schs Henry YVhitney,
17th.
BELFAST—Sid
Lard closed at 4 75*8 77|for cash, Sept and
from Blueblll lor New York; Fannie & Editli,
Oct; 8 SORB 82 for Dec.
Boston.
DETROIT—Wheat quoted at 64% c for cash
BRUNSWICK. Ga—Cld 17th, schs M V B
Whtle: cash Red 66% c; Sept 66% c; Dec at Chase, Eastman, Bath; Jennie Lockwood, HathB5%c; May at GG% c.
orn, Boston.
CALAIS—Sid 17th, schs ,J Kennedy. Stephen
MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat—Sep|at 61% ;Dec at
59%o: May at 6i%gfui%c; No 1 hard 67%c; J Ward, E & G W Hinds, all for Boston:; Viola
No t Northern 66%c; No 2 Northern C2%o.
May and Wm Todd, Providence; tug Sprlngblll,
MINNEAPOLIS—Hour—first patents at 3 05 Pavrsbdro, with barge No E.
FERNANDINA—Cld 1,6th, sch Sarah Potter,
94 05; second patents 3 75&3 86: first clears
New York.
at 2 7o®2 80.
HYANNIS—Sid 17th, soils Acara and Alice
T Boardman. Calais; J Ponder. Jr, Bangor; E
Cotton Markets.
P Rogers, Gloucester.
SEPT. 17. 1898.
Passed, schs W H Davenport, Port Liberty
Cotton marKct to-day for Augusta; John B Manning, Philadelphia for
NEW YORK—The
at
Boston.
1-lGc
5%;
middling
gull
lower;
weak.
;losed
KEY WEST—Sid 16th, sch B Frank Nealley,
io uplands 6Ys; sales 288 bales.
Davies, Funta Rossa.;
NEYV LONDON—Sid 16th. schs Charlotte T
European Markets.
81bley, Coombs. Brunswick; S Sawyer, Rooney,
(By Teieeraph.1
Newport for New York.
Returned 17th, sch Charlotte T Sibley,Coombs,
Spanish Fours.
hence for Brunswick. Ga.
LONDON, Sept. 17.—Sianish 4s are quoted
NEYVPORT NEYVS-Sld 16th, schs William B
12%e.
Palmer, Bangor; Bradford C French and Josle
R Burt, Boston.
LONDON. Sept. 17. 1888.—Consols elosed at
Ar 17th, sell Agnes E Manson, Babbett,Wash109 13-16 for money and account.
ington.
NORFOLK—Cld 16th, schs John Booth. EmLIVERPOOL.Sept. 17. 1898—Cotton market
easv—American tnldling at 3 7-".2d; sales mons, Halifax; Alice E Clark, Clark, Portland;
s
tor
spccula- Chas P Notman. Jewett, do.
3,000 bales,| including 500 bales
;ton and export.
PHILADELPHIA—Returned 16th, sch Norman, hence lor Salem (In distress).;
Cld. schs David P Davis Davis, Portland;
SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
Elm City. Fauikenburg, Boston.
FOR
FROM
Cld 17th, schs Henry L Whiton. Rloh Gardiner; Harry Messer, Sears. Portland.
Trace.New York.. Bremen.Sept 20
Marcus Ilook—Passed down 16th, sch DreadJervla.New York. Liverpool.. Sept 20 nought. Allen. Philadelphia for Dennlsport.
Coleridge.New York. .P’rn’inbuco, Sept 20
Ar 16th, sch Yale,
Delaware Breakwater
..New York. .P’rn;imbucoSept20
Coleridge
Coombs, Philadelphia for Bangor.
Button.New York.. Pern’buco.. Oct 20
Sid
barge Alabama for
Orion,;wlth
tug
16tb,
Adirondack... New York.. Kingston.&cSept 21 Portland.
Fontabello.New York.. StTbomas. .Sept 21
In port I4th, sens Almeda Willey. Lavlnia M
Belvernon_New York. Aui Cayes..Sept 21 Snow. Raymond T Mauil. Rosa Mueller. Magele
.NeW.York. .Liverpopl....Sept21 G Hart.
Bermamo
Evle
George A Howes, Rillle 8
Kensington_New York. .Antwerp. ..Sept 21 B Hall, Mary S Bradshaw. James Derby,
H Hoyt, E
Canada.Boston.Livrepool.. Sept 22 Watetman, Standard, Mollie Rhodes, Rabbonl,
FBismarck.. .New York..Hamburg...Sept22 O.'.ell. Nettle Champion and Pochasset.
Abydos.New York. .LaGuaira.. Sept 24
Passed out 17th, sohs Rosa Mueller, PhlladelMontreal... Liverpool.. Sept 24
Yorkshire
bhla; Yale and Henry 8 Little, seaward.
Victoria.New York. .Loudon.Sept 24
PERTH AMBOY-Ar 16tli, sch Nellie F SawNorraania... .New York. .Hamburg. ..Sept24 yer, YVlilard. New York.
Palatia.New York. .Hamburg. .Sept 24
Sid, schs Wm Jones, McLean, Boston: Jennie
Ems.New York. -Genoa.Sept 24 Hall, Smith, do; Levi Hart. Fendleton, Portsjrcbrla.New York.. Liverpool.. Sept 24 mouth: Mary E Crosby, Cummings, Exeter;
New York.. Kingston... Sopt 24
Alleghany
Emily, Berry. Chester.
ilenry Dumois.New York. .Cape Haytl.Sepc 24
Ar 17th schs Benjamin T Biggs. Tibbetts,
Furnosia.New York. .GlasgowU.. Sept24 New York; Cumberland, Littlejohn,(do; Ella G
C Frledricn_New York. .Bremen... 8ept 27 Eells, Marsdeu. do.
S'oordland.New York. .Antwerp .Sept28
Sid 17th, sch A It Keene, Boston.
reutouic.New York. .Liverpool ..Sept 28
PROVIDENCE-Ar 17th, sch Fred C Holden,
Edam.New York. -Amsterdam Sept 29 Gardiner.
wAI lfU
A
17rli sch Atlanta Rnatnn
State Nebraska New York. .Glasgow... Sept 80
Bomlnlon.Montreal.. -Liverpool ..Oot 1
Sid. sells Lester A Lewis, New York; Thomas
Pretoria.New York. .Hamburg ..Oct 1 Hlx, do; Telegraph, do; Annie B Mitchell, Ken.
S Wilhelm II.-New York. .Gonna.Oct 1 uebec; L D Kemlck, Ellsworth; ltobt A Snow,
Pennland.New York.. S'tbanipton. Oct 1 Rockland.
.New York. .Havre.Oct 1
STONINGTON—Sid 17th. acha M H Reed.
Get 1
Lucania.Now York. .Liverpool
Port Liberty lor Rockland; Chase, Snow, New
nee.New York. .Az«re9.... .Oct 1 York for Camden.
Pr
Spartan
Oct
1
N ew York.. Rotterdam..
Rotterdam..
VINEYARD-H A VEN-Sld 17 th. 3chs Charles
1
H Sprague, David Faust, David A Story. Maud
Spartan Prlnce.New York. Naples.Oct
Briggs, Maud. Mary E Lynch, Lizzie Lane, R L
Touiiey. Electa Bailey. Maggie 8 Hart, Flora
MINIATURE almanac.SEPT. 19.
Condon, Ana Herbert, Gen Banks. A K Woodward. A Hayford. Annie P Chase, Marv 0 Stuart,
Senator Grimes. Lavelta, Nellie Eaton. Oakes
00 Ames, Wm Davenport, Jonathan Cone and
Hoou rises. 7 191 Height.0 0—
Maggie Hurley; Wm Rice, Rockland for New
York.
WASHINGTON-Ar 16th, ach Z Steelman,
Tulloch, Kennebec.
Old, sohs Agnes E Mansou, Babbitt, Newport
News; Lewis H Howard, Hallies, do.
PORT OF PORTLAND.

Dec.

Slay

..

31^8
OATS.

Slay

Dec.
20%
..
30%
..
Closing...
Friday’s quotations.
Wheat

22 %

Slay

Dec63

Joenlng.
^lOSmg reee.e.tbi

jj**A
64M»

62M*
Com.
Deo.
29V*
39%

Opening*”*.
IDS
Opening.
-'lz-.alr.

rr

May.
31V4

31%

Oats.
8ept

Dec.
26%
20 V*

_

Saturday’s quotations.
Dec.

Aug
..

82%

•.

62%

May.
«4»/a
64%

CORN.

Dec.
Opening... 29%
29%
JioslutT...

May.
31Va
31%

OATS.
Dec.
•

_

_

...

Opening..
Rosing...

May.

20%
20%

22%

FORK,

_

Dec.

SS

..

NEW YORK. Sept 17.
The following are to-day’s opening and closof
stocks:
n3 quotations
Closing
Opening.
lfC%
Metropolitan.166
69
Booklyn Rapid Transit. 68*/*
l»
Philadelphia & Reading. 18%
S3
TerseyCentral. 90%
108%
Delaware Sc Hudson.107%
110%
it. Paul.110%
]l67/*
3.. B. & Q.115
103%
Sock Island.103%
131%
Northwestern.131%
18 Vi
lutario Si Western. Is
78%
Northern Pacific pfd.77%
161%
Vmerlcan Tobacco.160%
60%
J.fS. Leather pfd. 69%
Iheapeake' & Ohio.
3*Vi
34%
Southern Ky pfd.
67%
.ouis & Nash. 67
2a
29%
Penn. Coal Si Iron.
22%
Wabash pfd. 21V*
34%
35
Missouri Pacific.
Union Pacific. 33%
33%
13
Vi
18 Vi
Mchinson.
Mail.
33
Pacific
33%
Union.
Western
93%
03Vs
Manhattan. 9P,
96 V.

Sugar.183%
hid
127%

192%

asked.
128%

ntocB

Alar ice.*

The following were
the
closing quotations of stocks atRoston:
Mexican Central 4i.. 84

ktchison. Tod.
Boston tb

a

Santa,Fe. It.

new.

lg%

Maine.16JV4

dopfd

.

104

Central.129
..
Maine

NEVe

SATURDAY, Sept. 17.

8 35
825

New York Stock Market.

Koftcon

t> LIVERPOOL.

QUEBEC

From Quebec.
Sleamer
From Montreal.
Yorkshire Sept. 24, daylight Sept. 24 2.30 p. m.
■*
Oct. l,
Dominion
30,
8
Labrador
Oct. 8,
"
"
Scotsman
16,
15,
"
Vancouver
22,
22,

Arrived.

Steamer Cumberland.Thompson, St John N B,
via Eastport for Boston.
Sob Lizzie E Dennison, Ross, Philadelphia,
3oal to Sargent, Dennison &Co.
Sch Allen M, Bryant, Jonesport.
Cleared.

Steamship Horatio Half. Bragg, New YorkJ F Liscomb.
Steamer Enterprise, Race. South Bristol and
Booth bay—Alfred Race.
Scb VVlllio LNewton, Coombs. Kennebec and
New York—,I S Winslow & Co.
Sch Mabel Jordan, Fales, Philadelphia J S
Winslow & Co.
_.
„.
Sch Normandy, Merry, Kennebec and I hilaielpliia—J S Winslow & Co.
J II
Sell Henry Chase, Chatto. Deer Isle
B)aka.
Sell Mildred May, Conlon. Brooksvllle—J H
__

Ar at Georgetown, Dem. Sept 16, sch Andrew
Adams, Portland (19 days).
In port at Hong Kong Aug 11, barque Adolph
Obrig, lor New York.
Ar at i.aguayra previously to Sept{16, barque
Hancock. Newport News.
Sid 1m Glasgow Sept 16, steamer Sardinian
(Br). VI; ond, Montreal.
Ar at Liverpool Sept 16, steamer Parisian
(Br), Barrett, Moutreal.
Ar at Honolulu Aug 21, ship Tacamo, Davis,
San F'rancisco.
Sid 6 th, sblp C F Sargent, Haskell, Port Townsend.
Ar at

Meteglian, NS, Sept 12, sch Herbert
Rice (Br), Oomeau, Portland, to load lor Porto
Rico.
Spoken.

..

Clierryfleld-J H Blake.
BSckh Ida, Jordan.
II
G Perkins, Spencer, Rockland—J
Sch J H

Aug 12, lat 38 N, Ion 04 W. ship Vigilant,
Morrison, irom Norfolk for Singapore.

“sch

Pemhroke-J
Portland Packet. Gardiner.
BL Blake.
SUNDAY. Sept. 18.

TO

LIVERPOOL
From

VIA.

QUEENSTOWN.
From

Steamer.Boston.

Liverpool,

Aug 26. S. S. New Fnglatul, Sept. 8, 3.00 p. m.
Sept. 8, S. 8. Canada,22. 2.00 p. m.
RATES OF PASSAGE.
First Cabin, $00.00 and upwards.
Return
$114 and upwards according to steamer and accommodation.
Second Cabin, to Liverpool London, Londonderry and Queenstown, $35 to #40.co. a Return $66.50 to
$76.00, according to steamer
and accommodation.
Steerage, to Liverpool, London, Londonderry, Glasgow, Queenstown and Belfast$22.50 to $25.50 according to steamer.
Apply to J. B. KEATING, T. P. McGOWAN,
Portland, or
J. J. .1KNSKN, C. ASHTON,
DAVID TORRANCE & CO., Gen. Agents,
Montreal.
Jeisdtl
ft

ii

n

n

ai-1_

__l__a

a

ruiiiaiiu ot Duuuiuay omamuudi uu.
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Arrangements—On

After

18th, 1898.
GOING WEST.

Jane

New York—
steamship Manhattan. Bennett,
mdse to J F Liscomb.
tassengers and
for WashKennebec
Ames,
Olsen,
S
John
Sch

"ieliN H

Skinner, Mallowes,

Kennebec for

Keane, Hathaway, East Machlas.
^Sch'wtn
Lizzie May. Fernald, Harpswell.
Soli

Soli Lula. Brown. Machlas lor Boston,
hch J B Norris. Holmes. Boston.

Sell Lillian, Norwood. Boston.
Sens Helena Maud. Fanny Ilaydon and Emma,

Ishing.

SAILED—Schs Utility tBr), Hopewell Cape.
SB; Grach) D Buchanan, and S F Blackburn,
ind Willie L Newton, Kennebec; Mabel Jordan.
Philadelphia: Mark Gray,-•

CORRESPONDENTS.
ROCKPORT, Sept I7-Sld. sells John M Fisk,
Morrill,
FROM OUli

Suit.

Boston: Miantononiah,

do; Rip-

ley, Banks, do; Chester R Lawrence, Gvinnell,

Fall

Style, 1898.

Hubbard
genuine
hats hare the trade mark of that house
on the inside.
For sale by
All

Lamson

Leading
a

it

Dealers.

augl9eod3m

PORTLAND AND SMALL POINT
STEAM 30AT CO.

sepl2dtf

SCENIC ROUTE QF CASCO BAY.

Stow Percy

\#
W

Capt, t!i«s. II. How,

HEW FORK DIRECT MIYE,

2.00 p, ui.
Daily
IslaDd. Card’s Cove, Quohog

For Orr*«
East Harpswell,

B

Long Island Sound lly Daylight.
3 TRIPS PER WEEK.
Tho steamships Uu>atio Mall and
Franklin
lmttHn alternatively leave

Arrive in Portland at 10.00

Bay

a. in.

Every Saturday will make round trip from
Portland leaving at 2 00 p. m. Return about
8.00 p. m.
Leave Portland Pier 9.30 a. m.. Orr’s Island
a. m.
Arrive Cundy’s Harbor 12 m.
Leave Cundy’s Harbor at 2 p. in., On’s Island
3 p. m. Arrive Portland 5 p. m.

J. H. MCDONALD.
Office. 158 Commercial St

RAILROADS.

MAINE CENTRAL 11. II.

Man.,

Telephone 46-3.

GOING EAST.
Tuesdays and Saturdays, leave Portland at 7
a. m. for Damariscotta, (touching at Squirrel
Islaud, Boothbay Harbor, tOcean Point, Heron
Island, tChrlstmas Cove, So. Bristol and East

Boothbay.
Thursdays, leave Portland at 7 a. m. for Pemaquid, touching at above landings except
Damariscotta.
On Saturday will return from Damariscotta
to East Boothbay.
t Passengers conveyed by team.
Tuesdays and Saturdays passengers for Pernaquld conveyed by ferry from So. Bristol.
ALFRED RACE. Manager.
Jel7dtf

International

Steamship

■---ffOTt-,-.

Co.

...

Eastport, Lubas, Calais, Si Join.N.B..Halifax, N.S-

and all parts of New Bruns wlok. Nova Scotia
Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton. The
favorite route to Campobello and St. Andrews,
N. B.

Summer Arraugemeot,
On and after Monday. May 9th. steamer
will leave Portland on Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays at 5.30 p. m.
Returning leave St John and Eastport same
days.
Through tickets Issued and baggage checked
to destination, or Freight received up to 4.00
p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms apply at the
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
for other Information, at Company’s Office
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street
J. B. COYLE, Gen. Man.
H. P.C. HERSEY Agent
marisdtf

Mnn-

Wharf.
Portland, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
at 6 p. m. for New York direct. lieturning, leave
l’ier 38. E, li., Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 5 p. m.
1'hese steamers are superbly fitted and furnished for passenger truve’ and afford the most
convenient and comfortaole route
between
Portland and New York.
Fare: one way. $5.00; round trip, $8.00.
F. L18COMB. General Agent.
THOS. M. BAliTLETT. Agr.
octidtf

Ashdale, Horse island liar
bor, Water Cove, Small Point. West Phippsburgand Cundy’s Harbor.
RETURNING—Leave Cundy’s Harbor at
6.00 a. m.; Ashdale, 6.30 a. m.; Water Cove, 6.45
a. m.; Card’s Cove. 7.15 a. m.; Orr’s Island, 8.00
a. m.

Steamship Co.

ffftairte

Tr. effect

Sept.

12

7 si*.

TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND.
m.
For Brunswick, Lewiston. (Lower)
Hath, Bootlibav, Bopliam Beach, Rockland. AuWater
gusta,
ville, Skowhegau, and Belfast.
8.30 a, m. For Danville jc., Rumford Falls*
Bemis, Lewiston, Farmington, Rangeley.
11.05 a.m. Express for Danville Jc., Lewiston. Waterville, Moosehcad Lake via Foxcroft,
Bangor, Bar H trbor, Aroostook County and for
Houlton, Woodstock, sst. Stephen, St. Andrews,
St. John, and Halifax via Vanceboro.
12.30 p.m.
Express for Brunswick. BatV
Rockland, Lisbon Falls. Augusta, WatervillNewport, Bangor. Bucksport, Bar Harbor, Ol
town and Greenville.
1 10 p, m.
For Danville Jc., Rumford Fall.?,

aug3dtf

7 00 a,

BAY STEAMBOAT CO.

GASCO

Monday/

In Effect

Sept. 12, ’98.

Day Time Table.

YVeek

City Landing,

Peaks Island,
5.45, G.40, 8.00, 9.00, 10.30, a. 111., 12.00, m., 2.15,
3.15, 5.00, 6.15, 7.30 p. m.
For Cushings Island, 6.40, 8.00, 10.30 a. m.,
2.15, 3.15, 5.00, 6.15 p. ill.
For Forest.

For Little and

Trefetlien’s,
id-.<nr!

*

:n

a

Diamond

Great

Evergreen
s no

aii

in an

Landing,
m

Islands,

Rangeloy, Bingham. Waterville. Skowhegau.

Peaks
nn

I. lop.m.
AuFor Freeport. Brunswick.
gusta, Waterville, Skowhegau. Belfast. Dover
and Foxcroft. Greenville. Bangor. Oldtown aud
Mattawamkeag and to Bucksport Saturdays.
5.05 p. m. For Brunswick, Bath, Rockland,
Augusta and Waterville
6.10 p. m. l'or Danville Junction. Mechanic
Falls. Lewiston, Saturdays to Rumford Falls.
8.00 p.m. Kxpre3s to j.ewlston.

r»»

2.00, 6.13, 7.30 p. m.
For runco’s Landing, Long Island, 5.30,
8.00, 10.30 a. in., 2.<0, 4.20, 6.15 p. m.
For Marriner’s Landing, Long Island, 10.30
a. in., 2 p. m.
RETURN.

tJTK. ENTERPRISE leaves East Boothbay
O for Portland Mondays at 7.15 a. m., toucliing at So. Bristol tChrlstmas Cove, Heron Island, tOcean Point, Boothbay Harbor and
Leave Forest City Landing, 6 20, 7.20, 8.30,
Squirrel Island.
9.30, 10.50 a. in, 1.00, 2.35, 3.45, 5.30, 6.30, 8.20
Wednesday, leave Damariscotta at 6 a, m. for p. m.
Portland, touching at aoove landings.
Leave Ponce’s Landing, 6.05, 8.50, 11.20, a.
Friday, leave Pemaqutd for Portland at 6 a. m-, 2.50, 5.10, 6.55 p. m.
m..touching at above landings except DamarisLeave Cushings, 7.05, 8.15, 11.05 a. m., 2.45,
cotta.

II. 00 D.

3.50, 5.20, 6.40 p. m.
Leave Little Diamond, 6.30, T.20, 9.20 a. m.,
12.00 m., 12..6, 3.30, 5.35, 7.20, 7.50 p. in.
Leave Great Diamond, 6.26, 7.15, 9.15, 11.55
a. m., 12.30, 3.25. 5.30, 7.15, 7.65 p. m.
Leave
Trefethen’s, 6.20, 7.lo, 9. to, 11.50
a. m., 12.35, 3.20, 5.25, 7.10, 8.00 p. m.
Leave Evergreen, 6.15, 7.05, 9.06, 11.45 a. m.,
12.40, 3.15, 6.20, 7.05, 8.05 p. m.
Leave Marriner’s Landing, Long Island,
11.30

a.

m., 3.00 p.

8.45

Express,

lor

Brunswick,

White Mountain Division.
For Bridgton, Fabyans, Burling,
Jolinsbury, Sherbrooke,
Lancaster, St
a. m.

ton,
Montreal, Chicago St. Paul and Minneapolis.
1.251>. m. For Sebago Lake, Bridgton, via
Kail and Songo River, North Conway. Fabyans,
Lancaster, ColebrookdQuebec, Lunenburg, SL
Jolinsbury, Newport. Sleeper to Quebec.
6.10 p. m.
For Sebago Lake,
Fryeburg,
North Conway, Fabyans, Lunenburg, Si. Johnbury, Montreal and to Toronto and Chicago
dally except Saturday. Lancaster. Cole'orook,
Lime Ridge, Quebec. Sleeper to MontreaL

m.

Saturday night only, 9.30 p.m. for all landings.
Sunday Tims Tab'e.
Forest City Landing, Peaks Island,
8.00, 9.00, 10.30 a. in., 12.15, 2.15, 3.15, 6.00 p.m.
For Cushings Island, 9.00, 10.3U a. m., 12.15,
2.15, 3.15, 5.00 p. m.
For Little and Great Diamond
Islands,
Trefethen’s and Evergreen’s Landings, 8.00,
9.00, 10.30 a. in., 12.15, 2.00, 4.20 p. m.
For Police’s Landing, Long Island,
8.C0,
10.30 a. m., 2.00, 4.20 p. m.
For Marriner’s Landing, Long Island, 10.30
a. m., 2.00 p. m.
C. W. T. CODING, General Manager.
For

Portland,

Night

m.

Bath, Lewiston. Augusta, Waterville, Bangor,
Moosehead
Aroostook county via
Lake.
Old Town, Bar HarDor. Bucksport Vaneeooro,
St. Stephen, SL Andrews. SL John and all
Aroostook County yla Vanoeboro, Halifax and
the Provinces. The Saturday nignt train does
not ran to Belfast Dexter, Dover and Foxcrotc
or beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar Harbor.
12.55 a. m., midnight—Mt. Dessert special for
Brunswick, Augusta, Waterville, Bangor and
Bar Harbor.

SENDAI TRAINS.
Paper train for Bangor.
For Brunswick. Lewiston, Bath
Augusta, Waterville, Bangor.
11.00 p. m. Night Express for ail points.
12.53 a.m. Mt. Desert special or Waterville,
Bangor and Bar Harbor.
7.20 a. m.
12.30 p. m.

Arrivals In Portland.

From Montreal. Quebec, Fabyans, 8.10 a. m.
daily, Lewiston an 1 Mechanic Falls, 8.30 a. m„
Waterville, Rockland and Augu-ta, 8.35 a. m.,
angeley Farmington, Bemis, Rumford Falls,
Skowbegan and Lewiston, 12.15 p. m., Bangor,
Augusta and Rockland, 11.59 a. m.; Beecher
Falls, St. Jolinsbury, Bridgton. 12.13 p. m.; Express, Mattawamkeag. Bar Harbor. Bucksport.
Greeuville, Bangor,1.10 p.m; Lewiston, 3.25 p. m.;

Mt. Desert and Mnchias Sfit. Co

Str. “Frank Jones.”
Beginning Friday, July 29th, 1898, will leave
Portland Tuesdays and Fridays at 11.00 p. m..
on arrival of train leaving Boston at 7 p m., for
Kockland, Bar Harbor, Machiasport and Intermediate landings. Keturning leave Machiasport on Mondays and Thursdays at 4 a. m., arriving in Portland aDout 11.00 p. m.
Passenger and freight rates the lowest, service the best.
GEO. F. EVANS,
marlodtf
General Manager.

Skowhegau, Waterville, Augusta and Rockland
5.20 p.m. daily; St. John, Bar Harbor, AroosMoosehead Lake and Bangor,
took County,
Rumford
5.30 p. m.; Kangeley, Farmington,
Falls, Lewiston, 5.45 p. m.; Chicago, MontreaL
Lancaster and Fabyans, 8.05 p. m.; Mattawamseag, Bar Harbor and Bangor, 1.40 a. nu
Halifax, St. John, Bar Harbor, Bangor aud

MAINE COAST NAVIGATION CO.

Augusta, 5.08

a. m.

Sundays—Bar Harbor, 12.25

PORTLAND and BANGOR

Fine. 5.20 p.

o.

m., and Water-

m.

GEO. F. EVANS. Vice Pres, and Gen. ManF. B. BOOTHBV, G. P. A T. A*
1e25dtf

Commencing Tuesday, June ?8, 1899,

& Rumford Falls R'y.
STEAMER SALAG9A Portland
Effect June 27, 1898.

Daftly Unc, Sundays Included.
STEAMERS

THB NEW AXD PALATIAL

BAY STATE AND PORTLAND,
alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Portland, every Evening at 7 o'clock, arriving in
season

for

connection with earliest tra ms for

points beyond.

Through

tickets for Providence,

Lowell,

Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning leave India Wharf. Boston, every
Evening at 7 o’clock.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
_

J.F.LISCOMB. Gen.Agt

Sept. 1. 1837.

HA1LKOA1M

frmo-ht:

nr

PfluiPiidPri

ALL RAIL LINE
TO

Bridgton, N. Brifigton, Harrison
VIA. M. C. and B. & S. R. R. R.
a.m. p.m. p.m.
Trains leave Portland M.C.R.R., 8.45 1.25 5.55
11.83 4.10 8.51
Arrive Harrison,
a.m. a.m. p.m.
5.20 9.26 5.10
Returning, leave Harrison
a.m.

p.m. p.m.

8.10 12.12 7.42
Arrive Portland
Stage from Harrison to Waterford.
J. A. BENNETT, Supt.
B. & S. R. R. R.
augl2dtf

Portland & Worcester Line.
Station Foot of Preble Si.
after Monday. June 27, 1893. Passenger
trains will Leave Portland:
For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua,
Wlndham and Epping at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30
On and

For Westbrook. Cumberland Mills, Westbrook
Junction aud Wecdfords at 7.30, 9,15 a. m.,
12.30, 3.00, 6.30 and 0.20 p. El.
The 12.80 p. m. train trom Portland oonneets
»t Ayer Jmiotion with "iloosac Tunnel Route’’
(or the West aud at, Union Station, Worcester,
tor Providence aud New York, via ‘‘Providence
Line” for Norwich and New York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston and Albany R. R. for
[he West, and wtththo New Fork all rail via

“Springfield.”

Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.; bom Roonester at 8.30 a. in.. 1.30
snd 6.48 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40, 630 and
10.50 a. m.. 1.30, 4.15, 5.1S p. m.
For ihrongh tickets tor all points West and
South apply to 11. c. PALMER, Ticket Agent,
t* or tland.

jeasda

mi

M'onnl

Portland about 6 p. Dl.
Connecting at Rockland

Arrivinor

for

North Haven and Ktoulngton.
irAKES FKOM

Bangor.

■

DEPARTURES.
From Union Station
5.30 A. M. and 1.10 P. M.
for Potand. Mechanic Falls, Buokfield. Canton. Dlxneld. Rumford Falls and Bemis.
From Union
6.30 a. m.. 1.10 and 5.10 p. m.

Station for.Mechame Fall3 and Intermediate
stationa
Saturdays only, 5.10 p. m. train runs through
to Rumford Falls.
Through cars between Portland, Rumford
Falls and Bemis.

at

Yinalahven,

PORTLAND TO

Rockland or Camden.. 91.23,
Belfast. 2.00,
s.oo

"

Rangeley Lakes.
Summer Excursion Tickets

3.35
3,50

3,50

Weather permitting.
0. C. OLIVER, President
CIIAS. R. LEWIS. Treasurer.
joSCS dtf

J. w. PETERS, Supt

on

Sale.

BRADFORD. TiafBc Manager,
Portland. Matno.
E. L. I.OVEJOY, Superintendent,
Bumlord Falls. Main*.
jelS dtl
a. C.

ALLAN LINE

BOSTON & MAINE R. R.
In Effect

September 12th, 1898,

to Liverpool.

WESTERN DIVISION.
From
From
Trains leave Portland, Union Station, for
Liverpool Steamship_Montreal Scarboro Crossing, 10.00 a. in., 12.00, 5.15. 6.20,
f'ine Point, 7.00,10.0(1
). 111.; Scarboro
28 May
12 May.
California.
Old Orchit d
L ill., 12.00. 3.30, 5.15, 6.20. p. in..
4 June
19 May.
Nmnlilian.
tSeach. 5.20, 7.00. 8.40. 10.00 a. m., 12.00 12.30,
11 June
26 May.
Laurentian.
6.20
5.15.
6.05,
Saco,
3.30.
p.m;
18
.45,
June
R.'ddeford,
2 June.
Parisian.
12.30, 3.30,
12.00,
25 June
r.00, 8.40, 10.00 a. III.,
9 June.
Carthaginian,
Kenn«0.20
111.;
Kennebuitk,
.13,
p.
.lime
16 June.
CMiiorman,30
10.60
a.
7.00. 8.40,
in.,
12.30,
mnkport.
Steamers sail from Montreal at 9 a. m., con.30, 5.15, 6.05. 6.20 p.m.; Wells Reach. 7.00,
necting with Grand Trunk trains leaving Port- ;.40 a. ill., 3.30, 5.15 p.lll.; D»ver, Soauus*
land the previous evening.
a. m., 12.30, 3.30, 5.15 p.m.;
vo. th, 7.00. 8.40
Laurentian carries cabin passengers only.
toclic* or. FarminL'ton, Alton Hay, \V»»lfCarthaginian carries second cabin passengers )oro, 8.40 a. m., 12.30, 3.30 p. 111.; Lakei>on, Lnonly.
:onia, Wrnrs, Flyinouih, 8.40 a. ni.. 12.30 p.
The Saloons and Staterooms are in the cen- , n.; Weirs, Centro Havbu>, Song Island
tral part, where least motion is felt. Elec8.40 a. m; Worvia Alton Bay and steamer),
tricity is used for lighting the ships through- ■cstef (via Somersworth and Rochester). 7. a.
out, the lights being at the command of the , n.; Manchester, Concord, (via Rockingham
Music
passengers at any hour of the night.
Junction;, 7.00 a. m., 3.30 p.m.; North HerRooms 'and Smoking Rooms on the promenade
vick, Dover, Kieier, Unveih'-l,
are
heated
staterooms
and
deck. The Saloons
.owed, Boston, a 5.20, 7.00, 8.40 a. 111., 12.30,
by steam.
.30, 6.05 p. in. Arrive Boston, 8.40,10.15 a. m.,
A reRates of passage *32.60 to:$7U.OO.
Leave Boston for
2.42, 4.02. 7.15, 9.15 p. m.
duction is made on Round Trip aickete.
’ortiand, 5.50, 7.30, 8.00, 8.30 a. m.. 1.15, 4.15, 6.00
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London and 1: >. in. Arrive i’ortiana, 10.10. 11.50, 10.55 a. m.,
Londonderry, $34.u0 and *36.26; return.
2.10, 5.00, 7.50, 9.30 p. 111.
*66.75 and *69.00.
SUNDAY TRAINS,
Steerage—To Liverpool, London. Glasgow,
Belfast or Londonderry, including every reFor Scatboro Crossing, 10.15 ;L. Hi., 2.00, 3.40,
aulsite for the voyage *22.60 and *23.60.
Scarboro Beach, Fine Foint, 10.15 a*
). ill.;
For tickets or further information apply to
n
12.55, 2.00, 3.40, p. 111.: old Orchard Beach,
X P. McGOWAN. 420 CoDgress St., J. B.
,.20. 10.15 a. in., 12.55, 2.00, 3.40, 5.30 p. m.; Saco,
HEATING. 51Vs Exchange St., ASHTON’S
Hiddefoni, 10.15 a. 111.. 12.55. 2.00, 3.40, 5.30 p.
TICKET aGKFGY, 831 1-2 Congress St. U.
n. ;
Kennebunlr, 12.55, 5.30 P. ni.; Koch*
Si a. ALLAN, Montreal, 82 stalest., Boston,
Farmington, Alton Bar, 5.30 p.
•ster,
]ly31do
and 1 India St. Portland.
11.; North Berwick, Dover, ICxetor, HaverLowell, Boston, a 5.20 a. m.
Lawrence,
iHI
Arrive Boston 8.40 a. m.,
o. r>5, 5.30 p. m.
Leave Boston* tor Portland
m.
9.42
,.28,
p.
1.45 a. m. Arrive Portland 7.10 a. m.

Montreal anil

■

[In

leaves Franklin Wharf, Portland, Tuesdays
and Saturdays at 6 a. m.
Touching at
»
Rockland,
Camden,
IJelfast,
uck-J
port and Winterport.
Arriviug at rangor
about 7 p. m.
and
Roturning—leave Bangor Mondays
Thursdays at 5 a. m., making above landings
Touching at North port and Sandy Point for

ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS.

p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North at
7.30 a. in. and 12.30 p. m.
For
Rochester, Bpringvale, Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and
6.30 p. m.
For Gorham at 7.so and 9.45 a. in., 12.30, 3.00,
6.30 and 6.20 p. nL

Arrived.

RETURNING—Leavo

C. L. GOODR1DGE, Mgr.

jneOtf

111.15

FORTUM Sc rocbester r. r.

Lamson & Hubbard

On and alter Sept. I2tli, steamers will leave
west side Portland Pte.r
For Great Diamond Island and Falmouth
Forewide. 1“ 10 a. m.. s.00 p. ns. For Cousins.
Chebeague, bustin’?, South Freeport and
Porter’s Landing, .1.00 p. m.
Porter’s Landing (>.0fi
a. 111., South
Freeport fl.lr, a. m., Pm.tin's
(>.30 a. m., Cliebeagco e.46 a. 11.., Cousins i!.3f'
a. ill.,
Falmouth I'orostde T.80 a. m., LOO p.
m., Great Diamond 8.15 a. m. and LSD p. m.
Unavoidable delays excepted ana
subject
to change without notice.
UENJ. M. SEA15URY, Gen. Manager.

SUNDAYS,

BOSTON

Foreign Ports.

Dec.

Government Bonds, 4s....

MONTREAL and

1SSUo
MARINR

0<03M:3E’^3KTTST.

M. C. It. It. (Mountain Div.f train for Sebago Lake, leaving Onion Station daily at
l. 25 x>. m.
leave*
Returning, steamer
Harrison 7.45 a. m., North Brldgton 8.00 a.
m. Brldgton 8.30 a. m., Naples 9.10 a. m Connecting at Lake Station with 11.45 a. in. train
for Portland and Boston.
Information and
tickets obtained at Union Station.

at

....

»•

Falii Foresiflfi MM

places,

dominiWuneT Will leave PORTLAND PIER, PORTLAND,

....

I FOUL

W-™

8ep9dtf

—

...

WHEAT.

Rolling*...

nt.
Arrive in Portland l.oo. 6.50 p. m.
Fare to So. Harpswell and return, Sundays
other
36e,
landings 25c.
ISAIAH DANIELS, Gen. Man.

__

_

CHANCE OF TSIVSE.

to

p.

...

losing......

Closing..

blown

large and $13 EO ashore during

STEAMERS.

North
Songo River, Naples, Brldgton,
The
Briugtun, Harrison and Waterford.
The 365 Island Route.
famous dally excursion route through the
1898. steamer Aucoclsco Winding Songo and Sebago’s chain or Lakes.
12.
Sept.
Beginning
conOn and after Juno 27th to make close
will leave Portland Pier, I ortland, dally, as fol- nections with steamer for above
take
Cllit Island.
Islands, 9.16

—

Dec.

assembly today unanimously resolved to
reject the proposal of a joint SpanishAmerican protectorate over the Philippine

Two million Americans suffer the torturing pangs of dyspepsia. No need to.
Burdock Blood Bitters onres. At any
d r us store.

are

...

WHk»r.

—

fractional time was 28 1-2, .57 1-4, 1.2S 1-2.
The time for tho half mile .67 1-4, is the
fastest time ever made for the distance
by a horse in harness.

Sept 17—Ar loth, sch Mary B
Bath.

Boston via

,,

Hides.

losing:.

tho officer who will
STEAMER EXPRESS WRECKED.
tho troops out, aud Lieut. Barrett,
N.
Halifax,
now
both
S., September 17.—The
stationed
ordnance
the
officer,
struck the
at B'ort Preble, arrived in the afternoon, Yarmouth steamship Express
east side of Bon Portage, about 1.30 ye3
Friday, and will be on band to take the
about half on hour
Droperty from the officers of the regiment terday at ebb tide,
The arrival from low wutor. There was a thick
as they wish to turn it over.
fog,
cf those officers does not signify that the and
considerable undertow when the tide
muster out will ocour any sooner than
but
they have a good turned, and a rook penetrated the enwas anticipated,
deal of work on their hands in mustering gine room floor. The steamer will besom*
the regiment out.
a
total loss.
The passengers and crew
were taken oil.
Ali baggage, freight and
HOME.
ORDERED
CAPT. WILDES
moveable
effects
of the steamer were
saved. President Baker is at the wreck.
Washington, September 17.—Capt. C. Tho amount of
insurance
is not anhas been detached from comF. Wilde
A private despatch this afternounced.
mand of the Katahdin and ordered to noon says: “The Express is going so
command the Boston, relieving Capt. E’. pieoes.
The steamer, with rellttlngs, cost about
Wildes, ordered home.
The Express is the new sideI50,b00.
FASTEST HALF MILE.
wheeler purchased by the Yarmouth S.
for
the western shore route.
She
S. Co.,
Star loft here Thursday afternoon. The place
Philadelphia,
September 17.
went ashore is about three
Pointer this afternoon in a trial heat where she
miles from Barrington. The Insurance is
to beat his record of 1.69 1-4, paced a mile
in England.
The
on
the Belmont track in !.59 3-4.

WISCASSET,

Rogers, Brown,

EXCHANGE DESPATCHES.
Boston Produoe Market.
BOSTON. Sept 16, 1898—The following
to-day's quotations oi Provisions, etc..*
flour.

83*185%, Commercial bills
81@4 81%.
Silver certificates 80% @61.
Bar Silver 60%.
Mexican dollars 47%
Government ttontds firm.
Railroad bonds firm.

national assembly which was inaugurated
at Malalos yesterday continues in session
and is proceeding with the work of appointing committees, formulating rules of
procedure and other routine matters. The

Captain Rogers,

.8

common

Veazle, do; Ella May, CSoper.
Providence ; Abby Verner, Parker, St John, NB:
Harvest Home, Wilson, do.

STEAMERS.

STEAMERS.

do: IHerald,

Island via.
lteturn tor
Calais, Sopt 17—Sell Gen Scott, from Calais
6.00 a. in., 1.16 p. m.
Arrive
for Boston, went ashore near Koblnstown last above landings,
New York Stook and Money Market.
Winter, clear and straight, 3 15 s 4 00
8.26 a. m.. 3.30 p. m.
Portland.
Extra and Seconds oo.
night and illled. She was hauled off and towed j
;By Telegraph.
excursions 22 miles down the Bay only
Daily
to
Calais
Fine and Supers—.
today for repairs.
round trip.
NEW YORK. Sept. 17.|i
Philadelphia. Sept 10 —Sch Norman, Gray, 50 cents
SUNDAYS.
hence for Salem, returned today and reports on
Gloucester Fish Market.
Money on call was nominal at 4 per cent;
Thursday night, off Wilmington Creek, win in
last loan at 4: prime mercantile paper at 4@
Leave Portland lor Long Island. Little and
FOB THE WEEK ENDING Sept. 16. 1898.
collision witn a ear float in tow coming from
Great Chebeague, Cliff Island and So. Harpper cent, sterling Exchange steady, with actual
Last eales tresh halibut 18c 4> tb for white Wilmington Creek; had two starboard bow swell, 10.15 a. m., 2.00
p. m.
planks and chain plates damaged. Will repair
Dusiuess in bankers bills at 4,83% @4 84 for and 1144c for gray.
Return for Portland, leave So. Harpswell,
Last sales of Georges Cod from vessel $3 50 here,
demand and 4 81%«t4 82 lor sixty days; postvia. Jenk’s landing, Little Chebeague and Long
Bank
to
do
medium;
2
for
60*
made
and
be
for largo
$225
Savannah, Sept 14—Efforrs will
Island, ll.46a. m., 3.45 p. m., Cliff Island 3.4o
ed rates at

Manila, September 17.—The Philippine Opening..

muster

Maes.;nra..............
do

Quotations of Staple Products in the

Bell.“.278

.•■•12244
Sugar, common..
8niar,old.112
Ceu

IN THE PHILIPPINES.

islands or anything of suoh a nature.
There are three parties represented in the
assembly, one favoring absolute annexation and another absolute independence,
while the third is formed of compromise
annexationists, who apparently predomiinternational
who suggest
nate and
The assembly will probably
au onomy.
eoncludo'lts discussion of this matter in
a few days.

Onion Pacific pfd. 66%

American
American

Quebec

MULCT STEAMSHIP LINE.

From Boston evary We^nssday anil Saturday,
From Philadelphia evary Wednesday and

Saturday.

From Central Wharf. Boston, s p. m. From
InPine street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 3 p. in.
surance one-half the rate of sailing vessels.
Itand
Penn.
R.
the
Freights for tile West by
South by connecting lines, forwarded free 01
commission.
Round Trip $18.00.
Passage $10.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
ME. B. SAMPSON. Treasurer and General
Manager, 69 State St, Fiske Building, Boston,
oot22dtf
ass.

EASTERN DIVISION.
For Rid deford, Portsmouth, No w bury>orr, Amenbury, Salem, Lynn, Rontun, 2.00
: oo a. m.. 12.45, b 1.45, 6.00
p.m. Arrive Bos
Lea\ »
on. 5.57 a. ill., 12.30, 4.00, 4.30. 9.09 p. ill.
loston for Portland, 7.90. 9.00 a. m., 12.30, 7.5',
a.
11.45
Arrive
m., 18.0,
1.45 p.iii.
Portland,
.30, 10.15 p. rn. 12.40 a. in.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Blddefo d, Portsmouth, Xewlmry.
Salem, Lynu, Boston, 2 a. m., 12.45 p. r
Arrive Boston 5.57 a. m., 4.00 p. ni. Leave Bo
a. m., 7.00, *.45 p. m.
on for Portland, c 9.00
irrivo Portland, 12.U*, 10.15 p. in.. 12.40 a. m.
a.
Stops at North Berwick and Bxeier

For
1 >ort,
1

1

1

»nly.

North Berwicki
to
b. Western Division
tops Kittery Jet and Portsmouth on.
from
North
Bewick.
Western Division
c.
D. J. FLANDERS, G. P, Si T. A. Bostom.
dtl
sepia

I1

PBE55.

THE
JiJSVV

ADVKKTISEJlUSIiTS

!

was

a

fine

day and quite
Sunday opened

for the season.
but heavy showers with
and thundor occurred ut noon.
warm

well,

J. E. Libby Co.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
Owen. Moon.- & Co.
Johnston, Bailey & Co.

NIGHTLY

V, ||B

Saturday

TODAY.

A

/BRIEF JOTTINGS.
That

Has

Now

Become

a

Permanent

boys, John Davis and Joseph M. This is what has been going on for many
McGee, were arrested Saturday night years while the source of it is daily
millions of charged
with larceny of lead pipe from growing worse because of the accummuHas been used over F ifty Years by
Any ono who
mothers for their children while Teething
Sheriff Plummer’s house on the Eastern lation of sewage deposit.
It soothes tho child,
with perfect success.
A soldier from the Cape will take the pains can settle this point
promenade.
Wind
softens the gums, allays Pain, cures
was brought in for assault on Catharine to their entire satisfaction.
is the best
Colic, regulates the bowels, and
18th Inst., at 4
at her home, and there were
Sunday morning,
Irem Eldridge
arising
whether
Diarrhoea
for
remedy
several cases of drunkenness.
o’clock sleep becomes impossible, the air
For sale by Drugeauscs.
or
other
teething
To call it vile or
Xt is stated that owing to the existence being simply putrid.
Be
sure^ and
gists la every Dart of tho world.
25 cts of a ledge and a brick wall in the earth
seems mild considerterm
other
Soothing
Syrup,
Winslow’s
for
Mrs.
ask
by any
between the cesspool and the Chestnut ing the
effect produoed on the sense.
a
bottis___
house
and
the
fact
school
that
the
tit.
resulted aa before. Going to
Nausea
vault was covered with three feet of earth, the window, the air outside waB blue, if
the pool could not have been a menace to the worse inside were any other oolor.
the school.
To close the windows to prevent the adCASTORIA
There was an earthquake notloed at mission of any more was to breathe the
Chas. H. Fletcher.
of
Bears the signature
Morrill’s Corner Saturday morning, the air of a room well stocked with the stenoh
than thirty years, and
In use for more
recorded in of a filth pit.
first 66ismio disturbance
Bought.
Always
Have
Yon
The Kind
since February 17,
this neighborhood
There are some people who do not from
last. The first shock occurred at 10.54, night to night notioe this thing, and in
lasting seven seconds, followed after all probability
they would not if the
of 11 saoonds by a seoond cause was almost in their room. Some
an
interval
Two

shock, lasting five seconds.
eleotrio lights at Peaks island did
duty for the last time this season last
The

tion
O. Wiles have been in
Dr. and Mrs. C.
Dr. Files has
week.
the
past
Buffalo
of the Amerimeeting
the
been attending
association. On

Eloctro-Therapeutio

can

will stop few days
their way home they
and in New York
N.
J-,
Lakewood,
in
a

wife of Min-

C1Mr.

night.
early hour Saturday morning,
George Defour, a switchman, was thrown
from the top of a car in tho Maine CenHe struck on his head and
tral
yard.
shoulders, but was not run over. He
broke his arm and cut his head badly.
At

an

Averhill, goldiring
Mr. Averhill made a fitting response.

Bedraond, Kerr & Co., of New York,
&
in conjunction with Lee, Higglnson
the unCo of Boston, offer to investors
first mortgage
sold balance of ?2,500,000
bonds of the
5 per cent refunding gold
Iowa Railroad comand
Illinois
Indiano,
1894 and subjeot-to
pany, due October 1,
The subcall at 110 and aocu red [interest.
on Thursday
scription books will be open
and close at 3 p. m.tor earlier,

morning
the right being reserved to rejeot any ap-

smaller allotCharles
ments than amounts applied for.
in
F\ Flagg will accept subscriptions
The advertisement on page
Portland.

plications

and

four will give
these bonds.

to

make

particulars

concerning

_

The members are to leavo
the 10.30 a. m. boat from Custom
house wharf. A basket lunch will be the
order of the day. The invitation includes
the husbands of the members who are

Long island.
on

invited to attend.
of the Carciotto quinThe members
tette, have returned from their vacations
about to enter upon their seaand are
son’s engagements.
Ivaahoe lodge K, ot P., will confer the
rank of Knight Tuesday evening.
The parliamentary club of Fern lodge,

some

ing.
The annual retreat for the clergy of the
Portland
diocese of
opens this evening at the residence ot Bishop Healy.

,,

,1 ? (-

n

4-r\

+ Vi/-»

nitn^a fomnlna nf

Takes delight in pood
cooking, especially if it
has that Fine Fruity

|

Wenonah counoil, No. 8, D. of P., are
to move to Red Men s hall. Farrington
block, the first of the week and their
regular meeting will be held at the above

Extracts

Flavors'
give. They are undoubtedly thn Rest
because the quality never varies, the

strength is double other extracts, consequently they are the most economical
as you use just one-half the quantity of
Baker's as you would of other extracts,
To be convinced try Baker's Extracts
just once. Your Grocer sells them.

aro

as

follows:

|i|
|

j

bought the
that was owned by
A. Dow of 3oBton.
The
is said to be very fast.

steam yaoht
Mr. Edward

Guyda

Joseph Amazon,
Engineer
Percy Ames, Purser Dodge and Fireman
Howard Spinney of the steamer Mystio
of Portsmouth appeared before the steamPortland Saturday
boat inspectors in

f

to testify at the hearing over the
the steamers Viking and
collision of

morning

inrenoa

A

Hicrhti

Mystio.

yaoht Freyda

Steam

was

are

in the harbor

yesterday.

For instance

The sohooner Fannie Hagan brought
full fare of mixed fish yesterday, and
he Emma
came in from a mackerel
cruise.
The two master^N. H. Skinner;brought
in a large cargo of ooal yesterday.
The
big four master John S. Alles

Among the uses to which relics of the
Maine have been put an interesting ono
has been adopted by a Maiden Lane jew
eller named Doll, who is making watch
cases with steel taken, from’.the wreck.
The material is properly certified to by
a certificate from Admiral
Bunce, and It
has tho deep blue color of steel that won’t
rust.

a

white taffeta

|

For some

time the

brought

Looks like

Manhattan

There
were very fair sized excursion
artles to and from.the islands yesterday,
but it was evident that the bulk of summer Sunday travel was over.

on

producing

a

eye-har-

smart

brisk,

be

a

the surface

are woven-

care a

rap for that when

TAFFETAS.

Monotint Taffetas having a penAcross
cil cord, 1-2 inch apart.

maybe half

VENETIANS.

Silks; across
a light colored

ground bayadere

stripes in dif-

CHINA.

of chine

printed warps
tered here and there.
The

you’ve

are

ish

MISS LUCY

ENGLISH SUITING.

PIANO

CLAVIER,

AND

3 Monroe Place.

eodlm*

8BDti9

NEW BLACKS. Diagonal
whipcord, three effects, unlike any
previous things, SI.39, 1.50
These were made iu Germany.

$1.50.

CHAIR
$4.50 Per

:

a firm
weave,
the
colors are blue
snug finish,
and black, width 42 inches

50c
Well worth 75c.

Customers

NOTICE.

will

find the Lining
Department has been moved into
It is at the Free
a better light.
Street end of the Store.

J. R. LIBBY CO.

WOOD,

Cord, Cash.

ALL HAED WOOD.

MOUNTFORT,

0. H.

Wood and Coal Dealer, corner Cortland and St.
John Streets.sepltdlw*
■a

Have just

opened,

of recent

importation,

A

Quantity

Come

the

opening Today

of our new line
Suits.

of Tailor-made

to

In connection with the suits we
shall show an extensive line of
American, English and Scotch
Suitings from which we can take
special orders in any style sliit.

of Choice

ORIENTAL RUGS

j

v

I

s

CARPETS

We have just received a handsome line of new style silk and
satin Waists.

Certainly Masterpieces
From tue Rug Artists
Of tlx© Orient.

I

$1.25
0214c

ENGLISH Much could be
said in praise of
STORM
this fabric. It is
SERGE.

J. R. LIBBY CO.

J. R. LIBBY GO.

JOHNSTON, BAILEY & CO.

I

effects,
75c

59o

struck it before.

$1.00,31.25,

Will resume teaching of the
On September 20.

illuminated, 43
SI.50

Broad cloth—German Henrietta,

SATIN DUCHESS, white

N. BLANCHAK1I,
a summer of study with

Mr. Arthur Whiintg of New York,

inch,

sur-

evening

never

Black Poplin, 40 inch

GRANITE POPLIN. Bough-

24 inch plain China

scat-

Having returned from

geometrical

chic,

EPANCLINE, 40 inch

broadcloth weight, with
Drap d’ ete surface.
For tailor suits.

Kussian blue, green, cadet blue,
seal brown, 43 inch
SI.25

com-

50c

J. R. LIBBY CO.

woven

very

sur-

whio'n

new

We’ve had many calls
good China Taffeta at this

price but

description sounds like things
these you
seen before, but

A

75c

Silk,

never saw.

j

dozen color

a

a

shades.

ferent width traverse, splotches

is

on

a

face which is

for a

sure to

A glossy;
face

weaving;

ideas

DRESDEN

Silks

new

Autumnal Dress Goods—New.

Changeable
and plaiD,

Dollar goods at

in
crystalized
France; the prolific colors seem
to dwell together in harmony.

Scotch

SATIN
BROCADE.

SI. 19
only suggestive

that came in Saturday.

binations in the changeable and
as many plain colors.

TARTAN PLAID SILKS

For Waists. You’re

mechanical effect.

the goods.

the surface, several colors.

are

of the multitude of

has

you see

etc.

Congress St. windows Nos. 4 and 5.

The above

Price? It’s nothing compared to the
beauty of the fabric.

conse-

tucks of color.

Blaok, 27 inch,

black

quence. Width 24 inches.
Price? flever mind the price, you’ll
not

our

separated by a chenille traverse
cord; groups of set brocade figure give variety to what might

mony.
Cerise with black, blue and green with
black with dashes of white.

It is in better condition now than it
has been for years, in fact so far as the
sanitary condidtion goes there is no fault

Sarsaparilla

in

few in

and color alternating; the bars

where many

colors

the Monument street
school house are about completed and the
The building
school -will opon today.
was open Saturday for public inspection.

repairs

Striped Silk,
are grouped

in

a

of

BAR8

INCH

new

effect

MONUMENT STREET SCHOOL.
The

A

ROMANESQUE.

narrow cross

See

like them.

in ooal yesterday.

arrived from New
York about 6 p. m. with a large cagro
and a number of passengers.
The

accommodation for

Don’t let the little ones suffer from ecezma or other torturing skin diseases.
No need for it Doan’s Ointment oures.
Can’t harm the most delicate skin. At
any drug store, 50 cunts.

across

stripes of baby ribbon, in colors, pink, blue, green, etc.,

in

And

This
Searlo of the Infirmary staff, occupies a
part of the western half, and the Infirmary superintendent a part of the eastern
half. A large room on the first floor is
devoted to a hall for the amusement of
tho nurses when off duty. There are a
large number of sleeping rooms.

ground,

a

be^president,

cpp.rfitRrv

Au-

They out-beauty those of any previous season. Some of the Silks
peculiarly unique, unlike anything ever produced before.

k

Its principle executive offioers will be
well known Portland business men and
Mr. Lewis A. Goudy will

Goods

They came last Saturday.

White line, of R. Lewis & Co., now engaged in the South American trade.
The headquarters and offices of the comwithin a few days in
pany will be located
Portland with direot connections and associates in Boston, New York and Cuba.

mv_

Dress

Guyda
Captain

Hood's

occupied by Messrs. Theodore H. Johnson
Thursday, September 22—3.40 class for
and Marshall N. Rich, at the corner of
Westbrook horses; 2.18 class, trot or pace;
street.
Vaughan
2.59 class, trot or pace.
house has been remodelled. Dr.
MAINE STEEL WATCHES.

Baker's

for N. F. Trefethen.
Mr. J. Hopkins Smith has

Scrofula

trot.

Flavor that

Dress Parade of the New Silk and
tumnals.

rived Saturday with 4000 live lo bsters

at low tide the state of will now do good service for a ion g time.
nal
way,
things needs no description here.
is
How much longer this is to continue
from the past,
uncertain,
judging
very
dehow much longer it can be endured
In its thousands of forms is the most terpends on physical endurance.
affliction of the human race. Salt
rible
A Fifteen Years Sufferer.
rheum, sores, eruptions, boils, all humors,
WEST INDIAN COMMERCIAL AND swellings, etc., originate in its foul taint,
and are cured by the great and only True
TRANSPORTATION CO.
Blood Purifier, Hood’s Sarsaparilla. The
During the past week there has been advanced
theory of today that tuberIndia
organized in this city the 11 est
culosis, or consumption, is curable by
comand
Transportation
Commercial
care and purifying the
has been organ- proper nutrition,
pany. The corporation
finds confirmation in the experiblood,
ized under the laws of the State of Maine
ence of many who have been cured by
with an authorization of $25,000 capital
to
later
increased
be
will
which
stock
such amount as the development of the
Hood’s Pills cure sick headache. 25c.
business may warrant.
The business of the company will be

Tuesday September 20.—Three minute the numerous nurses at the Eye and Ear
class
for Westbrook horses; 2.24 class,
Infirmary have been growing inadequate
pace; three minuto class, trot or pace.
to the demand aDd a number of months
Wednesday, September 21—2.33 class, ago, the trusteos purchased the large
trot or pace; 2.23 class, trot; 2.42 class,
briok dwelling, owned and
three story

]

»

capitalists.

learning.

events

Woman

still lying at her anchorage.
When she
sails she will go to Gardiner’s bay, Long
Island, for two weeks’ target practice. 3
The steamer Hermann Reesslng ar-

and

Mr. Clarence Hale, treasurer, George T.
great care. They comprise
genoral agent and Captain
Ingraham
FieEulalas,
Afghans, Beloochistans,
W.
Tibbetts, transportation
Lincoln
other
and
next
Thursday
evening,
plaoe
fcans, Shvivans, Carabughs
Vernon lodge, N. E. O. P., will agent.
Mt.
These carpets and rugs
noted weavers.
hold ~a~ special' meeting at Hystio hall,
will be all ready for inspection today.
SICK SOLDIERS.
tnis evening,
September 19, after the
Maine
the
General, William WentAt
Cumberland lodge.
THE EVENING SCHOOL.
meeting of
was sent to his home in South
worth
celebration
of
the
harvest
annual
The
Attention is called to the advertisement
and Saturday foreon
in
is
the Windham, Friday,
Army
of the reopening of the evening school. Salvation
noon Perley Duvall of Skowhegan and
until the
This is a part of the Portland school sys- hall on Federal street, lasting
Chandler of North Auburn were
The special object Avery
tem which is doing a valuable work for night of the 20th.
and left for their homes.
discharged
and
refurnish
the
to
repair
those who have not had oarly advantages this year is
Charles W. Smith of New
Drummer
A nice display of goods of every
and it is safe to say that it will be as hall.
a member of the First Maine regHaven,
be* seen at the hall and
popular this year as it has been in the description will
iment, arrived at the hospital for treatwill be highly interesting.
past. It will continue under the efficient the meetings
although he is not considered danment,
the
of
Church
of
Aid
Ladies’
The
management of Principal Millikea.
ill.
gerously
will meet in the vestry of the
Messiah
Walter T. Howard of Co. B, who has
THE DEATH KATE.
church Wednesday afternoon. Vacation
with typhoid
been dangerously sick
boxes will be opened at four o’clock.
There were 22 deaths in Portland dur
at his home, 179 Pearl street, is
malaria
six
o’clock.
half
past
ing the week which ended Saturday Picnic supper at
recovering. He Is very weak but
Dr. Nickerson has been called to Can- slowly
The deaths were due to cervical
noon.
wife’s father, By- able to be up a few hours eaoh day, with
his
attend
ton, Me., to
chronic
abscess, apoplexy,
bronchitis, ron Waite, who was severely injured by the aid of crutches, and to receive visichronic diarrhoea, diphtheria, enteritis, being thrown from his carriage.
tors.
.ijnterocolitis, heart disease, meningitis,
Hugh J. Carr, a private in one of the
CUMBERLAND COUNTY FAIR.
dissenility
(2).
(3),
phthisis
tsephntis,
Portland Head batteries, was removed
Gorfair
at
county
Cumberland
The
of
the
tuberculosis,
stomach,
typhoid
use
to the Eye and Ear Infirmary in Rich’s
ham will he hold tomorrow, Wednesday
fever (4), uraemia.
amhulanoe Saturday afternoon. Carr was
will
there
and Thursday of this week and
suffering lrom appendicitis, and was
he the usual interesting exhibits of farm
taken to the hospital by orders of Surgeon
The
etc.
too,
promraces,
produce, stock,
Butler of the battery.
---is
as>there
of
unusual
ise to be
interest,
---| an uncommonly large list of entries. Tbe
NURSES HOME.
with

The training ship Alliance did not sail
Saturday as expected. She took in stores,
however.
Yesterday afternoon she was

U. O. of I. O. L., will meet at Mrs. Ilis- the exportation and importation of manley’s, 105 Brackett street, Monday eve- ufactured goods, provisions and products
ning, September 19th.
of the United States and the West India
All members of Thatcher Relief corps countries, particularly lumber, fish, potaare requested to be present at the next toes and manufactured goods.
meeting, September 20, as business of
The new company has purchased the
importance will come before the meet- bark Celina, formerly of the famous

have

abroad

the

up. Sunday mornings particularly,
little to be found with it.
The basement has
people get later sleep, but there was
Going to the been thoroughly cleaned and the old
well.
sacred air in that room.
a a
n
lvini-ir \V
Stanton's rear windows the oalm air was, or ought brick floor has been replaced by a new
tour of inspection through the first and to have been an^offense to heaven if it one of cement. New sanitary appliances
second
districts, a large wouldn’t have been an offense in some have been put in and an eleotrio fan will
lighthouse
amount of work is to he done. The ten- other place.
I determined if possible to complete ventilation to the basement.
has been done under the
der Myrtle is at Central wharf loading trace" it to its source._I think I did. All this work
long and short lumber, Following"”from the foot of Pearl street direction of Arohitect^Tompson and the
brick, shingles,
Whitehead, Petit Manan and to Boyd, reaching the latter on the dump, character of it shows for itself. Two of
etc., for
There was a the old rooms have been dosed, making
stations. Here a number one second was enough.
West Quoddy
In these
now a six room building.
of new buildings are to be erected imme- light northerly current of air and this it
assistant stench from this oesspool of fllth;had been rooms
new floors have b9en laid, new
diately to accommodate the
borne over and struck the higher eleva- wainscoting put in and ventilating flues
keepers and their families.
Over two thousand
morning about- 8 o’clock a tions. Let it be remombered that at the have been added.
Saturday
wagon belonging to the firm of Maurice foot of Boyd, Mayo, and streets beyond, dollars have been expended in putting
Cummings & Co., produce dealers on sewage is deposited inside of the Margi- the building into good condition and it

The new Emerson school buildiDg was
ORIENTAL HUGS AND CAREPTS.
thrown
open for public inspection SaturMiddle
190-192
Johnson, Hailey & Co.,
day and large numbers of citizens visited
street, as will be seen by advertisement,

importod a splendid line of Oriental
of the rug
rugs and oarpets, the work
artiste of the Orient. These carpets and
firm's agents
rugs were selected by the

some do not
and
are sound sleepers
possess an aouto sense of smell.
On the particular morning referred to,
as on many another ocoasion ranging all
from S midnight to 5 a. m.,
the
way
resort was had to some dry sweet fern set
ablaze
for its smoke to fumigate the
the
room.
A few broken naps^followed,
stench was victorious,and unrested, a littlp nft.iTn’clnpk T save it up. and got

Rich’s ambulance took him to the Maine
General hospital, where he is now doing

Edward Capen and
in the city. Mr
napolis, are visiting
for
a Portland boy.
formerly
was
Capen
the Boston and
at
agent
some time being
Maine transfer station.
the Grand
of
Mr
Spicer, auditor
Who have been
Mrs.
Spicer,
and
Trunk,
island, will
summering at Cushing’s
where Mr. Commercial street,
broke down on the
this week for Boston,
leave
and Congress streets.
corner of Park
ordered.
been
has
Spicer
for
The Ladies’ Veteran Firemen’s auxH. K. Colesworthy left Saturday
at the iliary have received an invitation to spend
representative
as
grand
Boston
I. O. O. F.t the day next Thursday at the summer
Sovereign Grand lodge,
in that city. cottage of
Mrs.
one of their members,
whioh is to hold its sessions
by
Marriner’s
be
accompanied
J.
will
Susie
landing,
Sawyer,
Colesworthy
Mr.
Mrs. Ooleswortny.
Friday morning the waitresses
Last
room
of the United States hotel dining
head |waiter, Mr. Henry
their
presented
with almodine stone.
a

Up Along

Picked

ADVERTISEMENTS.

lightning

■'Jrup,

of 14S Pearl
Mies Maria D. Gould,
from a two years
returned
has
street,
md more trip through Europe.
Lambord, organist
Mr. Benjamin F.
church, left
at the [Free street Baptist
university, where
Columbia
for
Saturday
of musical instruche will take a course
under Mr. E. A. McDowell.

Interest

NEW

Shore.

_

PERSONAL.

of

Offense.

There are some things that a person
are
being can get accustomed to; thero are changed
Extensive improvements
and conditions in public affairs which the
Administrator's Notice.
made at the reservoir on Brackett
Atkinson Furnishing Co.
settle down to, but
people accept and
stroets.
B.
E.
ltochester
Vaughan
Portland &
SatPlummer’s Yarn Store.
public
of
was.reported
diphtheria
annoyanoes, disturbances, eto.,
A ease
The University Preparatory School,
demand legal interference.
urday at 42 Cotton street.
Miss Lucy N. Blanchard.
But what is our now almost nightly
City of Portland.
The members of the Portland and AuFrank f. Tibbetts & Co.
which
has become such an
Gun olubs wiil hold a tournament visitor
bnru
FINANCIAL.
Is it a prowler around the
at tho range on Ocean street, YVoodfords, offence?
Indiana, Illinois & Iowa E. E. Co.
house—afeared
Worse than
burlgar?
AMUSEMENTS.
today.
The laundry shop of Sam Lung on Fed- that when ono is awakened from'sleep
Jefferson Theatre.
Found ral street between Market and Pearl, was by a sensation which upon being fully
New Wants. To Let. For Sale, Lost.
under
is noticed as about the foulest
into Friday night and 424.79 awake
broken
and similar advertisements will he foun
their appropriate heads on page G.
stench that ever entered one’s nostrils.
stolen from tho money drawer.
"Sirs. Winslow* Sootmas

Items

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.,-

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

HARBOR NOTES.

VISITOR-

New Coif Capes and Shawls.

These Carpets
Were selected by our buyer who endeavored to get together the very choicest novelties in oriental weaving and on terms that will allow of their distribution among admirers of Eastern rug art at prices much reduced from tke usual demanded for these

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.
g

goods.

They Comprise,
Afghans,

Ecloochistans,

and other noted weaves in

j

UNIVERSITY PREPARATORY
School for

Boys.
Eulalias, Feehans, Shirvans, Carabaghs 1
The REV. THOMAS L CALVERT.
assorted sizes.
M. A. of EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY,

READY EOii INSPECTION AND SALE MONDAY, SEPT. 19.

JOHNSTON, BAILEY & CO.
jos

middle Street, Portland,

me.
septlM3t

I

SCOTLAND,
And with ten years experience in the classical
instruction of boys, begs to annoonee that he
will open the above school the last week in
September. Classes will be formed in the
Parish House of St. Lukes Cathedral, (entrance
ou
from Park at.,
Wednesday morning.
September 28th., at 10 o’clockA limited number of boarders will be received
Terms illitinto the family of the principal.
erate.
For

particulars apply
School at

to

the Principal of the

ST. LUKE’S PARISH HOUSE,
After September 20tli.
sepi9d2w

\ IF THE
> BOY

S

SHOWS AN

}INTEREST
■why not buy him a small
outfit of Chemical Glassware,
out

and lot him work it

himself.

We

will supply it

reason-

ably.

H, H. HAY & SON,
Middle

Street.

